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The problem: Because it is difficult for the educational practitioner to ascertain 
the direction of educational reform, this study surveyed a sample of 
superintendents on their views, suggested by Thomas Kuhn's work on 
paradigms, on the classical schools of education, perennialism, essentialism, 
progressivism, and social reconstructionism, and on the three state-offered 
reform initiatives in lowa, The lowa Initiative for World-class Schools, the New 
State Standards for lowa Schools, and the views of William Lepley, director of 
the state Department of Education. 
Procedures: From the 376 superintendents in lowa, thirty were chosen, 
representing those with little, moderate, and high tenure. Each subject was 
given the Educational Ideologies Inventory (O'Neill, 1981 ),  which produced a 
score for each subject for each of the four classical schools, and asked a series 
of questions designed to reveal their opinions on the components of the lowa 
reform initiatives. Chi Square, Analysis of Variance, and qualitative analyses 
were performed on the data. Because of the nature of these data collection 
instruments, each subject was personalty visited by the researcher. 
Findings: 
1 . While no educational paradigm was found to exist among lowa 
superintendents, progressivism was the educational school voiced by the great 
majority of the subjects. 
2. Tenure in office bore no statistically significant relationship to 
educational school held by the super~ntendents. 
3. The superintendents did not express preference for any of the three 
reform initatives over the other two. 
4. A relationship, though not demonstrated statistically, between tenure 
in office and support for specif~c reform proposals, did exist. 
Recommendations: 
1. Further research should be conducted on educational stakeholders' views 
on the individual components of the classical education schools and on the 
changes in stakeholder's view over time. 
2. Increasing support for specific reform proposals, among the ten offered in the 
three reform initatives, is possible through state action aimed at removing 
obstacles perceived by school district superintendents. 
3. A synthesis of these three reform initiatives will assist the Iowa educational 
commur~ity in implementing the offered proposals rather than advocating 
specific reports without requisite attention to their similarities and differences in 
content. 
For George and Hilda Thorn, 
Godspeed. 
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Chapter 1 
INTRODUCTION 
Educational reform was a serious topic of discussion in Europe long 
before public education even began in America. Since its birth in America, 
public education has also been constantly in the throes of various reform 
movements (Knight, 1940; Kaestle, 1990). One small, though distinguished, 
part of the American educational scene, the public educational system of the 
state of lowa, is in a similar position today. Reform or restructuring (English & 
Hill, 1990), as some prefer to calk it, movements have been unmistakably 
evident in the state of lowa during the late 1980's and early 1990"s. 
Three particularly significant and public manifestations of this reform 
include the lowa Department of Education's new standards for schools issued 
in October of 1988 (New Standards for Iowa's Schools, 1 9881, the vision of 
education for the future of Dr. William Lepley, Director of the lowa Department of 
Educat~on, and the report of The lowa Initiative for World-Class Schools 
(Business and Education Roundtable, 19901, hereafter referred to as the 
Hornbeck Report. Each of these reform 'initiatives' has come into being in the 
last 3 years and thus the permanence of their contributions to education in Iowa 
is unclear. In addition, due to a lack of research on the three initiatives, lt is not 
even clear what actual impact they are currently having on education in lowa. 
The amount of influence that any of these three lnltiatives does and/or 
will have on Iowa education 1s dependent on t h ~  degree to which they are 
adopted by lowa schools. Before reviewing that issue, however, it is relevant to 
briefly describe each of the initiatives in question. The new state standards for 
lowa schools (1988) were created by the lowa General Assembly, the state 
legislature, and mandated for all accredited schools as of July 1. 1989. The 
standards, of course, are a mix of requirements pertaining to administration, 
school personnel, the education program, extracurricular activities, and staff 
development. They include elements from a number of different schools of 
thought. Requirements for instructional time audits (1 2.35), assessment of 
learning objectives (280.12 and 280.18), and sequential performance-based 
courses in vocational education (1991 amendments to 256.1 1 6h) all tend 
toward an objectives-based approach. The standard requiring a talented and 
gifted program (1 2.51 2) seems to assume a view of education as a releaser of 
human potential. Provisions for global education (12.51 I), health and human 
growth education (1 2.53e, 12.54e, and 12.55e) and multi-cultural, non-sexist 
c~~rriculum and ~nstruction (12.58) all aim towards solving social ills and 
changing society for the better. As a result of such diversity, the standards are 
not easily classifiable though their importance is potentially great since they 
carry the power of law. Penalty for standards non-compliance, in the eyes of 
Department of Educat~on consultants, is dissolution of the school district (Staff. 
1991 b). 
Lepley's vision of the future for education carries no such might. His 
impact on education depends almost solely on persuasion Whlle he has 
comrnun~cated his vlslons through a number of different media, including 
written articles in the Dis~atch, a monthly newspaper put out by the Iowa State 
Department of Education, speeches to groups interested in education, and 
directives to the Department of Education on the direction of various state and 
federal programs, the clearest summation of this vision came out in a small 
pamphlet entitled, Creatinq the Ideal Schools (Lepley, 1990a). In this 
pamphlet, Lepley asks the reader to divest himself of his current view of 'school' 
and to imagine a school district of 2010 which will have the following 
characteristics: 
1)Curriculum is not bound by age or grade level boundaries. 
2)The school has become a place not only for education but also for all 
other community and public resources, including "Health services, job services, 
and human sewices ...." (Lepley, 1990a, p. 2) 
3)Teachers have increased skills due to college internships at clinical 
schools, teacher mentoring programs for novice teachers, increased 
preparation time, and greater collegiality; 
4)Technology has been infused into classrooms, allowing better 
instruction and instantaneous communications with teachers and researchers 
across the nation. The most notable change is the microcomputer at each 
child's desk, linked to other students and software and databases of enormous 
d ~versity. 
5)Building administrators have refined their skills to allow for increased 
monitoring of student progress and enabled their teachers to more accurately 
diagnose learn~ng needs of their students and prescribe techniques to fulfill 
these needs; 
is structured SO that all areas are integrated and so that all 
learning is outcomes-based with the overriding assumption that all children can 
learn no matter what their backgrounds or problems; 
7)Distri~t boundaries are POrOUS, allowing students to freely move from 
one district to another SO that they may take advantage of programs in other 
schools with stronger emphases in desired programs; 
8) Post-secondary courses in alt areas are offered for vocational school 
and college credit on site; 
93 Educational outcomes emphasize "cooperative learning, individualized 
instruction and an experience-based approach to learning" along with "higher 
order thinking and the development of skills needed to make decisions, solve 
problems and obtain information." (Lepley, 1990a, p. 6) 
That Lepley's long-term views are expressed in this pamphlet is 
supported by the fact that many of his "From the Director" columns in the 
Dispatch have dealt w~th these same issues in a manner consistent with the 
content of Creatina the Ideal Schools (Lepley, 1990a). The February, 1990 
Dispatch column, "Cutting the chains of the calendar and the clock," (Le~leY. 
1 g g ~ b )  attacks the artificial t~me constraints placed on education dealt with in 
points 1 and 2 The March, 1990 Dispatch column, "Technology can bring 
success to Iowa restructuring movement." (Lepley, 199Qc) more fully outlines 
the improvements that can be made in education pointed to in point of his 
pamphlet More recently, "Deflnlng 0lJt~0meS for educators and students w'll 
enhance human resources" (Lepiey, 1991) called for better identification of 
outcomes and better assessments of those outcomes, as outlined in point 6. 
Finally, in the September, 1990 column, "Nineties will be decade of school 
transformation," (Lepley, 1990d) he goes on to predict that many of the changes 
outlined in his pamphlet will occur during the decade of the 1990's. Lepley, 
then, has a clearly articulated and communicated vision for lowa schools. 
Whether he will be able to transform that vision into actual retorm is, however. 
unclear. 
The final reform initiative to be discussed here is the Hornbeck Report. In 
March of 1990, a task force comprised of members from the lowa State b a r d  of 
Education, the lowa Business and Education Roundtable, and the lowa Future 
Project was established and given the job to: 
.. define 'world class' education, assess the current status of education, 
set specific goals to achieve a world-class elementary-secondary 
education system and determine strategies to attain the goals. (Business 
and Education Rountdable, 1990, p. 1) 
The final report includes sections on the need for world-class schools, a 
definition of 'world-class', philosophical and foundational beliefs about 
education and children, results of world-class schools, and recommendations 
for creating world-class schools in lowa. Though it is somewhat difficult to 
classify. like the state standards, its comparative brevity allows a meaningful 
~nclus~on f some of the major educational pr~ncipies found in the sections on 
beliefs and results of world-class schools. The following is directly quoted from 
the Hornbed Report though the outline format has been added for reader 
convenience: 
1.  Foundations: 
A. Assumptions: 
1. Virtually all students can learn at high levels. 
2. Ways exist to teach all students successfuily. 
3. What students learn should be challenging to all. 
B. Guiding Principles: 
1. Iowa's world-class education system should be 
based on results. 
2. Student performance should be measured with a 
variety of tools that reflect the complexity 
of what students are expected to learn. 
3. Successful schools, judged on student 
achievement, should be rewarded, unsuccess- 
ful schools should be helped to improve, and 
consistently inferior schools should be 
penalized. 
4. Staff in individual schools must have the 
authority to make decisions affecting student 
achievement and must be accountable for 
results. 
5. Educators must have the training, knowledge, 
and leadership skills to help students 
succeed. 
6. Readiness for school is critically important. 
7. Schools in the new system must be responsible 
for ensuring collaboration with health and 
human services agencies to reduce barriers 
to student learning. 
8. Schools must assist parents in ass~~ming their 
full role as partners in educating their 
children. 
I I. Results of Successful Schools 
A. Result 1 : Each student will be able to read, write, 
speak and listen and to use math and foreign 
language skills for purposes and situations similar 
to what he or she wi\l encounter in life. 
B. Result 2: Each student will be able to apply core 
concepts and principles from subjects such as 
mathematics, the sciences, the arts, the 
humanities, social studies, and practical living 
studies to situat~ons and problems similar to what 
he or she wtll encounter rn life. 
C. Result 3: Each student will become a self-sufficient 
individual and a responsible member of a family, 
work group and community. 
D. Result 4: Each student will be able to think and solve 
problems both in school situations and in a variety 
of situations similar to what he or she will 
encounter in life. 
E. Result 5: Each student will be able to connect and 
integrate experiences and new knowledge from all 
subject matter fields with what he or she already 
has learned. 
F. Result 6: Each student will successfully complete a 
high school education. 
G. Result 7: Each student will make a successful 
transition to the work place or postsecondary 
education after high school graduation. 
(Business and Education Roundtable, 1990, pp. 9-1 5.) 
While there is certainly more to the Hornbeck report than this, the above 
assumptions, guidelines, and results paint a fairly descriptive picture of its 
contents. 
The educational system in Iowa, then, has three reform initiatives before 
it. The three certainly have many similarities, one example of which is the 
emphasis on assessable student-results. But the initiatives also have some 
stark differences, including the locus of power inherent in each reform. The 
new standards can force compliance through a state government enforcement 
mechanism; the reforms outlined in the Hornbeck Report explicitly call for strong 
and innovative local control with outside intervention only after consistent 
incompetence is demonstrated. Thus, educational reform could follow certain 
principles of all three but must also deny principles of one initiative to adopt 
those of another. Yet, whether any of the principles will be or have been 
adopted in practice is, as stated earlier, unclear. 
Purpose and Sianificance of the Study 
Until something is known about the potential influence of these individual 
initiatives, it is difficult to gauge their importance. ~ u t  of course, reform 
fmeasures go quite beyond these three reform proposals; a comprehensive list 
of ail possible reform ventures would be difficult if not impossible to compile for 
lowa, and a Herculean task to compile for the entire country. How, then, can 
some knowledge of educational reform status and potential in lowa be gauged? 
It was the purpose of this study to assist the education practitioner in reform 
decision-making by locating, revising, or developing, and then implementing a 
plan of action for collecting information on the current educational status and 
reform potential in lowa. More explicitly, the information collected as a result of 
this study spoke to two questions: What is the current philosophical status of 
education in lowa today? What is the potential for particular reform movements 
in lowa? In a later sectron, these questions are phrased quite differently and 
substantially more narrowly since terminology and concepts adapted from the 
work of Kuhn (1 970) are used. Kuhn, author of The Structure of Scientific 
Revolutions (1 970), speaks of the philosophical status of a field as a paradigm 
or disciplinary matrlx and reform as paradigm shift. 
F~nding informat~on on the philosophical status and potential for reform of 
education in lowa is an endeavour of importance from a number of different 
perspectives. These perspect~ves range from the extremely pragmat~c to the 
highly philosophical. 
Clearly the most pragmatic use of such findings is for the current 
proponents of reform in lowa. Though there is some degree of overlap in their 
ideas and in the membership and influence of the three parties, it is dill true that 
the General Assembly, Lepley, and the Business and Educational Roundtable 
task force each have their own vision of education in lowa that they are hoping 
to see implemented. Each of these three proponents is attempting to lead the 
lowa educational establlshrnent into a future of their own perception. As 
Hersey and Blanchard (1969) demonstrated so well, the ability to lead 
depends on knowledge of the 'maturity' of the followers. For example, if Lepley 
wishes to bring educators around to his vision, he must first learn how capable 
and how willing they are to move in that direction. Hersey and Blanchard 
(1 969) characterized followers as having high or low needs for direction and 
support. The optimal leadership behavior depends upon the type and degree 
of the needs of the followers. Thus, knowing the philosophical status and 
reform potential of educational practitioners in lowa may assist any of these 
prospective reformers in selecting the most productive leadership behaviors 
A second importance of these findings runs parallel to the first. It is 
certainly true that information on the philosoph~cal status of education in lowa 
would be pertinent to those trying to reform it, but it is also highly pertinent to the 
followers in that it glves some indications of the current 'front runner' in 
educational reform. Lepley and the new state standards have each been in 
place for roughly three years. Some Impact from each can reasonably be 
expected The Hornbeck Report, wh~le only recently published, has enjoyed 
w~de distribut~on and d~scussion throughout the state As such. it is possible 
that one of the three reforms is gaining wide support among educational 
practitioners. If so, education in lowa may be in the midst of a paradigm shift, a 
concept that is explained more fully in the next chapter. Likewise, the three 
reform movements may be completely ineffectual. Whatever the findings about 
practitioners, the findings of this study will be inherently interesting in that they 
will speak to the future of lowa education. 
The findings of this study may also have pragmatic uses outside the 
realm of lowa education because of the unique educational status of the state, 
typically ranked number one among the states in student performance (Staff, 
1990a; Business and Education Roundtable, 1990). While there are certainly 
many reasons for these consistently high rankings for lowa, the philosophical 
perspective on education of lowa practitioners could be one. Knowing that 
perspective would allow further research to investigate whether practitioner 
beliefs in lowa were fundamentally different than practitioners beliefs in 
stateswhich have lower scores on learner performance. Perhaps one key to 
productive reform is moving towards a particular philosophical viewpoint. 
The philosophical viewpoint of edl~cators is also interesting from an other 
than pragmatic standpoint. Students of the foundations of education are well 
acquamted with the fact that education has a small number of classical schools 
of thought. Inasmuch as practitioners are often manifestly uninterested in such 
philosophical constructs, they are sometimes assumed to have no impact on 
actual practice. The truth, however, is that these schools of thought are so all- 
encompassing that it is impossible to operate outside of the~r context. The 
educator can remain ignorant of their existence but cannot escape their 
efficacy, much like the child who uses inductive logic without ever having 
studied Aristotle. The philosophical status and reform potential of educators in 
lowa were examined through a comparison of their beliefs to the postulates of 
four of those classical schools of thought on education. Recognizing the 
philosphical footings of lowa educators will surely add to the paradigm debate 
between respective advocates and may strike at the notion of irrelevance of 
those schools of thought for the non-philosophic practitioner. 
Finally, and possibly least pragmatically, this study is a report of an 
interesting application of the work of Kuhn (1970). Kuhn's work on paradigms 
and their dependence on the consensus opinion of a field's community 
members made it highly relevant to this study. More specifically, his 
discussions of paradigm shifts, the process of reform in a field of study, offered 
specific insights and methodologies for an analysis of education reform of th~s 
sort. Using Kuhn in this way added to the many educational studies using his 
concepts (Aquirre, 1981 ; Boldt, 1969; Bowen, 1972; Fennell & Liveritte, 1979; 
Hairston, 1982; Tuthill & Ashton, 1983) but, atypically, attempted to remain true 
to the process of paradigm shift he outlined, as will be shown in Chapter II. As 
such this report speaks both to education and to the further valid~ty of applying 
Kuhn to areas outside of the natural sciences 
Each of these 5 purposes can be meaningfully spoken to through this 
report, a Kuhnian analysis of the philosophical status and reform potential of 
educational practrtioners in lowa. 
Rationale for the Studv 
This philosophical status and reform potential is, in the end, deduced 
from the consistency of the expressed viewpoints of educators with one or more 
of the classical educational schools. It was Kuhn's view, substantiated with 
historical evidence in the natural Sciences, that a field of study adopted a 
paradigm from one of the classical schools which vied for pre-eminence in that 
field (Kuhn, 1970). Therefore, the most productive place to look for educational 
paradigms which exist within some comprehensible, conceptual boundaries, is 
in the identified classical schools of education. Other researchers have 
attempted related goals, which will be discussed at greater length in Chapter I I, 
including the creation of new educational paradigms and the search for current 
educational paradigms without starting from specific philosophical categories 
l~ke the classical schools. This investigation, on the other hand, attempted to 
answer a much smaller question, but a question which has great bearing on 
education in Iowa. What is the current paradigmatic status and reform potential 
of educational practitioners in Iowa? Other, more practical and more specific, 
questions will surely arise but this questton required an answer before any 
other can be seriously studied. 
Before moving directly Into the procedures by which this question was 
answered, however, it is first necessary to review the work of Kuhn (1 9701, the 
philosoh~cal background of the field of modern education. and any additional 
research stud~es, pertinent to this investigation. These reviews are the work of 
Chapter 11. 
Chapter 2: 
LITERATURE REVIEW 
Introduction and Scope: 
It Was the intent of this investigation to examine the current philosophical 
status and reform potential of educational practitioners in lowa. Doing so 
requ~red a review of several different lines of thought and research. The first 
such line consisted of national reform reports and movements. In order to view 
the reform picture in lowa, it was first necessary to at least briefly examine what 
sorts of reform movements have affected the national education scene in 
recent times. Once this was done, the three lowa reform initiatives identified in 
Chapter I were re-examined for their ties to the identified national movements. 
While a brief look at national and state reform movements was clearly 
necessary for the creation of a conceptual milieu of reform, what was notably 
lacking was any method of judging just how such reform movements take hold. 
Reform is of no consequence unless it has some actual impact on schools and 
teaching (Sergiovanni, 1989). Reform movements are born and exist, but how 
is it that they come to change how educators think and, subsequently, how 
people in schools act? 
One response is that offered by the second line of thought and research, 
the work of Kuhn on paradigms and paradigm shift. in his essay, Structure of 
Sc~entific Revolutions (Kuhn, 1970). Kuhn outlines the process by which the 
philosophical underpinnings or paradigm of a field come under attack and 
eventually are changed to some new set of ph~losophical underpinnings or 
paradigm. This process, adopted by many other researchers (Gutting, 1980) to 
explain reform in numerous fields including education, can be productively 
utilized to view educational reform and the current philosophical status of 
education. The main difficulty in applying Kuhn to education is the necessity to 
search for possible paradigms for education. 
Kuhn's work, based on historical examinations of paradigm shift in other 
fields, points to the classical 'schools' of thought in a field as the major 
contenders for the f~nal, consensus-based paradigm (Kuhn, 1970). For that 
reason, the third line of thought to be discussed in the literature review will be 
a description of each of the major classical, philosophical educational schools 
of thought. Specifically, Perennialism, Essentialism, Progressivism, and Social 
Reconstructionism will be reviewed as theoretical competitors for the 
educational paradigm. Since these classical schools are paradigm candidates 
according to Kuhn's process of paradigm development (Kuhn. 1970), any 
assessment of the philosophical status and reform potential of education in 
Iowa must include signif~cant awareness of them in the process. 
F~nally, because the theoretical framework created through the review of 
these three lines of research could be supported by the demonstration of 
simllar research projects by others, two types of research studies are offered as 
precursors to this study, In the section 'Analysis of Studles Related to this 
Research .' 
National Reform Reports and Movements 
As stated at the beginning of Chapter I .  the toplc of reform is a 
perennial issue in education. Even in the very beginning of education in 
America. religious sects were sponsoring their own schools and curricula out 
of the perceived need for reform in existing schools (Ornstein & Levine, 1984). 
I! is t h~s  pervasiveness and longevity of reform activities that makes it difficult to 
decide just which reform reports and movements should be included in even a 
brief discussion. The launching of Sputnik by the Soviets in 1957 helped to 
initiate reform proposals and spur enthusiastic debates throughout the sixties 
Confusion characterizes the current situation in educational reform. The 
last wave of school reform, beginning in the fifties and continuing 
through the sixtres, was one of the largest and most sustained reform 
movements in American educational history. Many observers believed 
that the movement would transform American education. But as Charles 
Silberrnan concluded: 'Nothing of the sort has happened; the reform 
movement has produced innumerable changes, and yet the schools 
themselves are largely unchanged. (Rich, 1979, p. 39.) 
A review of the reform literature from 1957 to the current date would 
produce a great deal of intrrnsically interesting reform analysis but much of it 
would be simply irrelevant because the latest wave of reform publications 
began in 1982 (Passow, 1989). Therefore, this review of reform reports and 
movements will extend back only to 1982, with the publication of The Paideia 
Pro~osa l  (Adler, 1982), for it was in 1982 and 1983 that the "first wave of 
reform reports of the 1980s" (Passow . 1989) were issued. The following 
reports, selected because of the myriad references to them in the literature 
(Spady, 1984: Tanner, 1984: Passow, 1989; Lewis. 1989), of that wave wkll be 
briefly reviewed here The Paide~a Proposal(Adler. 1982). m a t i o n  At R~sk 
(National Commission on Excellence in Educat1on.1983). Act~on for 
Excellence(Task Force on Education for Economic Growth, 1983). Educatinq 
Americans for the 21 st Centurv(National Science Board Commission on 
Precollege Education in Science, Mathematics and Technology. 1983), Hiqh 
School (Boyer, 1983), A Place Called School (Goodlad, 1983), and the first 
volume of A Study of Hish Schools. Horace's Com~romise (Sizer, 1984). 
Passow also talks about a second such wave of reform reports andlor 
movements since then. For this particular research, three will be mentioned, 
though none were discussed in Passow because of their recency. These 
include the School Reform Act in Chicago (Rist, 1990), the Education Reform 
Act of 1990 in Kentucky (Harrington-Lueker, 1990), and the National 
Educal.ion Goals set forth by President George Bush and the National 
Governors Association (Staff, 1991a). Each of these ten reports and 
movements IS summarized below 
The Paide~a Proposal (1982) by Adler, noted Aristotelian philosopher 
and educat~on perenn~alrst, was written as a means of communlcat~ng the 
views of the Parde~a Group In this work, Adler calls for a one-track educational 
system in which all students are thoroughly instructed towards full part~cipatlon 
in the American democratic system, sp~ritual and mental growth, and 
rnean~ngful participation in the Amerlcan economic system This instruction 
includes "drdactrc ~nstructron-lectures and responses," "coach~ng, exercises, 
and superv~sed pract~ce," and maieut~c or Socrat~c questioning and active 
part~c~patlon " (pp 22-31 ) Adler and his group have set forth one overarch~ng 
premjse, "There are no unteachable children " ( P 8)  That being the case ail 
should receive the same curriculum; to do otherwise is inequitable and 
undemocratic. 
The very next reform report to come out, A Nation at Risk (National 
Commission on Excellence in Education, 1983). caused unprecedented 
attention to be directed at American education. This official federal document 
laments the progress other nations are making at ending America's economic 
dominance in the world and places the blame for this squarely on American 
education. The sotutions recommended in this document include a return to 
curricutum basics, raising academic standards, and requiring more Carnegie 
units in core high school courses such as English, math, and science. In 
addition, it points to increased financial support and improved textbooks as 
partial solutions. The urgency of the message presented in A Nation at Risk 
can best be summed up through its most famolls quote: "If an unfriendly 
forejgn power had attempted to impose on America the mediocre educational 
perormance that exists today, we might have well viewed it as an act of war." 
(National Commission on Excellence in Education, 1983, p. 5) School reform 
means higher standards and more academic rigor, especially at the high 
school level. 
Making similar linkages between mediocre schooling and loss of 
economic prowess, the report, Action for Excellence(l983), was issued by The 
Task Force on Education for Economic Growth. The solution to this economic 
demise is the expansion of the idea of basic sk~lls to all areas connected to 
later employment. Besides math and science. students should also be 
instructed in computer literacy and reasoning. One way of teaching these new 
skills most effectively is through strong school-business partnerships, even 
including 'vocational' (though this term is less meaningful under the premises 
of the report because the primary purpose of education therein is to enable 
students to find jobs) courses taught on-site at private businesses (The Task 
Force on Education for Economic Growth, 1983). The report also includes 
recommendations for raising teacher salaries, increasing federal aid to 
schools, and bettering assessment of student learning (The Task Force On 
Education for Economic Growth, 1983). Again, all of this is directed toward 
improving the economic status of America in the world. 
Another report issued in 1983 pushed for school reform in order to 
improve the economic and political situation of America. In that same year, the 
commission on Precollege Education in Mathematics, Science, and 
Technology issued its findings entitled, Educatina Americans for the 21 st 
Centuw (Task Force on Education for Economic Growth, 1983). As the 
commission's name implies, the report dealt almost exclusively with the 
content areas of math, science, and technology because of its premise that 
these areas would strenghten America economically and politically. Its call for 
a return to basrcs incfuded the areas of scientific literacy, thinking skllls, and 
tec hnolog~cal l~teracy (Com rnlss~on on Precollege Education in Mathematics. 
Sckence, and Technology, 1983). Seemingly echoing A Natkon at Risk (1 983). 
it also called for higher graduation requirements to be mandated by individual 
states (Commission on Precollege Educat~on In Mathematics. Science, and 
Technology. 1 983). Because of the inability of others to manage the task, 
made manifest in the current state of American eduation, the report also called 
for a presidential commission on education to continuously assess student 
learning and set goals for education in the United States. Overall, the report 
was quite focused on those areas it felt were in need of improvement but was 
still consistent with the two reports that preceded it in 1983. 
A report very different from those described above was Hiq h School: A 
Report on Secondarv Education in America (1 983), authored by Ernest Boyer, 
president of the Carnegie Foundation for the Advancement of Teaching. tt was 
different in two ways. First, it sent researchers into the field to observe the 
workings of typicat high schools in America and to make conclusions on those 
observations. Second, it included more recommendations for the 
improvement of teaching rather than simply advocating more of it. The main 
focus of the report, in fact, was on ways to improve the instructional 
effectiveness of secondary teachers. The first method of causing this was 
curriculum reform. Boyer and h ~ s  commission advocated the establishment of 
curriculum priorities and essential student learning outcomes. The entire 
curriculum was to be created around these. While a system of units, similar to 
Carnegie units, was to continue to exist, these units were created around the 
learning outcomes. Due to the enumeralion of these learning outcomes, 
teachers would be better able to help students meet the expected outcomes 
Additionally, more professional growth opportunities, better working 
conditions, increased training, and more vigorous teacher recruitment were 
advocated. While definite recommendations on curriculum and student 
outcomes were made, much more emphasis than in earlier reports was given 
to the primary educational input, teachers and instruction. Buyer's 
commission issued their report after attempting to directly observe the 
educational process at the secondary level. 
John Goodlad's A Place Called School (1983) was even more 
observation-based than contemporary reports inasmuch as the findings and 
recommendations proceeded from his team's research on over one thousand 
actual classrooms. Like Hiqh School (1 983), the Goodlad report also focuses 
more on the process of education than on simply increasing the requirements 
therein. Goodlad, though he does not explicitly spell out the alternative, calls 
for a revision of the current age-graded school (Goodlad, 1983). He pushes for 
more integration of subjects throughout the day and more actual instruction 
during classtime. Rather than having physics and English literature, the 
student would takecourses in the three areas of Cognition, Language, and Art. 
Within these areas, all courses would be integrated. In such a system, tracking 
would cease to exist along with teachers' tendency to offer excellent instruct~on 
to the higher track and drill and practice to the lower. Finally, Goodlad callstor 
public education to begin at age 6 and end at age 16 By making these 
seem~ngly radical changes, Goodlad feels that both educational and societal 
objectives would be met. 
To some, the final 'first wave' report, A Studv of High Schools, is also 
quite radical The first volume of thls report. Horace's Com~romlse The 
Dilemma of the American High School (1 984) was written by Theodore Sizer. 
In it Sizer describes the impossible task facing a mythical though typical 
English teacher, Horace, and the inadequate education that results because 
of it. To remedy the situation, Sizer proposes a number of recommendations 
for re-structuring the school situation. First and foremost,Sizer wishes to 
reduce the number of students for which any teacher is responsible. Current 
loads make motivation and authentic assessment of student progress 
impossible (Sizer, 1984). One way of doing this is to simplify the school day by 
having students take fewer classes but for longer periods of time. Students 
are not assigned to classes by age but rather by similarity of learning 
outcomes. The curriculum includes student outcomes which take greater 
precedence than 'classes.' Students move through the expected outcomes as 
quickly as they are able and move to groups of other students working on the 
same outcomes. The "bureaucratically neat" (Sizer, 1984, p. 223) system of 
age-grading is not best for students and so should be done away with in favor 
of a system based on outcomes-grading (S~zer, 1984). What emerges from all 
of this is a system in which students move through a fluid organization, are 
constantly assessed for learning outcomes, and spend their days in a very few 
classes. Sizer, like Adler, has gone beyond his writings to help establish the 
Coalition of Essential Schools, an organization which has recruited schools for 
the implementation of these school reforms. Well over fifty schools have 
become 'Essential' schools (Lewis. 1989. Chion-Kenney, 1987; Aronotf & 
Toloudis. 1987; Groesbeck, 1989; Wiggins. 1987) 
In 1983 and 19843 a great number of educational reform reports were 
issued lamenting the condition of and suggesting methods of improving 
education in America- That these reports have influenced reform efforts in 
Iowa can n-~ost easily be seen in the New Standards for Iowa Schools (1988). 
The many new curriculum requirements, the more stringent rules for the length 
of the school Year, and the mandated assessments of student learning all 
echo recommendations of these reports of the early and middle 1980's. But 
three more recent reform reports and initiatives atso have bearing on Iowa 
reform trends today, the School Reforni Act in Chicago (Rist, 1990), the 
Education Reform Act of 1 990 in Kentucky (Harrington- Lueker, 1990), and the 
National Education Goals (Staff, 1990). 
The School Reform Act in Chicago (Rist, 1990) was passed by the 
Illinois legislature in 1988 and was in effect for the 1989-90 school year. 
Essentially, the Act mandated site-based school governance for the Chicago 
schools. The school board and central adm~nistration were stripped of much of 
their power and, in part, dissolved. Almost total control of budgeting, 
curr~culum, planning, hlring, and fir~ng was turned over to school councils, a 
board which functions much like a school board except that its authority is 
building-wide rather than district-wide. These C O U ~ C I ~ S  include a majority of 
parent membership, thereby Increasing the likelihood that the approach would 
be truly bottom-up (Rjst, 1 990). Kentucky's Education Reform Act of I9g0 has 
a similar decentralizatlon theme but operates on a s t a t e - ~ l d ~  bas's One of 
the chronologically first provisions of the Act dissolves the Kentucy state 
department of education. While such an agency will be re-instituted in some 
fashion, its role will no longer be regulatory but instead will asses local school 
district performance and reward or punish on that basis. Site-based 
management will be mandated for each local district. School boards will still 
exist but they will be stripped. aside from the hiring of the superintendent, of 
their personnel functions. That power, along with the determination of 
curriculum, attendance policies, and local budgeting, will go to local school- 
based councils made up of two parents, three teachers, and the principal. 
Schools will be assessed based upon measurements of student outcomes. A 
final major reform occurs at the level of the elementary schools which become 
wholly non-graded and thus totally student outcomes-based. It is interesting to 
note that both the Chicago and the Kentucky reforms have a great deal in 
common with the ideas of b y e r ,  Goodlad and Sizer, 
An even more recent reform proposal, The Nation's Education Goals 
(Staff, 1991 a) includes some ideas in common with these and some in 
common wrth A Nation at Risk(Nationa1 Commission for Excellence in 
Education. 1983). Action for Excellence (Task Force on Education for Economic 
Growth. 1983), and Educatinq Americans for the 21 st Century (National 
Science Board Commission on Precollege Education in Mathematics, Science 
and Technology, 1983). Two of the stated goals look toward fundamental 
changes in school and curriculum organization. 
By the year 2000, American students will leave grades four. eight. and 
twelve having demonstrated competency in challenging subject matter 
including English, mathematics, science, history, and geography; and 
every school in America will ensure that all students learn to use their 
minds well, so they may be prepared for responsible citizenship, further 
learning, and productive employment in our modern economy. 
By the year 2000, every adult American will be literate and will possess 
the knowledge and skills necessary to compete in a global economy and 
exercise the rights and responsibilities of citizenship. (Staff. 1991 a, p. 9) 
But two of its goals simply demand higher standards of American schools: 
By the year 2000, the high school graduation rate will increase to at 
least 90 percent. 
By the year 2000, U.S. students will be first in the world in science and 
mathematics achievement. (Staff, 1991 a, p. 9) 
f he finat two goals are not as easy to characterize mainly because they are 
societally-linked goals which few of the major reform reports have discussed. 
By the year 2000, all children in America will start school ready to learn 
By the year 2000, every school in America will be free of drugs and 
violence and will offer a disciplined environment conducive to learning. 
(Staff, 1991 a, p. 9) 
Nevertheless, these 6 goals apparently encompass 'the educationai goals of 
the political chief executives of the United States. 
The influence of these seven earlier and three later reporthnitiatives on 
the three reform initiatives in lowa varies to some degree. The earliest reports 
which called for mandated higher and more rigorous curriculum requirements 
for graduation are certainly echoed in many of the new lowa curriculum 
standards which require additional courses to be offered and taught (New 
State Standards for lowa Schools, 1988). The second set of early reports 
called loudly for the development of student outcomes. That has come through 
very clearly in the Hornbeck Report (Business and Education Roundtable. 
1990) and in Lepley's vision statement (Lepley. 1990a). The later reports have 
called for decentralization. Decentralization is the crux of the reforms called for 
in the Hornbeck Report. Thus, while there is no way to conclusively 
demonstrate that these national reports and initiatives have influenced lowa 
reforms, a definite trends exists which is consistent with both the national and 
state reforms. 
How Reform Initiative Becomes Actual Reform Throuah the Perspective of 
Thomas Kuhn and 'The Structure of Scientific Revolutions 
Understanding conceptual connections between national reform reports 
and initiatives and lowa reform reports and initiatives reveals little about their 
potential for becoming educational reality. What is needed is some model for 
the process through which reform is implemented. Kuhn in his essay, The 
Structure of Sc~entific Revolutions (1970), offered one highly persuasive model 
of this process for scientific fields of study. It is the process promulgated by 
Kuhn that is llsed in this study to evaluate the paradigmatic status and reform 
potential of edl~cational practitioners in Iowa. 
Since this is the case, it is first necessary to carefully review Kuhn's theses on 
the h~story and sociology of science. Though it may seem unlikely that an 
essay, as Kuhn refers to his work The Structure of Sc~entitic Revolutions 
(SSR), on the history and sociology of science should have applicability to 
educational reform, it does, and this proposition will be supported at length in 
another section in this chapter. Discussion of Kuhn's ideas is divided into the 
following seven sections. 1)Background to Kuhn and h ~ s  essay. 2)An initial 
definition of 'paradigm,' 3)The characteristics of fields of study without 
paradigms. 4)The sequence of events in a paradigm shift, 5)The non 
-subjectivity of paradigms and paradigm shifts, 6)The relationship of paradigms 
to learning communities, and 7)The 'proper' definition of 'paradigm.' While 
the extent of this review may seem lengthy, the lack of thorough review of 
Kuhn's ideas in many of the works quoted in this paper call the findings of that 
research into question. Hopefully, this discussion will either fully validate the 
application of Kuhn's ideas to areas outstide the physical sciences including 
education and educational reform or it will at least explicate the delimitations of 
the assumption that Kuhn's idea do apply. 
Ku hn and The Structure of Scientific Revolutions: 
In the preface to SSR, Kuhn gives some background on himself and his 
essay. Kuhn began his academic career in theoretical physics and later 
branched off into the history of science. He was trained as a natural scientist 
and substantiates his thesis in SSR with historical examples from natural 
science (Kuhn, 1970; Steiner, 1986). 
The essay, itself, was initially written as one volume of the Encyclooedia 
of Unif~ed Science, requiring a condensed version of Kuhn's ideas. While this 
may have left some issues unclear, Kuhn has added postscripts to the original 
essay through wh~ch he has attempted to clarify points of confusion. (Kuhn, 
1970; Tuthill & Ashton, 1983) This leaves two opt~ons to the student of Kuhn. 
Work only with the original source or use both the original source and any later 
commentaries that Kuhn offered on it. This investigation took the latter course. 
even though later commentaries frequently further cloud rather than clarify 
certain issues. 
Initial Definition and Discussion of 'Paradigm:' 
As Kuhn, himseif, states in the postscript to the 1970 edition of SSR, 
"...'paradigmv names the central phiiosophical elements of the book, ..." (p. 181 .) 
It is this term, in fact, which has been used to launch a thousand research 
programs (Wells & Picou, 1981 ; Gutting, 1980; Fennell & Liveritte, 1979), to 
kick off President Bush's new social program of 'empowerment' (Thomas & 
McDaniel, 1990; Pinkerton, 1990), to create a core concept for a system of 
visionary leadership by Joel Barker (Barker, 1989) and to give semantic focus 
to any numbers of calls for change in many and diverse fields (Carlson, 1990) 
Kuhn commented on this trend much earlier by admitting that "...their reaction 
has nevertheless puzzled me." (1970, p. 208) In so stating, Kuhn was not 
discouraging attempts to use the term paradigm broadly, but only at the 
apparent lack of understanding of the term as he defines it that went into 
these attempts. 
Unfortunately, Kuhn was less than systematic in defining the term 
himself. One commentator, in fact, llsts twenty-one different operational uses 
for parad~gm in SSR itself (Masterman. 1970). But too often attacks on 
consistency of terms becomes a pursuit in itself. as with those practitioners of 
philosophy who spend their professional careers documenting the vast 
number of ways Aristotle used the term 'good.' In order to best describe the 
meaning of paradigm, several of Kuhn's definitions will be offered below. 
followed by discussions of the importance of paradigms . the advantages to a 
field of study of having a paradigm, and the disadvantages to a field of study of 
not having a paradigm. 
Inasmuch as providing a complete list of Kuhn's definitions of the term 
would be repetitive and overwhelming, the following are offered from SSR as a 
representative sample: 
"These (paradigms) I take to be universally recognized scientific 
achievements that for a time provide model problems, and solutions to a 
community of practitioners." (p. viii.) 
"(A paradigm will give) firm answers to questions like the following: What 
are the fundamental entities of which the universe is composed? How do 
these interact with each other and with the senses? What questions may be 
legitimately be asked about such entities and what techniques err~pioyed in 
seeking solutions?" (pp. 4-5) 
"(Paradigms are made up of) law, theory, application, and 
instrumentation together--.. ." (p. 10) 
Scientists derive conceptual (law), theoretical (theory), instrumental 
(instrumentation), and methodological (research design) commitments from 
paradigms. (pp. 40-42.) 
"Paradigms may be prior to, more binding, and more complete than any 
set of rules for research that could be unequivocally abstracted from them. 
. . p  aradigms could determine normal science without the interventions of 
discoverable rules." (p. 46) 
"...paradigms guide research by direct modeling as well as through 
abstract rules." (p. 47) 
"The introduction to this essay suggested that there can be small 
revolutions (paradigm changes) as well as large ones, that some revolutions 
affect only the members of a professional sub-specialty, and that for such a 
group even the discovery of a new and unexpected phenomenon may be 
revolutionary." (p. 49) 
"They (paradigms) are the source of the methods, problem-fields. and 
standards of solution accepted by any mature scientific community at any given 
time." (p. 103) 
If one uses the many definitions offered by Kuhn in his original work, a 
paradigm becomes something akin to the philosophy of a field of study or sub- 
specialty of a field of study which provides the legitimate topics of study, law, 
theory, instrumentation, research design, criteria for solution, and boundaries 
of the field as perceived by the community of scholars in that particular field or 
sub-speciality, often capsulized in a classic piece of research which includes 
and demonstrates each of these parts of the paradigm. This definition is both 
extrapolated from SSR and consistent with the paraphrased definitions of 
several other authors (Wagner, 1986; Barker, 1989; Gregory, 1987; Wade, 
1977) 
Knowing what a paradigm is does not necessarily explain its importance, 
though from the above definition, the importance is readily discoverable. A 
paradigm is critical to a field of study first and foremost because it guides an 
entire community's research efforts in a single direction (Kuhn. 1970; Miller. 
1 987; Gutting, 1 980). Without a paradigm. research is possible but 1s unllkel~ 
to have a unified directbon. A community ConSenSUS on acceptable research 
areas that paradigms permit 1s a prerequisite to normal scientific activity (Kuhn. 
1970) In addition to creating research COl'lSenSuS. paradigms also literally 
create a mental filter for scientific observation. (Tuthjll& Ashton, 1 983; Kuhn, 
970) a single Phenomenon may be observed differently by two 
individuals holding different paradigms. As Kuhn put itl "...paradigms speak to 
perceived reality = "  (1 970, P. 127) And since observations differ based on 
paradigmsl the type of data co~lected also depends on them. What is observed 
and what is measured depends on the particular observer. In some cases, the 
data may actually change, even in the area of chemistry and other natural 
sciences when paradigms change. Finally, paradigms are critical to areas of 
study because they become t l ~ e  core of the educational initiation of novices in 
the field. Paradigms become the catechism of a particular science or area of 
study. (Kuhn, 1970; Miller, 1987; Wagner, 1986) For these reasons, paradigms 
are of critical importance to any fiefd of study. 
One of the misconceptions that people harbor about this paradigms is 
that they are negative, causing members of a scientific community and the 
entire community itself to narrow its vision, much like blinders on a horse. This 
is in fact the major point of Barker in his workshop videotape entitled The 
Business of Paradisms (Barker, 1989). Barker's thesis is that commercial 
enterprises and their leaders get caught Up in paradigms which their 
consumers bypass. The result is an alarming Or total loss of market share and 
possible bankruptcy (Barker, 1989) Unfortunately, the popularity of Barker's 
program has convinced some that paradigms are essentially negative vdhen in 
fact the benefits of paradigms vastly outweigh their disadvantages. For 
example, allow scientific activities to be hlghly directed and thus 
efficient. They allow individual scientists to move immediately to problem 
solutions without the laborious effort of constructing the entire artifice of his 
field from scratch. Paradigms reduce the scope of acceptable problems so as 
to make scientific activity functional and usually select problems which have 
paradigmatic solutions. Even more basically, they allow progress. To a certain 
extent this is definitional in that Kuhn (1 970) apparently defines progress as 
problem solutions within a paradigm, but it also has an external validity. By 
constraining the number of acceptable problems, paradigms create borders 
much like those in a child's puzzle. -The scientist then fills in the pieces to that 
puzzle. Without borders, as in the cases of fields which are pre-paradigmatic 
or in the process of paradigm shift, little or no progress can occur. Lastly and 
perhaps most interestingly, paradigms have the advantage of allowing for their 
own demise. Once a field has matured and signficant progress has been 
made, specific phenomena force their way into observations which are 
inconsistent with the parad~gm. These inconsistencies, labeled as anomalies 
by Kuhn, may eventually force a paradigm shift. Without the paradigm, 
inconsistent phenomena cannot be noted as such. (Barker misses this point, 
at least in the lack of emphasis that he gives it. It is not a paradigm that 
destroys the vision of business leaders, but rather the lack of attent~on to 
anomal~es.) In summation then, the advance of any field may depend upon a 
paradigm (Kuhn, 1970, Steiner, 1986; Wells & Picou. 1981. Wade. 1977). 
There are certain disadvantages. nevertheless, to paradigms, many of 
which are mirror images of the advantages The efficiency produced by 
paradigms through the scientist being able to skip steps that should be clearly 
understood by other members of his community means that much scientific 
research and explanation is incomprehensible to the layman. The reduction of 
the scope of problems available to any field may so restrict the field that 
productive research areas are disqualified. Kuhn duly notes these 
disadvantages (Kuhn, 1970). 
Characteristics of Fields of Study Without Paradigms: 
Some of the discussion of nonparadigmatic fields of study can be 
deductively assumed from the description above of paradigms in general. 
However, in as much as the applicability of paradigms to education, a field 
outside of the natural sciences, can be called into question, a more significant 
analysis of nonparadigmatic fields is in order. 
Kuhn makes no attempt to enumerate those fields with paradigms and 
those without. Presumably, one could determine the paradigmatic status of a 
field with knowledge of what constitutes a paradigm. Fields of study with 
parad~g ms were once, historically, without them. Typically, prior to the 
adoption of one paradigm, each field of study was the arena for many different 
schools of thought offering potential paradigms. These different schools of 
thought compete for the domination of the f~eld. Though each had a potential 
parad~gni, the community had no consensus opinion on them and so the result 
was neither scientific nor progress 
A field without a parad~grn lacks the advantages which accrue to 
paradigmatic fields. Data-gathering activities are pursued in multiple 
directions and in a random fashion. Too often data gathered is simply that 
which is simplest to find since no paradigmatic criterion is provided for data 
selection. The result is an ever-swelling mass of data which leads to no 
discernible progress. A solution to the problem occurs when the community 
embraces one of the schools of thought to the exclusion of the others. That 
school's paradigm becomes the paradigm for the entire field. But without an 
initial paradigm, data collected during the pre-paradigm period is rarely 
persuasive enough to convert members of other schools. Thus, while pre 
-paradigmatic pursuits can lead to a paradigmatic field, the process is long, 
contentious, unlikely, and fraught with unproductive activity (Kuhn, 1970). 
Sequence of Events in Paradigm Shift: 
A paradigm shift is simply the change in a fietd of study from one 
paradigm to another. Kuhn stated this as, "...scientific revolutions are here 
taken to be those non-cumulative developmental episodes in which an older 
paradigm is replaced In whole or in part by an incompatible new one" (1970, 
p 92). Ku hn devoted much of SSR to the process through which this occurs 
and he also noted that the process of parad~gm shift IS the same as or very 
similar to the shift from pre-paradigm to paradigm. This assertion will be critical 
to the later analysis of educational reform efforts. 
The process of paradigm shift can be broken into three phases. 
development of the new parad~gm, paradigm debate, and new paradigm 
acceptance (Kuhn, 1970). Of course, some new 'paradigms' will not proceed 
through all three stages; some will never even leave the mind of its innovator. 
Successful new paradigms, however, will proceed through all these stages 
described below. 
Development of the New Paradigm: Several factors can lead to the 
development of a new paradigm. A new, successful theory within a field may 
be productively expanded into a full paradigm. Some form of 'crisis' can occur 
in the field which precipitates a new paradigm. Examples of this are wide and 
disparate and can even come from sources outside the f~efd of study (Kuhn, 
1957; Miller, 1987). The existence of a crisis in education is demonstrated by 
the many reform initiatives described earlier. Alternately and most typically, an 
anomaly is discovered in the process of research. The individual researcher 
takes note of a phenomenon inconsistent with the paradigm. This in itself is a 
large step because paradigms often have the effect of screening out such data 
before recognition is ever made. Even when recognized, anomalies are rarely 
seen as col-lnter-instances to the existing paradigm. Instead, they are set aslde 
as interesting but probably unproductive lines of research. If the anomaly 
continues to surface rn many different observations and research areas, 
attempts will be made to 'amend' the existing paradigm to allow for the 
anomaly (Kuhn, 1970, Steiner, 1986) 
Eventually, however, a new paradigm w~ll be produced which attempts to 
explain the phenomena covered by and be consistent with the anom lies of the 
former paradigm That a new paradigm IS offered at all should not be 
surprising since intensive effort is applied to anomalies which prove 
particularly bothersome. The innovator that produces this new paradigm will 
typically be either a new or young member of the field of study (Kuhn, 1970; 
Miller, 1987). Kuhn explains this observation by noting that members of the 
field with some longevity have too much invested in the old paradigm to even 
consider alternatives to it. In addition, paradigm formation is a process outside 
the typical work of scientists. The role of puzzle-solver is radically different 
from that of vista-builder. The researcher long in the field will have devoted his 
professional efforts almost exclusively to solving paradigmatic puzzles. The 
new or young member of the field, then, mentally creates this new paradigm 
and does so in a flash of insight, much like a Gestalt experience. Kuhn 
discusses paradigm creation further but the next step in the evolution of 
paradigms, paradigm debate, is more pertinent to the topics of education and 
ed~~cational reform. 
Paradiqm Debate: Even as the anomalies to a paradigm mount and the efforts 
to resolve the anomaly intensify, much of the scientific community involved will 
actively resist any new paradigms offered. While this may seem antithetical to 
the idea of science, resistance to paradigm change is necessary if a field is not 
to fly into a non-paradigmatic shamble. 
Once a new paradigm has been offered in resolution of anomaly or some 
other crisis, an informal debate begins between the Proponents of the 
traditional and proposed paradigms. Consistent with the scientific method, the 
mem hers of each camp aflempt to SUppOfi their view by paradigm testing 
through objective experimentation. B U ~  while this type of research does lead to 
persuasive conclusions during a time when one paradigm is universally 
accepted, it cannot do the same during paradigm debate. In fact, since 
Paradigms are the very definers of a field of study, proponents of different 
paradigms cannot c~mmunicate with each other effectively enough to expect 
logical resolution. The different viewpoints are incommensurable because 
they speak to different problems, use different criteria, use similar terms and 
instruments in different ways, and "...practice their trade in different worlds" 
(Kuhn, 1970, p. 149; Steiner, 1986; Gregory, 1987). 
White competing camps may not be able to convince each other, the 
crisis has thrown the entire scientific community into enough of a paradigm 
confusion that some arguments can be persuasive. These include 
explanations of the anomaly by the new paradigm, predictions of the new 
parad~gm of previously unknown phenomena which then are found to exist. 
aesthetic elegance of the new paradigm. and some form of subconscious faith 
(Kuhn, 1970; Miller, 1987). To a certain extent. the key to the conversion of 
members of the community is a "Gestalt switch" (Kuhn. 1970, P. 204) in which 
the individual simply finds h~mself operating under the new paradigm. *s the 
community converts through these arguments, the new paradigms holds sway 
(Kuhn, 1970). 
AcceDtance of the New Paradlam: Once the specific community has converted 
to the new paradigm for the reasons listed above and other reasons specific to 
the individual, a major ~eC0n~truction of the field is undertaken. Law, theory, 
instrumentation, and methodology are all re-evaluated. So are previous 
findings and 'facts.' In so doing, the advantage of paradigm shift, that of a 
proliferation of new discoveries, occurs. Old research areas are discarded or 
relegated to other areas; others are approached in new ways. Whole new 
questions are now legitimate to investigate. One interesting example of this is 
the view of science before and after Kuhn inasmuch as Kuhn's paradigm of 
science and the history of science is in the process of replacing the old 
paradigm which is beyond the scope of this review. 
The fact that Kuhn's paradigm has not yet replaced the old paradigm 
points out one last cruical feature of paradigm shift, its lengthy duration (Miller, 
1987; Kuhn, 1970; Tuthill & Ashtoll, 1983). AS was noted earlier, the young 
and novices in a field typically produce the new paradigms because they do 
not have the strength of vested interest. Additionally, some members of the 
field never do adopt the new paradigm. Well-established community members 
may actually have to die off before the paradigm can truly be held by a 
consensus of its members. (Kuhn, 1970) This point will be especially crucial 
for the design of this study. The demise of these individuals completes the 
process of paradigm shift. A fuller discussion of the signs of an oncoming 
paradigm shift or the establishment of a new paradigm appears in Chapter III 
due to its direct bearing on the methodology of this project 
Non-Subjectivity of Paradigms and Paradigm Shifts' 
One of the major attacks against Kuhn's ~deas is the assertkon that by 
claiming that paradigms affect the observations of scientist, scientists are 
'converted' to new paradigms by faith and Gestalt switches, and that asserting 
that paradigms change. Kuhn has denied the objectivity of science and 
condemned it to undirected relativism (Gutting. 1980; Lakatos & Musgrave, 
1970; Steiner. 1986; Wade. 1977; Prather. 1987; Barnes, 1982). While it is 
true that paradigms necessitate the abandonment of a purely objective view of 
science in which advancement comes in the form of uninterrupted progress, 
discovery building on discovery (Tuthill & Ashton, 1983), this does not 
necessarily plunge science into the pit of relativism. Even the most extreme 
logical positivist, in any case, does not claim such objectivity anymore. 
But Kuhn (1970) finds a middle ground for his paradigms in a paradigm 
shift of the 19th Century. 
We are all deeply accustomed to seeing science as the one enterprise 
that draws constantly nearer to some goal set by nature in advance. 
But need there be any such goal? Can we not account for both science's 
existence and its success in terms of evolution from the community's state of 
knowledge at any given time? Does it really help to imagine that there is some 
one full, objective, true account of nature and that the proper measure of 
scientific achievement is the extent to which it brings us closer to that ultimate 
goal? If we can learn to substitute evolution-from-what-we-do-know for 
evolution-toward-what-we-wish-to-know, a number of vexing problems may 
vanish in the process. 
. For many men the abolition of that teleological kind of evolution was the 
most significant and least palatable of Darwin's suggestions. The Origin of 
Species recognized no goal set either by God or nature. Instead. natural 
selection, operating in the given environment and with the actual organisms 
presently at hand, was responsible for the gradual but steady emergence of 
more elaborate, further articulated, and vastly more specialized organisms. 
(Kuhn, 1970, pp. 171-172) 
Thus, a paradigm shift is not higher or lower. It is not cumulative. While a 
new paradigm is seen as better by members of the community because it 
produces more discoveries, enables more puzzle solutions, and is even a 
better representation of nature, it should not be construed to be closer to some 
higher truth than any other paradigm. In fact, the success of a paradigm is 
quite literally its ability to convert the members of a community. Thus, 
paradigms are chosen because they are best available. 
Verification is like natural selection: it picks out the most viable among 
the actual alternatives in a particular historical situation, Whether that choice is 
the best that could have been made if still other alternatives had been 
available or if the data had been of another sort is not a question that can 
usefutly be asked. There are no tools to employ in seeking answers to it. 
(Kuhn, 1970, p. 146) 
Thus, the paradigm is chosen because it is the best available and a new 
paradigm is chosen because it is better than the alternative. Once the new 
paradigm is in place, natural selection of community members occurs as those 
not of the paradigm are removed. 
To say that the members of different groups may have different 
perceptions when confronted with the same stimuli is not to imply that they may 
have just any perceptions at all. In many environments a group that could not 
tell wolves from dogs could not endure Nor would a group of nuclear 
physicists today survive as scientists if unable to recognize the tracks of Alpha 
particles and electrons. It is just because so very few ways of seeing will do 
that the ones that have w~thstood the tests of group use are worth transmitting. 
Equally, it is because they have been selected for their success over historic 
time that we must speak of the experience and knowledge of nature embedded 
in the stimulus-to-sensation route. (Kuhn. 1970. pp. 195-1 96) 
To sum up, though Kuhn's ideas are not consistent with pure objectivity, 
they are also not consistent with relativism. Paradigm shifts are the process of 
movement away from primitive beginnings but not towards anything specific. 
Relationship of Paradigms to Learning Communities: 
One final discussion relating to the idea of paradigms is that of the 
scientific or learning community. As has been said earlier, a paradigm can be 
said to reign over a field of study when the entire community has accepted it. 
Thus, the pre-paradigmatic period ends when the entire community has 
accepted one paradigm. The older schools which typified the pre- 
paradigmatic period disappear, and those who refuse to abandon those 
schools are not pushed from the community but the community leaves them 
and thereafter ignores their work. Paradigm shifts occur as the community 
abandons an old paradigm and accepts a new one. Thus, the paradigm and 
the community which it serves are not conceptually divisible. Kuhn noted this 
when he stated, "A paradigm is what the members of a scientific community 
share, and, conversely, a scientific community consists of men (sic) who share 
a paradigm." ( I  970, p. 176) It is the identification of the paradigm with the 
learning community that makes a field of study a science and 'that makes a 
paradigm an almost unbreakable law. Only the community can decide 
questions about the paradigm, and only the community can change it. It is also 
for this reason that Kuhn stated quite clearly that studies of paradigms must 
involve the related learning commun~ty. "Any study of paradigm-directed or of 
paradigm-shattering research must begin by locating the responsible group or 
groups " (Kuhn, 1970, p 180) The fact that paradigms and the learning 
communltles which hold them are inseparable musf have significant lmpofl for 
research on paradigms (Gutt~ng. 1980). 
A Final Definition of 'Paradigm': 
One of the unfortunate results of the success of any written work is that it 
comes under terrific attack by detractors and even disciples. One could 
measure the success of a work by the number of condemnations of it. Many 
attacks have been made on SSR (Gutting, 1980; Lakatos & Musgrave, 1970; 
Steiner, 1986). The most common criticism of Kuhn's work is the diversity of 
definitions of paradigm. This problem was noted before and is a critical one 
because paradigm. as a term, is the fundamental concept of Kuhn's essay. In 
the postscript to the 1970 edition of SSR, Kuhn attempts to disentangle the 
definitional problem he has created. He does so by distilling the many 
definitions offered by Masterman into two potential definitions of paradigm. 
That procedure quickly disctoses that in much of the book the term 
paradigm' is used in two different senses. On the one hand, it stands for the 
entire constellation of beliefs, values, techniques, and so on shared by the 
members of a given community. One the other, it denotes one sort of element 
in that constellation, the concrete puzzle-solutions which, employed as models 
or examples, can replace explicit rules as a basis for the solution of the 
remaining puzzles of normal science. (Kuhn, 1970, p. 175) 
Kuhn resolves the problem by nesting the second defin~tion within the 
first. The first definition is no longer applied to paradigm but is instead applied 
to a phrase he offers called the d~sciplinary matrix. The second definition 
retains the term paradigm, also known as exemplar, and becomes one 
component of the disciplinary matrix (Kuhn. 1970; Stelner. 1986; Gibson. 1984; 
Wells 8 Picou, 1 981 ) From the lengthy description of the disciplinary matrix 
that Kuhn offers in his postscript and from earlier def~nitions of parad~gm which 
fit the new phrase, disciplinary matrix, the follow~ng components of the 
disciplinary matrix can be enumerated: 
1 . Generalizations/Law : ". . .those expressions deployed without question 
or dissent by group members ..." (p. 182) 
2. Metaphysical Paradigms: Shared philosophical commitments to or 
beliefs in particular models which define acceptable and non- 
acceptable problems. 
3. Values: Criteria placed upon applicat~on s wh~ch determine the 
acceptability of that particular application. 
4 Exemplars' Classic examples of specific applications, in the case of 
education, of specific curriculum or instruct~on. 
(Kuhn, 1970; Cortese, 1984; Martin, 1981) 
The confusion results possibly because from the paradigm/exemplar can 
be derrved the entire discrplinary matrrx From the po~nt of one wishing to 
ut~lize Kuhn's ideas to analyze an exrsting field, it is poss~ble to use either the 
disciplinary matrix or the parad~gmlexemplar and to assume the characteristics 
of a paradigm in SSR wtlt apply to either Clearly the disciplinary matr~x IS 
more u s e f ~ ~ l  because it makes explic~t each of the components of the overall 
philosophy of a f~eld of study while the parad~gm/exemplar provides them only 
lmpl~cltly For the sake of clar~ty, both terms. paradigm and dlsclpl ina~ matrix. 
w~ l l  be hereafter used to mean the def~nitron of d~scipllnary matr~x given above 
Appl~cability of Kuhn's Disciplinary Matr~x to the Field of Education: 
Though the characteristics of the discipl~nary matrix and a matr~x shift 
should now be clear, it is still not evident that any of this should apply outside 
the area of natural sciences. Kuhn is somewhat ambivilent on the issue. 
To one last reaction to this book, my answer must be of a different sort. A 
number of those who have taken pleasure from it have done so less because it 
illuminates science than because they read its main theses as applicable to 
many other fields as well. I see what they mean and would not like to 
discourage their attempts to extend the position, but their reaction has 
nevertheless puzzled me. To the extent that the book portrays scientific 
development as a succession of tradition-bound periods punctuated by non- 
cumulative breaks, its theses are undoubtably of wide applicability. But they 
should be, for they are borrowed from other fields. (Kuhn, 1970, p. 208) 
Kuhn goes on to note many other similarities between science and other fields 
and only manages to suggest that there may be unique traits in science that 
reduce the applicability of his ideas. Existing research applications of Kuhn 
are not helpful because they rarely ever consider the issue of applicability of 
Kuhn to areas outside the natural sciences. (Wade, 1977; Fennel! & Liveritte, 
1979; Heinich, 1970) Thus, the question of the applicability of Kuhn's ideas to 
education is unanswered. 
Nevertheless, there exist three separate lines of evidence that would 
lead to an acceptance of the validity of the application of the disciplinary matrix 
to the field of education. These lines of reasoning are: deductive reasoning, 
the logical potential for any field to move from pre-paradigmatic status to 
paradigrnat~c status, and previous research which has successfuily applied 
Kuhn's ideas to fields akin to education 
Deductive Rea-son~nq: By deductive reasoning is meant the process of 
deriving conclusions based on accepted assumptions. it can be concluded 
through deductive reasoning that paradigms, as Kuhn described them, must be 
applicable to the field of education. Such a reasoning process can be pursued 
along three separate paths. The first deals with the assumption that paradigms 
are indeed applicable to natural sciences as Kuhn's book purports. This 
assumption, a limitation of this study, coupled with the fact that Kuhn borrowed 
much of his analysis from the social sciences (Kuhn. 1970; Steiner, 1986). 
implies that if ideas derived from the social sciences can be applied to the 
natural sciences, they can most certainly be applied back to the social 
sciences. Kuhn, himself, puts this argument best: 
To the extent that the book portrays scientific development 
as a succession of tradition-bound periods punctuated by non- 
cumulative breaks, its theses are undoubtedly of wide 
applicability. But they should be, for they are borrowed from 
other fields. Historians of literature, of music, of the arts, 
of political developments, and of many other human activities 
have long described their subjects in the same way. Periodization 
in terms of revolutionary breaks in style, taste, and institutional 
structure have been among their standard tools. (Kuhn, 1970, p. 
208.) 
A second path to the social sciences is a definitional one. Kuhn defines 
a science to be "any field in which progress is marked." (Kuhn, 1970, p. 162.) 
But this is not progress in any sort of utilitarian sense. It is progress in the 
sense of the solutions to questions allowed by the paradigm parameters. In 
the case of the paradigm, then, progress is a process conducted wholly within 
the confines of the professional circle. The paradigm defines appropriate 
questions and acceptable methodologies for the solutions to those questions. 
As such. once a paradigm ex~sts, progress virtually must occur. (Kuhn, 1970) 
Thus, education is a candidate for Kuhn's applications if it is a science. A 
€3Tsues. If it Can demonstrate progress, it is a science lf jt has a 
ParadKIm, Progress will invariably occur. If the community agrees to a 
disciplinary matrix. then a paradigm has been created. Community agreement 
is simply a matter of persuasion and conversion. Thus, if a large majority 
(consensus is not necessary since Very small minorities can be simply defined 
out of the field (Kuhn, 1970) of the educational community can agree on a 
disciplinary matrix, Kuhn's ideas apply to education. Inasmuch as such 
agreement existed under Perennialism in Europe (Knight, 1940) and 
Progressivism in America (Ornstein & Levine, 1984), the possibility of a 
paradigm in education is assured. Kuhn's very definition of terms leads to the 
valtdity of applying his ideas to education 
A third deductive path is founded on the assumption that any field of 
study requires some form of 'organizing principle' to exist. The term is 
borrowed from Daniel Jordan (1979) who concludes that education is not a 
science because it lacks such a basic principle. Chaology, the science of 
chaos, has been recently popularized by James Gleick (1 987) and is on the 
way toward demonstrating organizing principles for those phenomena 
historically thought to be random If Gleick and/or the assumpt~on that any 
field requires an organizing principle is correct. then education has some sort 
of organizing principle. Various authors have expressed dissatisfaction with 
the consensus of opinion on what that principle is Or should be (Tuthill 
Ashton, 1983, Mclnerny. 1989; Olsen. 1974) and kmoaned the lack of onel 
universal prcnclple, Knowing noth~ng of Kuhn's history of science! it is 
possible to derive from this point of lamentation that education is striving 
towards a paradigm. Once Kuhn's ideas of pre-paradigmatic schools and 
paradigm debate are added to this current lack of an organizing principle, the 
applicability of the paradigm to the potential organizing principle of education 
is assured 
A final deductive path arriving at the destination of the applicability of 
Kuhn's theses to social science assumes that similarity of development results 
in similarity of result. That argument, offered by Hart (1986), states that if a 
social science, psychology in Hart's case, developed in a similar manner as 
Kuhn's conception of science, then Kuhn's thesis applies to it. As stated 
earlier, Kuhn described sciences emerging from competing classical schools 
in a pre-paradigmatic field. That education has had and continues to have 
such a competit~on of theoretical schools (Bondra, 1980) will be discussed at 
length in the next section of the literature review. Since the field of education 
has had a simdar development, through theoretical schools, to sciences 
proposed by Kuhn as paradigmatic, Kuhn's theses should apply to education. 
The importance of the paradigmatic schools in the pre-paradigmatic field of 
education IS discussed more thoroughly below. 
Sh~ft from Pre-Paradiqm to Paradiqm: Kuhn makes four very clear points that 
bear dlrectly on this argument. The first is that it is poss~ble for social sciences 
to have parad~gms (Cortese, 1984): 
It remains an open question what parts of social science have yet 
acqu~red such paradigms at a l l  History records that the road to a 
firm research consensus is extraord~narily arduous. (Kuhn, 1970, p 15) 
The second is that paradigms do exist in pre-paradigm schools. 
Whatever paradigms may be, they are possessed by any scientific 
community, including the schools of the so-called pre-paradigm 
period. ( Kuhn, 1977, p. 294) 
The third is that typically paradigms come out of the competition of the classical 
schools of a field. 
No wonder, then. that in the early stages of the development of any 
science different men confronting the same range of phenomena, but 
not usually all the same particular phenomena, describe and 
interpret them in different ways. What is surprising . . . is that such initial 
divergences should ever largely disappear. 
For they do disappear to a very considerable extent and then 
apparently once and for all. Furthermore, their disappearance is 
usually caused by the triumph of one of the pre-paradigm schools, 
wh~ch, because of its own characteristic beliefs and preconceptions, 
eniphasized only some special part of the too sizable and inchoate 
pool of information. (Kuhn, 1970, p. 17.) 
The fourth and final pertinent point from Kuhn is that the shift from the pre- 
paradigm status to the paradigm status is similar to the shift from one paradigm 
to another. Th~s  is a crucial point because it makes Kuhnk analysis of 
paradigm shift applicable to fields striving for an initial paradigm. Kuhn 
discusses this similarity several times in his essay: 
In t h~s  respect, research dur~ng crisis (paradigm shift) very much 
resembles research during the pre-paradigm period. . (Kuhn, 1970, p 
84) 
Education, as a field of study, must have one of two characteristics in 
order for Kuhn's ~dea to apply to it It must either have a paradigm or have 
schools of thought competing to make their paradigm the paradigm for the 
entire field. Numerous authors are quite clear in their negation of the first 
possiblllty Popkew~tz, Tabachnick, and Zeichner (1979). and Phillips (1 980) 
and Glass (1 976) make this point by demonstrating that educational research 
often has little relevance to practice, a characteristic of pre-paradigmatic fields 
(Ku hn, 1970) Bondra (1 980) characterizes education as philosophical and 
pre-scientific, both non-paradigmatic descriptors. Burton (1978) states very 
explicitly. "Education is in a stage where no paradigm has been universally 
accepted." Since it lacks both scientifically coherent research and other 
characteristics of paradigmatic fields, education is clearly not paradigmatic. 
But it is not necessary for a field of study to have achieved paradigmatic 
status; consensus on the fundamentals is not necessary for Kuhn to apply. 
(Morris, 1987) It must only have competing paradigmatic schools. This muster 
education can pass. Various authors provide a seemingly endless s~~pply of 
such schools (Adler, 1982, Aronoff & Toloudis, 1987; Dewey, 1938; Greene, 
1953), some popularly acknowledged and some fa~rly id~osynchratic. In the 
section on ctassrcal educational schools that follows some final arguments for 
the appticab~l~ty of Kuhn to education, the ex~stence of such schools and their 
abiltty to fulf~ll the components of a discipl~nary matrix. outlined by Kuhn, wtll be 
demonstrated The~r ex~stence validates the applicability of Kuhn to 
educat~on 
Prev~ous Research Wh~le each of the above arguments has ind~cated that 
Kuhn can be applied to educat~on, poss~bly the most persuasive plece of 
evidence IS that of past research Other authors have profitably applted Kuhn 
to educat~on and related fields (Greenman. 1987: Ha~rston. 1982, Staff. 1985. 
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Research that has applied Kuhn to areas outside of the natural sciences, 
but not including education, is relevant because it demonstrates that Kuhn's 
ideas have utility and applicability outside of the natural sciences. Since the 
only goal of discussing this research is to show that others have seen fit to 
use Kuhn's ideas, brief reviews are appropriate. 
Numerous authors attest to the fact that many areas of study outside of 
the natural sciences have seen fit to util~ze Kuhn (Gutting, 1980, Wade, 1977; 
Barnes, 1982; Lutz, 1988). Gutting's Kuhnian anthology alone includes 
chapters on sociology, economrcs, political theory, history, religion, and 
political science (1980). One reason for these wholesale adoptions of Kuhn 
is that Kut-ln's ideas implicitly allow the social sciences and other fields of study 
to claim equal status to natural sciences. Whereas before, natural sciences 
were able to claim a unique abrl~ty to perceive objective reality, the notion of 
parad~gmatic consensus be~ng the criter~on for a science destroys the 
exclusrvity of the cla~m and allows other fields to crowd into 'the fields of 
science (Lutz, 1988, Gutting, 1980; K I J ~ ~ ,  1970, Wade, 1977) Two of these 
authors, Gutt~ng and Wade, Imply that th~s reasontng behind adopting Kuhn 
was self-serving and thus lnvalrd but thelr argument IS basically ad hom~nem, 
attack~ng mot~vat~on rather than the validity of application. The valldity of the 
applications should be reviewed on a case-by-case basis A few examples. 
demonstrating part~culars in a much broader and r~cher context, can be found 
below 
Norman Geschwind (1980) adopted Kuhn in h ~ s  work on anthropology 
His basic tenet was that Kuhn's idea of paradigm shift could explain changes 
in American anthropology during the 19th and 20th Centuries. Steiner (1 986) 
found far-reaching applications in the field of communication, both as 
explanation for changes in the discipline and utilitarian guides in its practice. 
The staff of the Journal of Communication (Staff, 1985) calls for reform of 
SC~OOIS of journalism, based on what he sees as an invalid news 
reconstruction paradigm. 
Psychology has seen an especially large adoption of Kuhn, possibly 
because Kuhn used a number of psychological principles in his essay. These 
applications have either identified paradigms and paradigm shifts in sub- 
disciplines within psychology or have noted the same within the entire 
discipline of psychology. Examples of the first include Cortese's (1 984) 
declarat~on of the parad~gmatlc status of cogn~tive psychology, Rosnow's 
(1 981 ) book, Paradiams In Transrt~on. The Methodoloqv of Soc~al Inquirv, the 
thesis of wh~ch IS that soclal psychology has had a paradlgm and IS currently 
embroiled In a parad~gm shlft, and Whitehouse's d~ssertation (1985) which 
~dentrfred Glasser's Control Theory as the new paradigm for social-personal~ty 
psychology But whlle ~ndiv~dual sub-dlsclpl~nes of psychology were being 
declared parad~grnat~c, others were utillzlng Kuhn's parad~gms to analyze the 
entlre held Buss (1 978) In The Structure of Psvcholoqlcal Revolut~ons, notes 
that Kuhn's ideas have become especially relevant to psycho log^ since the 
1970 revision appeared K P H~llner (1984) utlllzes Kuhn in his text on the 
h~story and systems of psychology 
The classical schools of experimental psychology are pre- 
paradigmatic in nature. They actively competed with each other with 
respect to object of study, methodology, orienting principles, and the 
like. The critical aspect of Kuhn's view of science relative to the 
systemic phase of modern psychological history is whether psychology 
has advanced beyond the preparadigmatic phase: Can any 
contemporary experimental system be regarded as a paradigm? There 
is no simple or clear-cut answer. A good case could be made for either a 
positive or negative resolution of the paradigm issue. (Hillner, 1984, p. 
1 5 )  
Thus, psychology has util~zed Kuhn's ideas to characterize sub-disciplines and 
the overall discipline. 
The same has occurred, though to a lesser extent, in sociology. Khalifa 
(1981) and Barnes ( 19821, for example, discuss the impact Kuhn has had on 
the sociology of knowledge, a sociological perspective on metaphysics but an 
identifiable sub-discipline of sociology proper. Wells & Picou (1981), 
mean while, devote their book, American Socioloqv: Theoretical and 
Methodoloaical Structure, to an analysis of the field of sociology in terms of 
Kuhnian paradigms More will be said of this particular work later. 
These applications so far have been limited to the mainstream social 
sciences. Kuhn's ideas have also found fertile soil elsewhere. Olasky (1984), 
in a paper presented to the Annual Meeting of the Association for Education in 
Journalism and Mass Communication, presented the view that the field of 
public relat~ons was not only paradigmatic but that the current paradigm was in 
need of shift. irnpl~c~tly offering his Ideas as the core of a new paradigm Stanton 
(1988) offers a similar analysis of urban and regional plann~ng explaining that, 
though the f~eld may not currently have a paradigm, it is on the verge of one 
Both of these authors make their claims explicitly on a Kuhnian basis, analyze 
their fields from that standpoint, and derive practical implications in the process. 
A final example is Barbour's (1 974) work, Myths. Models, and 
Paradjams: A Com~arative Studv in Science. Barbour uses Kuhn and his 
impact on the nature of knowledge to analyze the potential for verification of 
relrgious truths. In the end, he concludes that religious paradigms exist, 
though perhaps not in exactly the same way that scientific paradigms do. 
Anthropology, psychology, sociology, public relations, urban planning, 
and even religion are fietds, among many others, to which the ideas of Thomas 
K l~hn  have been applied. But this demonstrates only that numerous 
researchers outside of the natural sciences have seen fit to use the ideas 
found in SSR in their respeclive fields. A more persuasive case for the validity 
of applying Kuhn to education can be made by examining Kuhnian research in 
education itself. 
Such applications have been wide and diverse (Gutting, 1980; Prather, 
1987; Siegel, 1978; Oldham & Brouwer, 1984; Bowen, 1972; Smith, 1983). In 
terms of its purposes, educational applications are similar to applications in 
related fields. As the above studies demonstrate, applications of Kuhn either 
attempt to demonstrate the existence of a paradigm for a sub-discipline 
(Gutting, 1980; Siegel, 1978; Prather. 1987) or to make some sort of statment 
about the paradimatic status of the discipline as a whole (Hiilner. 1984; Wells 
& Picou. 1981 ; Olasky, 1984). The same is true of education (Siegel, 1978; 
Hairston, 1982; Smith, 1983). For that reason. the initial discussion of the 
research applications can be conveniently divided between those that deal 
with paradigm discussions of sub-disciplines and those that deal with the 
paradigmatic status of education as a whole. However. these applications are 
discussed, sim~larly to those discussed previously, only to demonstrate that 
Kuhn has been usefully and validly applied to education. Other references will 
be discussed later which represent precursors to the current research. 
Numerous sub-discipline areas of education have utilized Kuhn. The 
most common example of this is in the area of science education (Gutting, 
1980; Prather, 1987). Inasmuch as Kuhn's ideas had an emormous impact on 
the understanding of the nature of science, moving from a perception of a 
universally correct path toward truth to one of consensus-based, changing 
paths towards solutions to accepted puzzles, they also brought the 
instructional methods for teaching science under scrutiny. Kuhn accuses 
textbooks of masking the paradigm shifts that occurred in any field's past, 
thereby painting the ptcture of one seamless path towards scientific progress 
(Ku hn, 1970). Kuhn's view of science demands scientists with sharply hewn 
skills at critical thinking in order to solve difficult puzzles and to explore the 
boundaries of paradigms. Traditional science instruction due to the traditional 
positivist view of science, however, predominatly entails the learning of facts 
and physical laws (Siegel, 1978; Oldham & Brouwer. 1984). Numerous 
authors have then gone on to present science education mini-reforms in order 
to better fit the new view of science. Such mini-reforms have included the use 
of exemplars as the building block of instruction (Vitz, 1982)- the discussion of 
competing paradigms in a field as the foundation of true scientific thinking 
(Oldham & Brouwer, 1984), and the infusion of Kuhnian notions into every 
step of the science curriculum and instruction decision-making processes 
(Bowen. 1972; Boldt, 1969: Donnelly. 1979; Biggins & Henderson, 1978). The 
numerous recommendations for the revision of science education along 
Kuhnian lines clearly demonstrate the perceived applicability of SSR to this 
content area of educat~on. 
But, even though he has been most widely applied to science education, 
Kuhn has also found a home in a number of other educational areas. 
Practitioners in the field of composition have found Kuhn's ideas particularly 
relevant (Perdue, 1984). Young (1 978)argues that composition has been 
guided by a Kuhnian paradigm since at least the beginning of the century. 
Smith (1983) agrees that paradigms apply but feels that a paradigm shift has 
occurred in the last 25 years. Hairston (1982), meanwhile, points to a current 
paradigm shift from " product-oriented to ...p rocess-oriented" composition. But 
the crucial part of this debate is not when a particular paradigm shift began. 
Instead, it is the fairly broad agreement among those in the field of 
composition, writing education, that their field of study is paradigmatic and that 
Kuhn's ideas very seriously apply to it. 
The same is true for many other content areas. In the broader field of 
English, Raimes (1 983) calls for an entire revamping (paradigm shift) of 
English as a content area in order to root out the positivist tradition in it, a 
tradition demonstrably invalid by the work of Thomas Kuhn Bizzell (19791. 
through an analysis of SSR, calls upon her colleagues to struggle towards a 
new paradigm in English which will clarify the role of language in paradigm 
debates and thereby demonstrate the significance of language in 
any controversy. 
Siege1 (1 977), meanwhile, argues that the non-rationality of paradigm 
debate, as presented by Thomas Kuhn, makes the learning of critical thinking 
skills irrelevant If critical thinking was not required in a paradigm shift, a 
situation which demands careful analysis of alternative models, Siegel c o ~ ~ l d  
not see how it could have much relevance elsewhere. Fennell & Liverette 
(1 979) agreed that Kuhn applied to the area of critical thinking skills, but that 
SSR demonstrated just the opposite, that critical thinking is vital to the final 
solution in any paradigm debate. If vital to that, it would surely be vital to other 
matters and thus deserved a place at the curricular table 
Kuhn has been offered as evidence in other content areas also. Chilcott 
(1 987) argued that the idea of a paradigm could help the social studies deal 
with rapid change as it did for the sciences. Baker (1982) expressed the view 
that the governing paradigm in art education was that of the Romantic School. 
Orton (1 988) utilized Kuhn to analyze different perspectives on issues in math 
education. In "Science and Learning Disabilities," Stanovich (1 988) applies 
Kuhn to the search for a'metatheory' in special education. Aquirre (1981) 
offers bilingual education as the potential source, though still not actualized, of 
a new paradigm in education in general. Finally, Gottleib (1987) attempts to 
do a Kuhnian analysis of the field of development education, the 
interdisciplinary study of the relationships between education and economic, 
social, and political change in lesser developed countries. Though all of these 
studies are quite different, they share the assumption that Thomas Kuhn and 
his ideas of paradigms can be validly applied to content areas in education. 
One application was offered by Martin (1981), albeit on a slightly different level. 
Martin maintained that Kuhn was constantly applicable to education in that 
paradigm shift in content areas made necessary revisions and paradigm shift 
in content curriculum. 
But it is not only to the instructional content of education that Kuhn has 
been applied. To many authors, SSR has also spoken to issues in education 
per se. One example of such an issue is that of teacher status. Carbone 
(1 982) noted that teachers had suffered significant losses of autonomy and, 
with it, status in the eyes of society and administrators. Though the study was 
written from a decidedly social reconstructionist or even Marxist slant, the key 
factor was simply that Carbone was attempting to derive the paradigm that had 
come to power whlch allowed or even caused this decline. Murray (1990) 
traced teacher status and autonomy in the Rochester City School District, 
describing paradigm shifts from 1900 to the present day. Murray notes three 
separate paradigms, ending with a paradigm shift of unknowable but 
promising destination. 
Another educational issue to which the notion of Kuhnian paradigms 
has been profitably applied is educational research. The bulk of this literature 
is directed at the difficulties of solely quantitative research directed at 
education (Erickson. 1986). Macmillan and Garrison (1 984) speak to this point 
in "Using the 'New Philosophy of Science' in Criticizing Current Research 
Traditions in Education.' Specifically, the two authors attack the heavily 
quantitative process-product research and recommend new research 
paradigms which are more interpretive and qualitative. Howe and Eisenhart 
(1990), though never referring to Kuhn explicitly, map out the historical 
transition from quantitative to qualitative research. Quantitative research, 
which stemmed originally from the positivist school of the Vienna Circle, is on 
the decline in education while qualitative research (Howe & Eisenhart, 1990) 
non-positivist research which has its origin at least partially in the work of 
Thomas Kuhn, is on the ascendancy in another vein, Troyna (1988) attacks 
what he perceives as the solidifying ethnic paradigm in educational research. 
Studies linking ethnicity to school farlure or success are, according to Troyna, 
segregating society and harming the educational opportunities of specific 
ethnic groups, regardless of whether the findings are valid or not. Troyna 
demonstrates real understanding of the Kuhnian paradigm in that he uses non- 
rat~onal argument to attack a research paradigm which IS valid only 'from a non- 
positivist perspective In demonstrating the need for a new research paradigm 
in educat~on and attacking one specific educational paradigm, these authors 
lend credence to the idea that paradigms do have valid application to 
educat~onal research. 
One f~nal perspective on educational research is offered by Burton 
(1 978) Burton's vlew IS that paradigms do apply to education but only 
inasmuch as education will have paradigms in the future; she contends that it 
is currrently pre-paradigmatic. An educational paradigm, in the Kuhnian 
sense, is something to strive for, and research, as was the case in many of the 
historical case studies offered by Kuhn, is the instrument for its development. 
Because of the importance of research in the development of a paradigm, 
Burton offers a concept called 'exploratory research,' meaning research , the 
purpose of which is the development, rather than the testing, of hypotheses. 
This is very different than the the usual work of research which consists mainly 
of the search for solutions to puzzles offered by the presiding paradigm. Since 
no paradigm exlsts, exploratory research seeks out various hypotheses, which 
can then be discussed and cursorily researched. The final goal of exploratory 
research is to offer up a hypothesis which gains broad community consensus 
and becomes the paradigm. Burton goes on to critique educational research 
today as attempting paradigmatic puzzle-solving without a paradigm to offer up 
acceptable puzzles. She responds to her own critique with the suggestion for 
exploratory research to develop this paradigm. Similarly, Tuthill and Ashton 
(1 983) recommend a procedure for the development of a parad~gm in 
ed ucat~on and educational research. 
To conclude, the literature cited above clearly demonstrates that Kuhnian 
parad~gms and related notions have been widely and product~vely utilized in 
fields ranging from the social sciences, art, religion, science. and education. 
Numerous authors have adopted Kuhn for what his ideas can say to the field of 
education His views have been used in the areas of instruction, content. and 
educational research. A few other studies will be noted later as the focus of the 
paper is narrowed to the design for answering the question at hand. 
Identification of Potential Educational Paradiqms 
Since it has been demonstrated that Kuhn can validly be applied to 
education it is possible to take the next step in determining the paradigmatic 
status of education in Iowa. That next step requires the identification of the 
potential candidates for a paradigm. Some researchers (Bondra, 1980; 
Murrell, 1979; Greenman, 1987; Oliver, 1976) have come to this point and then 
sought out a paradigm as of yet unknown in educational circles. Greenman 
(1 987), for example, in American education: Emerqinq contexts for the future, 
literally develops a new paradigm and justifies it through its argued 
consistency with new studies in psychology. While these approaches are not 
necessarily flawed, they are not consistent with Kuhn's description of paradigm 
shift. Kuhn notes that paradigms occur in a formerly pre-paradigmatic field 
when one of the classical schools in that field gains pre-eminence over its 
competitors. Further, Kuhn contends that paradigms and classical schools can 
be identified because they are discussed in the textbooks of the respective 
field. Locating a consensus-based list of classical educational schools. then. is 
not difficult. Most educational textbooks which discuss educational 
foundations utilize the educational philosophy classification system developed 
by Theodore Brameld in his work, Toward a Reconstructed Philosophy of 
Education (1 956)) which includes four major c~assical S C ~ Q Q ~ S  of education. 
These schools are perennialism, essentialism, progressivism, and social 
reconstructionism (Knight, 1982; Park, 1963; Knight, 1940; Johnson et al., 
1973; Ornstein & Levine, 1984; Howick, 1980; Strain, 1978). Knowing that, it is 
necessary to describe each and to analyze each into the component parts of a 
Kuhnian paradigm (disciplinary matrix) in order to demonstrate their potential 
consistency with Kuhn's ideas. 
The Classical American Educational Schools of Thouqht 
In the Urrited States, there have been four major schools of thought 
striving to become the educational paradigm . These are perennialism, 
essentialism, progressivism, and social reconstructionism. In order to 
determine which, if any, of these best represents the educational paradigm 
today, it IS first necessary to review some of the basic tenets of the five 
hrstorical educational schools of thought. 
Perennialism: 
From the rationalistic school of the Aristotelians came Perennialism. Its 
predecessors include such individuals as Aristotle, St. Thomas Aquinas, and 
the ent~re Scholastic school of ph~losophy. In Thomistic termtnology, man is a 
rational animal and it is h ~ s  potential for rattonal thought that distinguishes him 
from the beasts in the field. Aquinas was also the philosopher/theologian who 
brought together the teachings of Christ and Aristotle. of faith and reason. 
Each, he felt, were legitimate avenues for pUrSulng truth. And truth was 
absolute; relativism was simply wrongheaded. The Perennialists applied this 
line of thought to education. As Mortimer Adler, classicalist and Perennialist 
(Witon, 1985; Huff, 1989), states, "f he ultimate ends of education are the same 
for all men at all times and everywhere. They are absolute universal 
principles." (Adler, 1942, p.21) (Interestingly, acceptance of Perennialism 
requires the rejection of Kuhn's ideas though the acceptance of absolutism as 
a paradigm is not inconsistent with the idea of a paradigm.) William Benton, in 
a preface to one of Adler's books, comments on his association with Adler and 
Robert Hutchins in the Great Books movement: 
We forty learned---or, more accurately, relearned---that the central 
problems of life are always the same, whether in modern America or 
ancient Rome. They are the problems of Man---good and evil, love and 
hate, war and peace, happiness and duty, liberty and security. They are 
the same whether we humans meet them in an ox cart, a chariot, or a 
tomato-colored converttble. These are the problems the authors of the 
great books tackled--in science, history, philosophy, and literature. 
Theirs is the 'great conversation' of the ages, which never ends. (Adler, 
1973, p. vi.) 
If it is true that the purpose of education is to divine the absolute and immutable 
truths, then the curriculum should rarely, if ever, change. The discovery of truth 
at any time and any place will apply at all times and in all places. The logical 
source of educational materials then would be, as suggested by Adler's work, 
Great Ideas from the Great Books(1973), the classics or the great books 
Hutchlns, another of the great figures in Perennialism (Hart. 1989; Ediger. 
1988), argues for such a course of study: 
Do not suppose, either, that because I have used as examples the great 
books of literature, ph~losophy, and the social sciences. I am ignoring 
natural science. T 
experiments must 
(Hutchins, 1952a, 
h e  great works in natural science and the great 
be a part and an important part of general education. 
p 21 .) 
Adler continued with this push in The Paideia Pro~osal, which suggest the 
same course of study for all (Adler, 1 982). 
The major principles of Perennialism, then, are the existence of 
universally applicable truths, the involvement of a search for truth in good 
education, the possibility of finding these truths in the great books, and the 
development of the intellect as a major goal of education (Ornstein & Levine, 
1984). Perennialism is an absolutist, classical, and conservative education 
school. 
Translated into the form of a disciplinary matrix, Perennialism is: 
1 Generallzat~onsiLaw--The purpose of education IS to drvlne or learn 
absolute and Immutable truths 
2 Metaphys~cal Paradigms--Agreement w~th the phrlosoph~cal Idea of 
ratlonallsm or that truth IS absolute and d~scoverable 
3 Values--Truths which are Included In the curr~culum offer~ng of 
Hutch~ns, Benton, Fad~man, and Adler, The Great Books of the Western World, 
(1952) (Edger, 1988) Wh~le other areas could certa~nly be val~dly studled. 
they really have to have some serlous attachment to the ldea included in T& 
Syntopicon (Hutch~ns, 1952b) to these books 
4 Exemplars--The Paldela Proposal (Adler. 19821, one course of study 
for all whlch Includes the great Ideas 
Essentialism : 
From the idealistic and realistic philosophical schools of Plato and 
Aristotle comes the educational school of Essentialism. Essentialism is 
actually somewhat similar to Perennialism, and its differences derive from its 
reaction to Progressive education. In a nutshell, Essentialists feel that the 
proper goal of education is to provide the student with the basic skil!s 
necessary for life and all of its varied opportuntities (Ediger, 1988). Theodore 
Greene states the Essentialist's cause quite succinctly: 
We can say that the goal of education is to prepare each individual, so 
far as his native endowment permits, to live well in his society and in the 
universe in which he finds himself; that that educational process is best 
which advances us most efficiently toward this goal; and that that 
academic community is best which best initiates and sustains this 
educational process . (Greene, 1953, p. 11) 
Aside from the emphasis on basic skills, Essentialism also stresses hard 
work, discipline, and obedience to authority, normally represented by the 
teacher. One of Essentialism's major proponents, William Bagley, made this 
point clear when he asked the question 
Should our public schools prepare boys and girls for adult 
responsibilit~es through systematic training in such subjects as reading, 
writing, arithmetic, history, and English, requiring mastery of such 
subjects, and when necessary, stressing discipline and obedience, with 
informal learning recognized but regarded as supplementary rather than 
central? (Knight, 1940, p. 407.) 
The final subordinate clause in Bagley's comment points out again the 
fact that Essentialism was also partly a response to the Progressives under the 
leadership of John Dewey Bagley makes this even clearer in the article, "The 
Case for Essentialism in Education," which is devoted to a comparison of 
Essentialism and Progressivism and demonstrates the superiority of 
Essentialism (Bagley, 1941). 
A more modern proponent of Essentialism is Sizer, author of Horace's 
Com~romise (1 984) and leader of the Essential Schools Movement. The 
current popularity of this movement demonstrates that the Essentialist school is 
far from dead. Sizer shows his Essentialist cotors in one of his catch phrases 
'less is more.' In practice, this means that students learn basic skills at their 
own rate, never progressing until the sk~ll is completely mastered. Sizer feels 
this is appropriate because without these f~rndamental skills, a true and useful 
education cannot be provided (Sizer, 1984). 
Another modern rebirth of the Essentialist movement is known as the 
@back-to-basics' movement. As Bagley said, and as the back-to-basics 
movement would agree, Informal learning is supplementary (Bagley, 1941). In 
summary, then, the Essentialists school espouses three posltlons, the 
culttvation of competencies in the basic skjlls, the inherent value of hard work 
and disc~pltne, and the respect for legitimate authority (Johnson et al., 1973). 
Essentialism in the form of a d~sciplinary matrix is described below: 
Essentialism 
1. Generalizattons/Law. The purpose of education is the development of 
competencies in the basic skills. 
2 Metaphysical Paradigms: Agreement with the philosophical school of 
real~sm or that there exist fundamental skills whlch all students should master 
and which are identifiable by educational authorities. 
3. Values--Appropriate learning skills must be capable of being easily 
assessed and listed. 
4. Exemplar--Reading skills as sequenced in commercial texts with 
workbooks tor constant assessment (Jelinek, 1 988). Individually Guided Math 
curricula. 
Progressivism : 
The philosophical underpir~rtings of the Progressive school of education 
date back at least to Rousseau and potentially much further. Progressivism 
essentially transfers the focal point of education from the content to be learned 
to the learner of the content. In the United States, Progressive education grew 
out of the Progressive Era in American politics (Ornstein & Levine, 1984). But 
when President Wilson suffered hrs stroke and the nation wearied of reformist 
movements after an exhausting world war, Warren Harding convinced the 
nation to 'return to normalcy.' Progressive politics died for the moment, but 
Progressive educat~on did not. It lived on largely because of one man, John 
Dewey 
Dewey strongly felt that Progressive education was superior to Perennial 
or Essential thinking. He delineated the differences between P r ~ g r e ~ ~ l ~ i ~ m  
and .the Inore traditional schools in h ~ s  1938 work, Experience and Education. 
from texts and teachers, learning through experience; to acquisition of 
isolated skills and techniques by drill, is opposed acquisition of them as 
means of attaining ends which make direct vital appeal: to preparation 
for a more or less remote future is opposed making the most of .the 
opportunities of present life; to static aims and materials is opposed 
acquaintance with a changing world. (Dewey, 1938, p. 30) 
Dewey's disciples were no less positive about Progressivism. Boyd 
Henry Bode, for example, expressed the view that Progressivism was child- 
centered and was driven by the ideals of interest, freedom, and learning by 
doing. Bode also commented on the fundamental ideas of Progressivism 
which made it 'progressive:' 
Lastly, it must undertake to point out how the acceptance of such a 
standard for growth and progress requires continuous and frequently 
extensive reconstruction or revision of traditional beliefs and attitudes, in 
accordance with growing insight and changing circumstances. In a 
word, Progressive education must become clearly conscious of the 
implications contained in its basic attitude and to use these implicat~ons 
as a vantage point from which to reorganize its thinking and its 
procedures. (Bode, 1938, p. 12) 
Kirkpatrick was an unashamed trumpeter of Dewey's view, commenting 
even that he could find little in Dewey's ideas with which to disagree. Thus, 
like Dewey, he was solidly on the side of Progressivism, especially in 
comparison to the traditional schools: 
Should our schools make central the informal learning of experience 
and act~vity work, placing much less stress on formal, systematic 
assignments, discipline, and obedience, and instead seeking to develop 
pupil initiative, discipline, and responsibility as well as mastery of basic 
subjects, by encouraging pupils to show initiative and develop 
responsibility, with teachers, while in control. serving primarily as 
guides? (Knight, 1940, p. 407) 
The traditional schools, in Kilpatrick's view, could not hope to provide the 
quality of education that the Progressives could. 
In tying all of this together, it is necessary to summarize what 
Progressivism is and what it is not. The Progressive Education Association, 
born in 191 9, attempted to make both of these stances clear. Progressive 
education was opposed to the Essentialist's authoritarian teacher, emphasis 
on bookwork, rote learning, the divorcing of education from society, and 
coercive discipline. Instead, they espoused the natural development of 
children, rnot~vation for learning through interest, the teacher as learning 
facilitator, school-home cooperation, and educational experimentation for the 
derivation of educational reforms (Ornstein & Levine,1984). 
The merit of education, then, depended on its usefulness and practicality. 
(Arap Lang 'at, 1988) 
Progress~vrsm, as a formalized movement, met rts end in the 1950's but 
~ t s  legacy Ikves on. What is today catled humanistic education, guldance 
services, and hands-on learning are all logical offspring of the Progressive 
school (Casement, 1990, Greenwood, 1988; Adams, 1973) Progressivism 
broken into the parts of the disciplinary matr~x IS found below: 
Progresstvism . 
1 Generallzat~onsfLaw--Education IS a naturally occurring process the 
purpose of whrch IS produced by the learner. 
2 Metaphys~cal Parad~gms --Agreement with the ph~losoph~cal school of 
Pragrnat~sm or !hat Iearnrnq IS learner-specif~c (Zlda 1988) Learrinq must 
have real meaning to the learner if it is to be useful or integrated. 
3. Values--That which is to be learned must have some demonstrable 
connection with a need or purpose in real life. 
4. Exem plar--Vocational Education in the sense of any productive 
education which has a career orientation. 
Social Reconstructionism: 
Two divergent lines of thought led to the Sociat Reconstructionist school. 
The first was Progressivism, and thereby Pragmatism (Knight, 1982). This was 
in keeping with the Progressive Movement in that, like the Progressives who 
wanted to reform the evils in society, the Social Reconstructionists wished to 
reform society and education through educational reforms. A second line of 
thought that led to Social Reconstructionism was Marxism (Ornstein & Levine, 
1984). Marxist theory maintains that the capitalists in society are exploiting the 
Proletariat Education, the Marx~sts or Neo-Marxists feel, has been a tool for 
oppressing varrous groups In soc~ety. Public schooling has been an effective 
method of orienting 'the masses towards vocational, and therefore useful, 
careers (Carnoy, 1974). Since education has been used in such a manner, it 
is only fa~r to now use educat~on as a tool for ridding society of such 
exploitation and other evits 
Soc~al Reconstruction~sm, then, is open to a number of interpretations. 
The mild Reconstruct~onist would be more l~ke a Progress~ve who wanted to 
use the school towards some soc~al goal Public schools rn America frequently 
do such things. The state standards in Iowa, for example, are an obvious 
attempt to reconstruct society towards several ends. The standards are 
working towards eliminating racism and sexism in society, producing more 
globally aware citizens, and wiping out the AIDS epidemic (New Standards for 
Iowa's Schools: Guidelines for tnter~retation, 1988). A more extreme Social 
Reconstructionist would wish to push students toward an awareness of the 
political structure that exist around them, in and out of school, and to work in 
whatever way possible in the interests of the working class or whatever groups 
were being exploited (Carnoy, 1974). 
Two of the founders of Social Reconstructionism in America were Counts 
and Brameld (Knight, 1940). Their writings represent classic Social 
Reconstructionism in American education. Counts was an educator reacting to 
the egocentrism and extreme individualism of Progressivism. He felt that the 
results of Progressive education would include superficial and self-serving 
citizens: 
(such people) have no deep and ab~ding loyalties, possess no 
convtctions for which they would sacrifice overmuch, would find it hard to 
live without their customary material comforts, are rather insensitive to 
the accepted forms of social justice, are content to play the role of 
interested spectator in the drama of human history, refuse to see reality 
in its harsher and more disagreeable forms, rarely move outside of the 
pleasant c~rcles of the class to which they belong, and in the day of 
severe trial will follow the lead of the most powerful and respectable 
forces in society and at the same time find good reasons for so doing. 
These people have shown themselves ent~rely incapable of deal~vg wrth 
any of the great crises of our time (Counts, 1932, pp 7-8) 
To avoid sidch ~roducts of education Counts fe!t that the teacher must 
step in as the wisest change agent in society. He, therefore, felt that the public 
school teacher "should rather seek power and then strive to use that power 
fully and wisely and in the interests of the great masses of people." (Counts, 
Brameld was not so hard on Progressivism. He felt it had served its 
purposes but that by the 1950's it was 'time to move on, and to move on 
specifically to Social Reconstructionism. He felt that the times had changed 
too much for any of the other educational schools to still be useful. His favorite 
example of this was the potential for nuclear war. With man having recently 
fought two world wars and now having the capability for full scale global 
destruction, an issue had arisen which could not have been foreseen by any 
past thinker or school of thought. Thus, something unique had been added to 
society with which education was not prepared to deal. The newness of such 
issues was not their only significance. The magnitude of their importance 
demanded efforts by all social institutions, especially education, to seek out a 
solution. 
For any educational system not to give these events priority, for it 
not to provide every poss~ble opportunity to diagnose their causes and to 
consider how the growing generation may cope with them while time 
remains, is for that system to shirk its most urgent responsibility 
(Brameld, 1959, pp. 18-20). 
It is not quite so easy to sum up Social Reconstructionism as it was the 
previous schools. This is the case because there are a number of branches of 
Social Reconstruct~or~isni. These include the reformist approach, the Neo- 
Marxist approach, and the futurist approach (Knight, 1982). Futurism, being 
the Social Reconstructionist attempt to solve predictable problems before they 
occur through the educalional system, of course, has the predictable problem 
of poor predictab~lity Neo-Marxism and Marxism have not found much fertile 
ground in America and seem to be suffering similar treatment overseas today 
Thus, the mainstream of Reconstructionist thinking in America is of the reformer 
branch. The basic tenets of such a program of education would be ones that 
cast a critical eye on one's own culture and history, investigate controversial 
Issues, ded~cate itself to positive social change, attempt to plan society towards 
good ends, and encourage students and teachers to participate in cultural 
renewal and all of its facets (Ornstein & Levine, 1984; Yoo, 1989) Social 
Reconstruct~onism in the form of a disciplinary matrix is described below: 
Social Reconstructionism' 
1 General~zat~onslLaws: The purpose of education is to create positive 
social change and reform soc~ety. 
2. Metaphysc~al Parad~grns' Pragmatism with a Marxist flavor. Truth is 
relat~ve to what is best for the general well-be~ng of socrety. 
3 Values--That whrch is to be learned must be tied to some great 
soc~etal good or goal. 
4 Exemplar--Programs in global education. Multi-cultural/Non-Sexlst 
lnstructlon and Curricula, Co~lrses In cotItr0versial EJJes (Kanpol1 '989) 
This sect~on of the paper has accompl~shed two things F~rst. tt has 
~dent~ f~ed an  descr~bed each of t h e  four qenerally accepted cand~dates for 
educational paradigms. This was necessary in order to deterrr~ine the current 
paradigmatic status of practitioners in Iowa because it would be difficult to find 
the current paradigm without knowing the range of possibilities. Second, ~t has 
demonstrated that each of the classical schools of education can be stated in 
terms of a disciplinary matrix as defined by Kuhn in SSR (1970). 
Before proceeding, however, it is first necessary to deal with three 
potentiat issues related to paradigms and this study's applications of them. 
These issues are the effability of paradigms, the paradigm candidates selected 
for this study, and the possibility of other cand~dates for an educational 
paradigm Each of these issues is discussed briefly elsewhere in the paper but 
a more expf~cit reckoning with each is necessary. 
The effability or 'voicability' of paradigms is an assumption which goes 
directly to the matter of instrumentat~on Unless paradigms, these underlying 
philosoph~cal constructs, can be made rnan~fest hrough the research subject, 
they cannot validly be discovered. TI-us, ~f paradrgms are both eff~cacious and 
unknown to the subject, like Freud's construct of the subconscrous mind, they 
may not be amenable to scientif~c means of discovery. 
Four factors argue, however, aga~nst he problem of ineffab~lity of 
paradigms The first two lnd~cate that an educational parad~gni or paradigm 
candrdate is voicable The third argues that, even ~f the paradigm were not 
effable, rt would be made manifest by this study's instrumentation if the 
parad~gm had an effect on thought, bel~ef, or behawor The final factor s~mply 
states that if the paradigm is not efficacious, then the entire question is asked in 
vain. 
That paradigms are notions of which people are aware and about which 
they can discuss is made explicit by Kuhn in SSR: 
In this essay, 'normal science' means research firmly based upon 
one or more past scientific achievements, achievements that some 
particular scientific cor~lmunity acknowledges for a time as supplying the 
foundations for its further practice Today, such achievements are 
recounted, though seldom in their original form, by science textbooks, 
elenientary and advanced. These textbooks expound the body of 
accepted theory, illustrate many or all of its successful applications, and 
compare these applications with exemplary observation and 
experiments.. . . 
Achievements that share these two characteristics I shall 
henceforth refer to as 'paradigms,'. . . . (Kut-~n, 1970, p. 10) 
Notice that Kuhn states that paradigms are typically found in textbooks, along 
with their applications and importance. The average practitioner would likely 
have been repeatedly exposed to the paradigm and unavoidably exposed to rts 
influences in the field 
Further evidence of this is found in the foundation texts listed in the 
bibliography. Howick f 1980), Johnson et al. (1 973), Knight (1 940), Knight 
(1 982), Ornste~n and Levine (1 984), Park (1 963), and Strain (1 978) all discuss 
educational paradigms at length. There is nothing spiritually (as in the name of 
God in tradltronal Judaism or the nature of the 'transubstantiation among Roman 
Catholics) or organically (as in Freud's notion of the subconscious) ineffable 
about these. They are qu~te explicable constructs open and reviewable by all 
knowledgeable of the rudiments of educat~onal theory, 
Even if an educational paradigm were not easily made manifest in a 
subject, the instrumentaron used in this study would cause the paradigm 
choice, if paradigms do influence thought, belief, or behavior, to be made clear. 
The Ell instrument, to be discussed later, does not assume that the subject is 
aware of the name attached to their system of educational belief. Instead, it 
includes questions, the answers to which are consistent with one of the 
paradigm candidates. This enables the researcher to reach conclusions on 
paradigm commitment of each subject even if the subject is unaware of that 
commitment by nomenclature. In addition, the semi-structured interview 
contained in Append~x B accomplishes the same task, though with questions 
that are more experientially or behaviorally based. 
It is finally possible, however, that the paradlgm is still not discernible 
through these means because it has no effect on belief, thought, or action. If 
thfs were the case, the search for an educational paradigm would be pointless 
Additionally, ~t would, by definitron, not be a paradigm because a paradigm IS a 
model of action or pract~ce. This would ind~cate that Kuhn was incorrect about 
the ex~stence of paradigms and parad~gni candidates. At ~ t s  base, this study IS 
pred~cated on the ideas of Thomas Kuhn on parad~gms. Thls fact is made more 
evident In the section on llm~tat~ons and del~rnitat~ons, In Chapter Ill, in which 
the assumption of Kuhn's ideas is limited as a delirn~tation of the study, 
Hav~ng clar~f~ed the effabtlity of paradigms, it is next necessary to explatn 
the cho~ce of the four paradlgm cand~dates of perennial~sm, essentralism, 
progresslvlsm, and social reconstruct~on~srn Thls has in fact already beer! 
explained. Kuhn (1 970) states that paradigm acceptance usually occurs when 
one of the classical schools in a field gains acceptance by the members of the 
field. He also states that these schools can be found in foundations and other 
textbooks. That being the most likely method of locating the paradigm 
candidates, as stated by the developer of the notion of a scientific paradigm, an 
educational textbook review was conducted and the four candidates were the 
result. 
This is not meant to exclude the possibility of other paradigm candidates. 
The list of possible candidates is seemingly without end. This research has 
looked at the four most probable candidates and with some success inasmuch 
as one school was found to have a great majority of the subjects as adherents. 
Nevertheless, it is still possible that some other entirely unique candidate or 
some hybrid cand~date would have unanimous adherence. If so, this study is 
one step in the d~rection of locating it In fact, one excellent method of 
proceedrng towards its poss~ble ~dent~fication, if it exists, is listed as 
recommendat~on 1 in Chapter V. Having begun at the point of conceptual 
origination, it is now possible to point out that next step towards paradigm 
identification. 
Before a subsequent step can be taken, however, it is first necessary to 
make the init~al one of attempting to locate an educational paradigm among the 
classical schools All that remains to do that is to review studies in this area 
which have pointed to one or more productive means of determining the 
paradigmat~c status and reform potential of educational practitioners in Iowa 
Anal~sis of Studies Related to this Research 
The selection of studies having direct bearing on this research program 
is not a simple task because it can be said flatly that there are no studies 
specifically analyzing the paradigmatic status and reform potential of 
educational practitioners in Iowa. However, the foundation of research can 
come from a number of different areas and the foundation for this research is 
found Instead in previous studies which have attempted to locate the paradigm 
in a field of study, most usefully, education. Rarely, however, did these 
research studies specify paradigms as their target. Instead, they purported to 
search for the ph~losophies of various groups of people. What emerges from 
the I~terature, then, is one line of research directed toward paradigms and one 
line of research directed at a discussion of the educational belief systems of 
various educational stakeholders. These two lines converge in a study on 
nursrng education by Wagner (1986) as will be seen below. 
Parad~qms-oriented Research. Six studies have relevance here. All six have 
their purpose statement in common Each attempts to locate a parad~gm for 
the~r f~eld of study. Five of the six deal with some area of education; Wells and 
Plcou (1981), on the other hand, attempt to demonstrate the paradigm of 
soc~ology It IS also the case that five of the SIX attempt to ident~fy those 
parad~gms wrthout recourse to the membership of the fleld of study In question, 
an unlikely task from a Kl~hnlan perspect~ve Wagner ,19861, ~ ln~que lv  l ~ ~ k s  
towards the perceptions of community members as the best method of locating 
the paradigm. This review will begin with Wells and Picou's study on sociology 
and end with Wagner's. 
In their book, American Socioloqv (l981), Wells and Picou add their 
voices to the "ever increasing group of schotars" (p. 37) attempting to apply the 
work of Kuhn to their field of study, sociology. The purpose of their research is 
to identify the paradigm for sociology in America. Their proposed 
methodology for making 'this identification is the analysis of themes and 
rnetl~odologies of published sociological research. This methodology is a valid 
application of Kuhn's ideas because community viewpoints are expressed in 
research and publications. Kuhn makes this point very clear in SSR, leaving 
room for content analysis as a valid means for identifying paradigms. Wells 
and Picou make the odd claim, however, that sociology has a 'partial 
paradigm' (1 981). A partial paradigm, according to the authors, IS a paradigm 
for a social science which need not pass the same degree of muster as does a 
paradigm for a natural science. In order to justify their diversion from Kuhn's 
works, they claim that while therr views are not consistent w~th a 'pure 
~nterpretation' of Kuhn, they are consistent with a 'flexible interpretation'. This 
abandonment of Kuhn's explicit view of some fields of study as pre 
-paradigmatic seems unnecessary but does not really change the validity of 
the research method What can be garnered from this study, 'then, is that major 
research projects have been launched for the ~dentif~catlon f paradigms in the 
socral sciences and that content analysis of the formal publicatlons of that flpld 
is one potential methodology for making that identification. 
Two educational studies (Burton, 1978 ; Tuthill & Ashton, 1983) have 
been directed not at identifying the existing educational paradigm but, instead, 
at alerting the educational community to possible ways of developing such a 
paradigm. Paradigms, according to Kuhn, make possible tremendous 
progress in a field of study. Thus, it is not surprising that educational 
researchers would want to develop a method by which such a paradigm c o ~ ~ l d  
be created. In her paper, "Assessment as Exploratory Research: A 'Theoretical 
Overview," Nancy Burton (1978) outlines the method by which she has been 
working towards the development of that Kuhnian paradigm. She begins by 
clarifying the status of education as pre-paradigmatic and points to the 
confusron and multiple directions of educational research as an inherent result 
of this Education, in her view, is being studied through the tools of 
paradigmatic fields of study which are simply ~nvalld when applied to fields 
without a paradlgm. Burton describes three types of normal research in 
education as 1)ordinary research--research centered on certain educational 
concepts but wh~ch have no frrm, consensus-based defin~tion; 2)social 
problems research--research on social problems which influence education, a 
type of research fraught w~th far too many independent variables to ever 
produce useful frndrngs: and 3)mono-method research--research which uses 
one specific deslgn or statlstlc, a foundation which IS simply invalld. None of 
these three types of research, for the reasons listed above, have any hope of 
systemat~cally producing scient~frc progress Instead of proceding w ~ t h  t h~s  
type of research, Burton offers the alternative of exploratory research. This 
type of research analyzes educational data collected for other reasons and 
searches for useful conclusions from it. As massive analyses are conducted, 
certain conclusions will emerge and these conclusions will become the basis 
for an educational paradigm (Burton, 1978). 
While Burton makes a number of conclusions which are defensible from 
a Kuhnian standpoint, her general purpose goes beyond the limits of 
applicability of Kuhn's ideas. As Gutting made very clear in his omnibus of 
Kuhnian literature, it is "clear that Kuhn offers no direction for generating such 
(paradigmatic) consensus." (1980, p. 14) While it is possible to say that a field 
is parad~gmatic and even to make some judgements about the paradigmatic 
status of a field in terms of being partially of one camp and partially of another, 
it is not possible to make Kuhn prescribe methods for synthesizing the two 
camps or destroying one camp. 
Tuthrll and Ashton (1983) attempt a feat similar to Burton They seek to 
develop an educational paradigm so that real educational progress can finally 
occur. Ltke Burton, they blame the ineffectiveness of educational research on 
the lack of a parad~gm. The~r solut~on, however. IS not exploratory research but 
returns to Kuhn's ~deas of commun~ty membership They advocate going r~ght 
to the heart of the matter by "resolving paradigmatic disputes through the 
democrat~c method" (Ashton & Tuthill, 1983, p 1 1 )  Exactly how this 
democratic process would occur IS unclear though the authors are quite 
deflnlte In how it would not work ''By suggesting that fhe field of education 
democratically resolve its paradigmatic disputes, we don't mean to imply that a 
blueribbon committee of scientists and practitioners should sit down and vote 
to determine how the rest of us should think and feel" (Tuthill & Ashton, 1983, 
p. 12). The problem inherent in this view, however, is that it is difficult to 
conceptualize just how a democratic process would work. If a vote is not taken 
at some point, then no deniocratic mechanism for the creation of the paradigm 
exists. But if a vote IS taken, consensus must be created afterward. Certainly 
educators do not wish to have consensus mandated and without it, there can 
currently be no consensus. The real mechanism for paradigm creation, as 
Kuhn describes in his section on paradigm shift, is persuasion. Those who feel 
they have the better or best paradigm must convince the rest of their 
community. Discussions by Burton (1978) and Tu'thilf & Ashton (1 983) of 
artificial means of gaining that consensus are simply wrongheaded from a 
Ku hnian standpoint. 
A better approach to educatronal paradigms is offered by Murrell (19791, 
Bondra ( 1 980), and Greenman (1 987) Each of these researchers attempted to 
ldent~fy the educational paradigm with the use of some ideology or pattern of 
recent thought external to traditional education concepts. Murrell (1 979) 
adopted previous work in paradigms to suggest that the focus of education 
should be on teachtng people how to communicate between paradigms: 
The expanded concept of cornmun~cat~on IS based on the fact that 
if communlcat~on IS to take place between ~nd~v~duals in a 
heterogeneous and pluralrst~c world, then rnonopolar~zed 
comrrtun~cation based on the exaltat~on of one paradtgmatlc perspective 
must be expanded to include the possibilities for many different cultural 
and intellectual paradigmatic perspectives. (Murrell, 1 979, p. 298) 
Murrell uses a content analysis of Maruyama's work to explain how this 
vision of inter-paradigmatic comniur~ications necessarily becomes the 
educational paradigm. The initial difficulty with this view is that Maruyama's 
views expand paradigms to include any and all bodies of thought, a potentially 
invalid use of Kuhnian paradigms. 
Bondra in his study, The ANISA Model: A Scientific Paradiqrn for 
Education and its fmplications for a Theory of Evaluation (1 980), adheres more 
closely to Kuhn's original ideas. He promises that he will present a paradigm 
for education that includes "...disciplinary matrix, distinctive methods, body of 
theory, accumulating bodies of data, and implications for practical use." 
(Bondra, 1980, p, vi.) In chapters Ill-VIIt, in fact, Bondra demonstrates how the 
ANISA model, a 'scientific' theory which uses an organismic approach to 
explanation and understanding, f~~lf i l ls each of the points of the disciplinary 
matrix and how it can take ed l~cat i~n through the process of adopting itself as a 
paradigm 
The ANISA model is viewed withln Kuhn's structure of the growth 
of science. Illustrations from the growth of the mature physcial sciences 
were presented demonstrating the following process of growth: 
presupposit~on, exemplars, normal science, puzzle-solving, anomalies, 
extraord~nary science, and parad~grn shift. ANISA, when compared to 
these processes, fulfills Kuhn's cr~ter~a for a sc~entific parad~gm. (Bondra, 
1980, p 77) 
Having demonstrated that ANISA fulfills each of the Kuhn's criteria for 
being a potential paradigm, Bondra next argues for it being the educational 
paradigm. Unfortunately, the entirety of this argument is definitional. 
The basic presupposition of ANlSA is its first principle--the 
bedrock statement of the nature of reality. Change is the universal 
constant. The becoming state is constrained in the beginning state; 
therefore, change presupposed potentiality. The legitimate question to 
be asked about such an entity as potentiality is how it is released into 
actuality. (Bondra, 1980, p. 79) 
Upon citing references in other fields which agree with his view that the 
universal principle is change, Bondra concludes that, therefore, it must be the 
universal principle in education also (1980). Two problems immediately 
emerge. First, it is not evrdent that this change principle has been universally 
accepted in other fields as the bedrock principle. Second, even if it has, Kuhn 
is quite clear in stating that, while other fields can surely influence a particular 
field of study, their role as causal agents is hardly definite. Bondra's research 
method is essentially an analysis of what he feels are the the new trends in 
some of the social sciences. Viewing these as agreeing with an 'organic' view 
of reality and therefore consistent with ANISA, he declares ANlSA as 'the new 
educational paradigm. How this will occur is questionable 
A final offering of a new educational paradigm almost entirely as a result 
of ideas external to education is made by Greenman (1987) in her study, 
American Education: Emerqinq Contexts for a Model of the Fut1~t-e (1 987). 
Greenrnan states her purpose as: 
The purpose of this dissertation IS to articulate the emerging socio- 
cultural, ph~losophical, and human contexts in America as evidence of a 
new paradrgmatic context for educational change and to articulate a 
model for education which is cons~stent with the resultant new paradigm 
(Greenmall 1987 n fi 
Greenman, from an analysis of changing milieu of American life, is going to 
present the educational paradigm which must emerge. The content analysis 
produced the following conclusion: 
Review of emerging scientific paradigms, then, provides a 
supportive context for change 
The principles of integration, interconnection, process, and 
unbroken wholeness are the basis of the emerging paradigms and the 
key to a coherent philosophical context for education. (Greenman, 
1987, p. 2) 
Because of the new scientific paradigm, education must then abandon its 
linear, unchanging, reductionist viewpoints and instead garner a paradigm 
which is consistent with change and wholeness as the universal principle. The 
critiques applied above to Bondra's study apply here also because the aim of 
the study is the same. Interestingly, b n d r a  and Greenman begin with the 
same premises but conclude with different educational paradigms. 
It is this very result that evidences the fallacy in all three of these studies 
They propose to identify the new educational paradigm solely from influences 
and trends outside of education. They suggest a radical break from 
education's past without giving s~~pport for their arguments from education's 
past or present. Certainly radical breaks from the past occur but they are 
hardly, in a Kuhnian sense, predictable. In Kuhn's perspective of paradigm 
shift, anomalies occur and paradigms slowly emerge and grow out of them. 
Parad~gms do not spring from the head of Zeus 
But the fact that this research base includes stud~es which propose goals 
which are not Kuhnian and offers paradigms without proper basis in educat~on 
proper does not destroy its worth. What is being attempted is the appliation of 
Kuhn to education. What is being missed is the search for the educational 
parad~gm in a fashion consistent with the ideas expressed in SSR (1970). 
Those endeavors do exist, however (Wfley, 1972; McAtee & Punch, 1977; 
Herring, 1990). They are present in numerous studies which seek to 
determine the philosophical status of members of the educational community. 
A review of these studies follows. 
Ph~loso~htcal Viewpoints-Oriented Research: Relevant studies of this sort will 
be divided into two groups based on the purpose of the research. Generally 
the purpose consists of determintng the philosophjcal viewpoints of teachers 
or administrators. In addition to the purposeof theresearch, thetype of data 
coflection instruments used In the studies is also important. Some studies 
used inventones that had been previously validated in the l~terature (Wiley, 
1 972, McAtee & P I J ~ c ~ ,  1977; ). Others used inventories specifically created 
for that study and purpose (Wagner, 1986, Ang, 1984). Still others used a 
comb~nat~on of both (Brown, 1974; Narita, 1983). Some mention will also be 
made of the specific instruments used. 
The first category, then IS those studies which attempt to determine the 
ph~losophlcal viewpoint of student-teachers Wlley's study, Determining 
Tendencies of Colleqe Faculty, Student Teachers, and Coo~eratina Teachers 
Toward Trad~t~onalism or Proqressivlsm In thew Attitudes Reaardinq Education, 
(1 972) was an attempt to confirm the suspicion that new teachers left college 
as progresstvlsts and were transformed Into tradrtional~sts by cooperatlncl 
teachers in the field. -The author adm instered the Kerlinger Education Scales 
VI and VII, research-validated instruments which differentiate between 
traditional and progressive views, to test the philosophical attitudes of all three 
groups. 
McAtee and Punch (1977), interested in the rapid change in Australian 
education, also used the Kerlinger Scales in their study, Proaressivism and 
Traditionalism in Teacher's Attitudes towards Education . They went on to tie 
some of the philosophies detected to teacher backgounds. In a study entitled, 
Relationships Between Progressivism, Traditionalism, Dogmatism, and 
Philoso~hical Consistency in Science, Enslish and Elementary School 
Teachers , Brown (1974) investigated the relationships of educational 
attitudes, personal philosophies, and closed or open belief systems. The 
results, the author felt, would improve the success of student teaching 
experiences through better assignment of students with cooperating teachers 
of similar viewpoints. Brown used the Kerlinger Education Scale of known 
validity and reliability and the Rokeach Dogmatism Scale and Hug 
Philosophical Consistency Test of unreported validity and reliability. 
At the college level, John Starky and Rita Baar (1 972) compared the 
philosophical beliefs of novice teachers currently enrolled in undergraduate 
and graduate course. The study, The Philoso~hical Nature of Teachers-- 
Graduate and Underqraduate, also differentiated between elementary and 
secondary teachers. The instrument given to the teachers was the hnes  
Phlosophical Belief Inventory, a validated test which categorizes responses 
into the philosophical systems of realism, ideatism, pragmatism, existentialism, 
and phenomenology. Phenomenology, existentialism, and progress~vism 
were the beliefs of choice with realism and idealism nearly non-existent. 
Two studies(OGorman, 1981 ; Carson, 1985) were done in the 1980's 
on the philosophies of adult educators. O'Gorman's (1981) study attempted to 
correlate philosophical position with student retention rates. The study, 
Philosophical and Educational Orientations of Adult Basic Education Teachers 
utilized the Ross Philosophical Educational inventory, a validated instrument 
which categorizes responses into the positions of idealism, reatism, 
pragmatism, and existentia.lism, the Educational Orientation Questionnairre, a 
simifarly validated instrument, and the Personal Data Profile, deveroped 
specifically for this study. O'Gorman was able to conclude, as a result of the 
data collected, that correlations did exist between teacher v~ewpoints and 
student retent~on rates. A second study on adult education was conducted by 
Gloria Carson which attempted to link speclfic beliefs about adult education to 
background factors Carson used the Ph~losophy of Adult Education Inventory, 
an instrument val~dated on some adult educators, and concluded that a 
stgnlflcant correlation existed between belief systems and some background 
factors 
One final rnvestigatlon of philosophical orlentations of teachers was 
lnvestiqat~on of a Relationsh~p Between Educational Ph~losoph~es and 
Attitudes Towards Computer-Manaqed and Computer-Asslsted Instruction in 
Secondarv Reqular and Spec~al Education T e a c h e ~  by Nartta (1 983) The 
purpose of this study was to determine which teachers, in terms of their 
philosophies, could be expected to accept and utilize computer- assisted 
instruction. Instruments used included the Attitudes Toward Computer Scale, 
devised for the study, validation not reported, and the Kerlinger Education 
Scale VII (Kerlinger & Kaya, 1959). The findings were that progressive 
teachers were much more likely to utilize computer-assisted instrument than 
were traditional teachers. 
The second category of studies investigating philosophical viewpoints 
includes those that attempt to determine the beliefs of administrators. Mark 
Herring (1990) conducted a study of this nature on the four individuals who 
have served as national Secretary of Education in order to understand the 
influence of that national office on American education. Herring conducted 
content analyses on the speeches and other communications of each 
individual, rated them according to the the philosophical categories of realism, 
~dealisni, pragmatism, and existentialism and compared their philosophical 
category with their actions as secretary. He found that the education 
secretaries acted qulte consistently with their belief systems but, in the end, 
called for an end to the office because of the potential for federal regulation of 
education (Herring, 1990) 
Two tnvestlgations into philosophrcal beliefs were conducted on college 
adrnin~strators. Miller (1 983) In his study, Perceptions of Educational 
Philosoph~ at El Carnino Colleqe compared the educat~onal philosophy of 
each dean at El Carnino College as expressed by the dean himself and as 
expressed by the faculty under his supervision. The instrument used on both 
groups was the Ross Educational Phrlosophical Inventory. For some specific 
deans, significant differences in perceived philosophy were noted, Helen Ang 
(1 984) conducted a study comparing the leadership styles and educational 
philosophy of administrators of religious colleges. The relevant instrument 
used was the Educational Pl~~losophy Profile, developed specifically for this 
study and validity was not reported. No significant connections were found 
between leadership styles and educational philosophy. 
Many more studies (Reams, 1980; Peterman, 1985; Fuller, 1984) were 
done on the philosophical beliefs of adminstrators at the elementary and 
secondary level. One such study, The Relationships Between Educational 
Manaqers' Leadership Styles and Educational Philosophies (Reams, 1980) 
was very similar to Ang's research. Reams investigated the poss~ble 
connection between leadership style and educational philosophy of a number 
of Cal~fornia pubilc school adminstrators pursuing their doctorate at 'the 
University of La Verne. Reams surveyed 102 of these administrators using the 
Ross Educational Philosophical Inventory, His conclusions were sim~lar to 
Ang's no significant relationship exists between leadership style and 
educat~onal philosophy. Dumas (1981) did basically the same study In 
Louisiana In An lnvestiqatlon of the Relationship Between Leadership Style 
and Philosoph~cal Orientation of Elenientar~ and SecondarvSchool Principals. 
Using the Ross Educatronal Philosophical Inventory, she exarn~ned principals' 
ph~losophles and compared them to leadership styles Llke her two 
4 The comrnun~ty members should be surveyed with a validated instrument, ~f 
possible. but only if such an Instrument exists that actually tests what the study 
professes. If an instrument does not ex~st, it 1s better to proceed with a new 
instrument that has at least face validity 
This study is consistent with each of the guidelines derived from previous 
research. In addition, it is an expansion on prior research. First, it included a 
survey of the educational philosophies of Iowa educators, something not done 
systematically in the recent past. Second, More important, through it, 
educators were questioned specifically on their educational viewpoints which 
are consistent with a potential educational paradigm. Many of the studies 
above (Narita, 1983; Miller, 1983; Reams, 1980; Dumas, 1981 ; Fuller, 1984) 
used the Ross Educational Philosophical Inventory (Ross, 1969) and the 
Kerlinger Education Scales (Kerlinger & Kaya, 1959) as direct tests of 
educational views. But neither of these instruments was sufficient for the 
purposes of the this investigation. The Ross instrument actually tests the 
respondent's consistency with philosophical viewpoints wholly detached from 
education. Its categories, idealism, realism, pragmatism, and existentialism, 
are whole philosophies of life, subsuming all areas of thought and including 
education as one small subset. Bell and Miller (1979), in their study,- 
Conqruence Between Educaanal Attitudes and Academic Philosophies, 
tested whether or not it could be assumed that a person who subscribed to a 
particular philosophy would also necessarily subscribe to its coordinate 
sought to determine whether or not a Kuhnian 'metaparadigm', another term 
for paradigm, existed within nursing education. Wagner selected 229 directors 
of nursing education programs and surveyed them as to their paradigmatic 
view of nursing as a field of study. From established views of nursing found in 
the literature, Wagner constructed an instrument called the Metaparadigm 
Scale which queried her subjects on the importance, measured on a Likert 
Scale, of 78 concepts to nursing education. After conducting a pilot study on 
the instrument, she adrninstered it to 160 of the chosen directors. Statistical 
analysis of the data was conducted by finding the mean agreement scores on 
each of the 78 concepts and by comp~~ting the percentage of respondents that 
held each of the 5 possible opinions (strongly agree, agree, uncertain, 
disagree, and strongly disagree) on each concept. This was followed by 
interpretive analysis of the meaning of these means and percentages for the 
nursing 'metaparadigm.' 
The major weakness of this study is the investigation's failure to establish 
validity of the instrument. The fact that an alternative did not exist, however, 
made this unavoidable. The study also had a number of major strengths. It 
was largely consistent with the model of paradigm construction offered by 
Kuhn. Having acknowledged that nursing education did not currently have a 
perceived paradigm, she proposed to investigate the paradigmatic status of the 
field. Knowing that paradigms, according to Kuhn, are a matter of group 
consensus, she surveyed an appropriate population. Her study could have 
been improved if, instead of testing perceptions 01 concepts, she had tested 
perceptions of currently existing schools of nursing education thought. The 
approach that attempts to build a paradigm without the use of existing schools 
of thought seems to take a harder road than Kuhn demands. A final strength 
of Wagner's study is the data analysis which is almost wholly descriptive. The 
purpose of the study and the data collected for that purpose do not lend 
themselves to quantitative analysis. Therefore, Wagner goes no farther than 
the computations of means and percentages because that is all the farther 
statistical analysis can genuinely take her study. Beyond that, interpretation of 
the results from a paradigmatic perspecitve is most appropriate. 
ConcIusions from Pertinent Research 
The last section of the literature review has revealed two lines of 
research, paradigm-oreinted and philosophical survey-oriented, which merge 
with a study of nursing education. The previous research, beyond creating a 
conceptual background, provided a 'the following guidelines for this 
dissertation: 
1. A search for paradigms should begin with the pre-existing classicaf schools 
of the particular fleld of study. 
2 A paradigm, being the consensus op~nion of a community, can best be 
d~scovered by collectrng the perceptions of the members of that community. 
3 Data analysis of the information collected should be relevant to the task at 
hand Quantitat~ve analysis should be used to clarify the amassed perceptions 
but interpretrve qualitative analysis should be used to dlscover what these 
percept~ons mean 
4 The comrnun~ty members should be surveyed with a validated instrument, ~f 
possible. but only if such an Instrument exists that actually tests what the study 
professes. If an instrument does not ex~st, it 1s better to proceed with a new 
instrument that has at least face validity 
This study is consistent with each of the guidelines derived from previous 
research. In addition, it is an expansion on prior research. First, it included a 
survey of the educational philosophies of Iowa educators, something not done 
systematically in the recent past. Second, More important, through it, 
educators were questioned specifically on their educational viewpoints which 
are consistent with a potential educational paradigm. Many of the studies 
above (Narita, 1983; Miller, 1983; Reams, 1980; Dumas, 1981 ; Fuller, 1984) 
used the Ross Educational Philosophical Inventory (Ross, 1969) and the 
Kerlinger Education Scales (Kerlinger & Kaya, 1959) as direct tests of 
educational views. But neither of these instruments was sufficient for the 
purposes of the this investigation. The Ross instrument actually tests the 
respondent's consistency with philosophical viewpoints wholly detached from 
education. Its categories, idealism, realism, pragmatism, and existentialism, 
are whole philosophies of life, subsuming all areas of thought and including 
education as one small subset. Bell and Miller (1979), in their study,- 
Conqruence Between Educaanal Attitudes and Academic Philosophies, 
tested whether or not it could be assumed that a person who subscribed to a 
particular philosophy would also necessarily subscribe to its coordinate 
educat~onal philosophy. Their findings were mixed with some moderate and 
some low correlations. What can be derived from this, however, is that it is not 
enough to know the overall philosophy of an educator in order to know their 
educational philosophy. The Kerlinger Education Scales, while remarkable 
in their numerous validation studies, are fairly blunt instruments. They can 
differentiate orlly between traditional and progressive (better defined as liberal 
than progressive in the sense of Deweyian Progressivism). As such, they are 
wholly inadequate for determining the overall educational philosophies of 
individuals beyond sorting them into two categories. Therefore, this study 
instead used instruments, some validated in other research and others 
created specifically for this investigation, which better observed the 
educational philosophies of educators It did this through the use of the 
Educational Ideologies Inventory, developed by William F. O'Nelll (1981). 
Third, it utilized personal ~nterviews for that final survey of agreement 
with Iowa reform initiatives. As Borg and Gall (1989) note, the personal 
~nterview has the advantage of gaining more and clearer responses from 
subjects. Since these newest init~at~ves have had little or no research done on 
them, the need for this additional inforrnatlon was evident. In the present 
study, each of these three ~mprovements, surveying Iowa educational 
practr tioners on t he~r educat~onal ph~lsoph~es, focus~ng on educational 
ideology rather than general philosophy, and uslng personal ~nterv~ews for the 
gather~ng of ~nforrnation, was made 
Chapter I I I 
DESIGN OF THE STUDY 
Defining the Population 
As stated in the rationale, the goal of this study was to determine the 
current pl-~ilosophical status and reform potential of educational practitioners in 
lowa. This raised three questions of population. First, why choose lowa as the 
population area to be explored? Second, which educational practitioners 
should be included? Third, of that group of educational practitioners, what 
characteristics should those individuals have in order to be selected for 
inclusion in the study? 
The answer to the first questior~ has been alluded to in the third purpose 
statement in Chapter 1. Iowa's educational system is noted for its excellence. It 
typically ranks first or second among the American states and territories in such 
things as ACT tests, SAT tests, and graduation rates. (Staff, 1990b;Business 
and Education Roundtable, 1990) It has the highest literacy rate in the entire 
country (Excellence in Education Task Force, 1984) but, interesttngly, this has 
not made lowa educators resistant to reform, as might be expected Instead, as 
evidenced In the FINE Report (Excellence in Education Task Force, 1984), the 
lowa educational community has had a 'trad~t~on f pointing out weaknesses 
and creating ~nstitut~onal reforms in an attempt to remedy them. That this 
trad~t~on has been carried forward to the present day is made manifest In the 
three current reform proposals prev~ously described In the re~clrt vf  fhls c+l id\' 
Even though lowa is 'in the lead' educationally, it has continuously sought to 
reform its system in an attempt to Improve it. Because of this, Iowa is a highly 
relevant point of focus for a study of this sort. What philosophical viewpoints do 
the educators in this state hold that are in some way influencing this successful 
system of education? How do those viewpoints influence the tendency for Iowa 
to not only remain in the lead but also to seek out new and productive 
educational reforms? With 'this lowan tendency to pursue new reforms, it may 
also be the case that if a new educational paradigm is on the horizon, lowa may 
be the place for it to begin. Thus, because it holds a leading position in 
American education, because it has a traditional tendency toward reform, and 
because its position may make it a likely place for the beginning of an 
educational parad~gm, lowa has been isolated as the educational community 
for this study 
Having selected lowa, however, the question of whrch educa1,ional 
pract~t~oners to survey remained. The question could eas~ly be answered from 
a result of prior ltterature search because those studies included college 
adrnin~strators, college faculty, school administrators, and school teachers. 
College adm~n~strators and faculty were init~alty el~minated because of the 
choice of lowa as the focus of study. While there are certa~nly numerous 
college admrn~strators and faculty working In educat~on in lowa, they can hardly 
be descr~bed as exclusively 'Iowan.' Post-secondary educators instead belong 
to a community of educators which transcends state I~nes. -The~r audience and 
education, their influence is interstate and so they cannot be reasonably said to 
be a member of one or another state's educational communities alone. 
Remaining candidates as subjects of this study, then, were teachers, 
principals, and superintendents. Three factors pointed to public school 
superintendents in lowa as the best population for determining an educational 
paradigm in lowa. The first factor is that this study is examining the paradigm for 
the entire state of lowa. The state, educationally, is easily divisible into 430 
public school districts (lowa Educational Directory, 1990-91, 1990) which 
thereby includes the entire state. Each of those districts has a superintendent of 
schools. Therefore, each is represented by that chief executive officer of the 
school district. Tlie second factor is the leadership role those superintendents 
hold Though they may choose to act in d~ffering ways, they are in the positlon 
of leadersh~p for the school district The potential impact, negative or positive, of 
thrs position is thoroughly described in Champl~n's (1987) article, "'Leadership: 
A change agent's view" in the Association for Supervision and Curriculum 
Development's yearbook of that year. Champlin makes the polnt very clearly 
that the super~ntendent in the 1980's has become the instructional leader of the 
school drstrlct If (s)he chooses, (s)he can rad~cally tmprove the district, 
devastate the dlstrlct, or simply allow it to suffer through benign neglect. The 
publlc school superintendent in lowa IS in a unique posit~on of representing 
h~she r  distr~ct's educational pollc~es and viewpoints A third factor also stems 
from hls/her pos~tlon In the d~strlct and the comments of Champlrn When 
incremental changes in a System that serve to correct minor failings. They are 
discussing entirely new Ways of thinking about education and its purposes 
(Lewis, 1989). This point has been made repeatedly in the literature review 
with the discussions of the national reform reports, the state reform proposals, 
and the schools of educational thought. Thus, the type of reform being 
discussed is radical and fairly all-encompassing. To move a school district to a 
perennialist footing or to a system consistent with the Hornbeck Report would 
require the rewriting of the curriculum, the restructuring of the building 
organization, the retraining of the staff, and numerous other major overhauls. 
Any of the three positions, teacher, principal, or superintendent, co~~lcl  be in 
favor of such changes but only one can truly allow them to take place, the 
superintendent of schools. A teacher must teach to the district curriculum and 
can deal only with the students assigned to himher. A principal can operate 
only within the confines of his building and can make major changes within 
those confines only with the at least implicit approval of the superintendent. The 
superintendent, on the other hand, controls reform in his/her district in two ways. 
First, (s)he may begin the reform. Hisher decision to create reform can be 
communicated to principals and teachers and brought about, the success of 
which will be a function of hisher administrative and leadership abilities. 
Second, (s)he can allow reform. Major structural overhauls must receive the 
support of the superintendent if they are to occur because they will have impact 
throughout the organization. Only the superintendent stands in the position of 
being responsible for all palls of that organization. Only the superintendent can 
approve reforms proposed by hislher subordinates. The superintendent, then, 
is the only individual in the organization who can speak for the entire 
organization on the type of reform discussed in this study. @)he is therefore 
also the focus of this study. 
The third question was answered by reviewing the ideas of Thomas 
Kuhn in SSR. Since the review of Kuhnian literature has established that real 
educational reform would mean either a shift from pre-paradigmatic status of 
education to a paradigm or from one reform to a new paradigm and since the 
conceptualization of this study has been pursued along Kuhnian tines, it is 
appropriate to look to Kuhn for thoughts on which population can best be 
assessed for paradigmatic viewpoints. Fortunately, Kuhn provides some 
direct~on in determining which indivduals within the population are the most 
approprtate to observe in order to derive and investigate paradigms: 
Let us here note or~ly one thing about it. Almost always the 
men (sic) who achieve these fundamental inventions of a new 
paradigm have been either very young or very new to the field 
they change. And perhaps that point need not have been made 
expllctt, for obviously these are the men (sic) who, belng little 
commited by prior practice to the traditional rules of normal 
science, are particularly likely to see that those r ~ ~ l e s  no 
longer define a playable game and to conceive another set that 
can replace them (Kuhn, 1970, p 90) 
Kuhn also makes later remarks applicable to this population question: 
Though a generation is sometimes required to effect the 
change, scientific comrnunitles have again and agaln been 
converted to new paradigms Though some scientists, 
particularly the older and more experienced ones, may reslst 
lndefinltely, most of them can be reached In one way or 
another. Conversions will occur a few at a time until, after 
the last hold-outs have died, the whole profession will again 
be practicing under a single, but now a different paradigm. 
(Kuhn, 1970, p. 152) 
A disciplinary matrix for a field is created when this specific grouping of 
views is held by a consensus of the members of the field's community. The 
quotations above characterize the beginning and end of a paradigm shift. An 
innovator, typically someone new and inexperienced, views anomalies in the 
field and proposes a new paradigm. If the innovator is successful, the new 
paradigm makes converts among other members of the field and a paradigm 
debate ensues. Eventually, the paradigm, if successful, converts the entirety of 
the profession, except for a small number of tlie old and highly experienced. As 
these last members are converted or die, 'the new paradigm reigns. In order to 
best observe the paradigmatic status of educational practitioners in Iowa, then, 
the observed population would be three groups of superintendents: Group 1, 
Superintendents of Low Tenl~re as Superintendents; Group 2, Superintendents 
of Moderate Tenure as S~~perintendents; and Group 3, Superintendents of High 
Tenure as Superintendents. 
The three groups were chosen for observation over the entire population 
for three reasons. The first, appropriately, is a function of Kuhn's views on 
paradigm shift. As descr~bed above, new paradigms will be seen first in the 
youngest merr~ bers of a field, next in the mature members, and finally in the 
most senior members. Therefore, the most productive method of observation 
would occur amont those three groups 
The other two reasons for selecting these three groups are entailed 
the advantages of the research technique, the extreme group method (Borg & 
Gall, 1989). Extreme groups, groups selected from a population because they 
rank highest or lowest in some attribute, have the advantages of providing the 
best chance of discovering a relationship and of doing so at a minimum of effort 
and expense. Providing the best chance of discovering a relationship, in this 
case, means that comparing groups of lowest and highest seniority will be more 
likely to demonstrate a relationship between tenure and paradigm commitment 
if one exists than will comparing groups of only a few years difference in 
seniority. If and when it is established that such a relationship exists, then, it IS 
possible to observe the extent of the relationship by sampling groups of less 
disparate seniority. 
On a more practical level, selecting extreme groups allows comparisons 
to be made whlle util~z~ng smaller sample sizes. A sample size of ten from each 
selected group was determ~ned to allow for a sufficient number of subjects for a 
Chi Square test. If tenure groups were selected so that about ten 
superintendents were in each group, twelve groups would be created, requiring 
120 subjects to be interviewed At that point, the research would become 
prohlbitlvely expensive for one researcher in terms of both t ~me  and resources 
For all three of these reasons, the tenure groups of 1-2 years, 12-13 years, and 
29-42 years were chosen 
F~gure 1 shows the population of Iowa superintendents arranged by 
tenure Several characterlstlcs of thls population should be noted here While 

376 superintendents, as of September 1, 1990 (Dunn, 1990), because of the 
existence of sharing agreements among school districts. Sharing agreements 
are contracts between 2 or more school districts in which one district pays 
another for the services of their superintendent. As a result of sharing 
agreements, there are fewer superintendents than there are districts. A second 
fact to note is that the distribution of superintendents by tenure is positively 
skewed. There are more superintendents at the left of the distribution, which 
represents lower tenure, than there are at the right of the distribution, which 
represents higher tenure. This means that making groups with equal numbers 
of low tenure, moderate tenure, and high tenure superintendents required 
including a larger range of years of experience for the high t e n ~ ~ r e  group. 
The three groups chosen to be surveyed were: 
Group 1: Low Tenure, 33 superintendents having 1 or 2 years experience. 
(Years of experience includes the 1990-91 school year.) 
Group 2: Moderate Tenure, 35 superintendents having 12 or 13 years 
experience. This group was selected as the most closely median group since 
165 superintendents had lower tenure and 176 superintendents had higher 
tenure. Any other grouping of superintendents in the middle range was further 
from the median group. 
Group 3: High Tenure, 35 superintendents having 29-42 years of experience. 
While the three groups are not equal, grolJP 1 having 33 
superintendents while groups 2 and 3 have 35 each. this. again. is the closest 
possible equivalence of groups. From these 3 groups. 10 superintendents were 
randomly selected, using a table of random numbers, for participation in the 
study. Ten was chosen because it met the demand of being large enough to 
adequately represent the population groups and is also large enough to show 
statistical sign~ficance, if it exists, in a four cell Chi Square statistical test. 
Limitation and Delimitations 
The two Iiniitations of this study involve geography and the nature of 
paradigms. The first limitation is that the results of this study cannot be 
generalized to states other than lowa or even to particular regions within Iowa 
Paradigms exist when an entire community has agreed to them. But in this 
case, a search was made for an lowa educational paradigm. The result cannot 
be generalized beyond lowa because lowa has features which are not shared 
by all other states. As was noted before, lowa students have the highest scores 
rn the nation on several standardized tests. The majority of lowa school districts 
are highly rural. One of the major standardrzed tests on wh~ch st1~dent.S are 
measured, the lowa Tests of Basic Sk~lls, is normed rn lowa This combination of 
factors makes any results applicable to lowa only. 
A second l~mitation ~nvolves the approach to parad~gm selection this 
study has taken Consistent with Kuhn, this study searched for parad~gms ex- 
clus~vely among the four classical educational schools of thought. If a rad~cally 
new paradigm IS sweeping lowa, this study may have been incapable of 
observ~ng this because of its Kuhnian cornm~tment o the educational schools of 
thought In the ~nterpretatlon of the data, however, some attention went into this 
matter so that trends wrtt2ln or bptweeri educatl~nal s r t :~ !? i~  eel! 'hcc' '  O "  
In addition to limitations, this study also has a number of delimitations. 
The first is the exclusion of practitioners outside of the superintendency. 
Certainly, a true paradigm eventually takes philosophical hold of every member 
of a community and thus paradigm trends in other practitioners such as 
teachers and college faculty and administration may be of interest. Their 
exclusion here is a definite delimitation, though a necessary one to the conduct 
of the study. 
Another delimitation concerns the 'reform potential' of educational 
practitioners in lowa. Essentially, this has come to mean agreement with one or 
more of the three reform initiatives discussed in Chapter 1. As such, all other 
active or potential reform initiatives in lowa are excluded Others exist including 
the lowa Success Network, the lowa Writing Project, the Essential Elements of 
Effective Instruction, etc but the three descirbed earlier were identified and 
included for two reasons. They were offered as reforms by an authoritative 
branch of the Iowa educational establishment; Lepley's views from the Director 
of the lowa Department of Educat~on, the state standards from the lowa General 
Assembly and the State Department of Education, and the Hornbeck Report at 
least in part from the lowa State Board of Educat~on. Whtle the rdeas for these 
reforms may or may not have originated with these educational stakeholders, in 
the end they were vocally sponsored by them. Other reform r~ovements were 
not This does not mean they cannot become the lowa educat~onal paradigm 
but it makes them less l~kely Thrs rernalns, nevertheless, a deilmltatlon of this 
study 
A more fundamental delimitation is the use of the ideas of Kuhn. Since 
this study is designed to apply his notions of a paradigm to education, errors in 
his concepts are errors in this study. If, for example, members of the 
educational community are not the most appropriate population to survey in 
order to find the educational paradigm, the methodology is flawed. The study 
can be said to fairly rest on Ku hn's work, SSR. Related to this, the use of the 
four educational schools of thought identified in Chapter I1 is a definite 
delimitation of the study. If this list is inaccurate or ~ncomplete, the tack of 
agreement on one of the listed schools of thought could inaccurately lead to the 
conclusion of a lack of a paradigm when in fact one exists but is simply not 
identified. 
The fact that data was collected on paradigms and reform potential in 
Iowa for only a very finite period of time is a final delimitation of this study. In a 
pre-paradigmatic field, paradigm debate is constantly progressing. For that 
reason, the paradigmatic status of the field may look very different over time, 
Inasmuch as data was collected over a 4-6 week period, the paradigm snapshot 
that resulted may not remain representative over time. 
Operational Definit~ons 
Several terms requlred operat~onallzed deflnlt~ons for th~s  tudy All can 
be found In or der~ved from the bas~c questions asked rn the study What IS the 
current parad~gmatlc status and reform potential of educat~onal practltloners In 
facilitate the Progress of the study and the understanding of the reader. 
1. Paradigmatic Status--the agreement or lack of agreement on one or 
more of the four classical schools of education, perennialism, essentialism, 
progressivism, and social reconstructionism. 
2. Reform Potential--the agreement or lack of agreement with the specific 
components of the three reform initiatives described in Chapter 1, Standards 
for the Hornbeck Report, and Dr. Lepley's vision, Creatinq the 
Ideal Schools. 
3. Educational Practitioners in Iowa--the 376 superintendents of Iowa's 
430 public school districts. 
4. Disciplinary Matrix--"...the entire constellation of beliefs, values, 
techniques, and so on shared by the members of a given community" (Kuhn, 
1970) and which includes the components of generalizations/law, metaphysical 
paradigms, values, and exemplars, the definitions of which can be found in 
Chatper II. 
5. Schools of education--the four schools of edl~cational thought 
identified by the educational community as perennialism, essentialism, 
progressivism, and social r e ~ ~ f l ~ t r I J ~ t i ~ n i ~ m .  
Instrumentation 
As noted above, four instruments were used to gather information from 
superintendents in this survey The flrst was the Educational Ideolog~es 
Inventory constructed by O'Nelll (1981 1 Thls ~nstrument included a typical 
Likert Scale to gather information on reactions to educational statements. As 
such, it asked the subject to respond positively or negatively to each statment 
and to do so to some degree (agree, strongly disagree, etc.) Two adaptations 
were made to this inventory to make it usable for this study. Due to certain 
refinements in educational philosophy in the contemporary era, O'Neill 
renamed each of the educational schools with what he felt were more modern 
terms. Thus, although the definitions of each are indistinguishable from the 
definitions of the traditional schools, O'Neill used more modern terminology: 
Educational Intellectualism instead of Perennialism, Educational Conservatism 
instead of Essentialism, Educational Liberalism instead of Progressivism, and 
Educational Liberationism instead of Social Reconstructionism. This study 
listed them with their traditional terms, consistent with the Kuhnian view that 
paradigm shift or creation comes out of traditional schools. A second revision is 
the exclus~on of those items whtch are scored for two educational vrewpoints 
that are not included In the pt~ilosopt~ical schools described in Chapter II and 
those ~tems which are scored for broader conceptual categories The two 
viewpoints not ~ncluded in th~s  tudy are Edl~cational F~~ndamentalism, an
extremely conservative ~deology, and Educational Anarchism, an extremely 
tlberal ideology. These two ideologies, because they are outside the traditional 
educational philosophy, as demonstrated In Chapter I I, have been excluded as 
paradigm candidates. The two broader conceptual categor~es ~ncluded in 
O'Ne~ll's inventory are General Conservatism and General Liberat~srn. These 
two categor~es have ltttle relevance to th~s study and so are excluded None of 
the four excluded categories were identified by any author, outside of O'Neill. in 
the litrature review (Knight. 1982; Park, 1963; Knight, 1940; Johnson et al.. 
1973; Ornstein & Levine, 1984; Howick, 1980; Strain, 1978) The full text of this 
inventory, as revised, can be found in Appendix A. 
A futl discussion o i  the method oi item selection, construction and 
standardization of the inventory, and validity and content analysis of the 
inventory can be found below: 
The Selection of Items 
In general, six principles were employed in selecting items for use in the 
Inventory. 
1. The items included were largely restricted to rather general 
ideas relating to social ethics and educational policies as these pertain to 
each oi  the six (four) ideological positions. In line with the theoretical 
assumptions discussed above, no attempt was made to extend overall 
principles and policies into the realm of highly specific educational 
practices, such as whether or not to sing Christmas carols, to observe 
religious holidays, to have flag salutes, and so on. 
2. In a similar sense, every attempt was made to include only 
items that appeared to be logically implied on the basis of more 
fundamental ethical, political, and educational ideas that were central to 
the ideological position being presented. Where possible, conventional 
notions that have long been perpetuated on the basis 'that they are 
correlated with (that is, associated with, but not logically implied by) the 
more basic ideas within the positions in question were kept to a 
minimum. In line with this, every attempt was made to eliminate the 
point of view that holds that all traditional philosophies advocate some 
kind of prescientific and prepsychological "transfer of training" based 
upon outdated "faculty psychology" was avoided. In a similar sense, 
such spurious and untenable generalizations as that which holds that all 
educational intellectualists (who advocate philosophical enlightenment 
on the basis of perfected reason) maintain that "learning proceeds from 
the abstract to the concrete" were discarded. 
3. Not all of the basic educational topics (such as the nature of the 
curriculum, classroom methods, discipline, and so on) that were used in 
the theoretical model (as represented by contrasting items pertaining to 
all six of the ideologies) were employed as Sources of items in the 
~ n v e n l o r y .  because, in several cases. one or more of the ideological 
posittons represented did not contrast sufficiently with one or more of the 
others to yield clearcut conceptual differences. In these cases, no 
attempt was made to create significant differences artificially in order to 
expedite the sort of conceptual organization that might have facilitated 
test construction.. ... 
4. Propositions where all ideologies are (or might conceivably be) 
in substantial agreement have been eliminated since they obviously do 
not discriminate. For example, virtually all of the ideological positions 
would agree to such statements as: "One of the basic objectives of the 
school should be to teach the students how to reason effectively." 
"Education calls for the fullest realization of each person's unique 
potentiality as a particular human being." 'Knowledge should be a 
means for ensuring survivat and for advancing successful behavior." 
5. Where there was agreement across general political 
orientations (that is, for example, between one of the "'conservativet1 
ideologies and one of the "liberal" ideologies) with respect to an idea, 
that idea was also eliminated as an item. . ... 
6. Where one or more of the three ideological positions within a 
general political orientation does not take a position with respect to an 
idea, that idea has been excluded as a basis for discrimination between 
positions, and no items relating to it are included in the Inventory. .... An 
after-the-fact analysis of the conceptual model upon which the Ell was 
constructed indicates that this principle did not lead to any significant sins 
of omission with respect to the basic convictions of any of the educational 
ideologies represented. 
(O'Neill, 1 981 , pp. 368-369) 
Construction and Standardization 
This Inventory has gone through a series of modifications and 
corrections. Starting with a bank of approximately three hundred items, 
derived from the conceptual model provided in this book, the Ell has, at 
various stages of development, been administered to approximately 
1 000 students over a period of three years. Comments and criticisms 
were solicited, and the final revision of the inventory was prepared on the 
basis of this feedback. 
The revised lnventory was standardized on a group of 
approximately 400 students at the University of Southern California 
(including off-campus and overseas graduate centers of the University of 
Southern California), California State University at Long Beach, and 
California State University at Fullerton. The standardization population 
consisted of approximately 200 pre-service students taking upper- 
division courses in the undergraduate teacher education sequences at 
these institutions and an approximately equal number of in-service 
professional educators, many with years of professional experience. 
pursuing advanced degrees at the same institutions Statistical 
summaries relating to such things as validity, reliability, and averages 
were obtained from this population. 
(OINiell, 1981, pp. 371 -372) 
Validity and Content Analysis 
The construct validity of the Ell was established by comparing the 
Inventory items that were assigned to the various educational ideologies 
with the conceptual schema included in this book. 
Correlation coefficients for the Ell categories were computed and 
subjected to the Guilford scale for interpretation. This indicated that the 
individual ideologies were factorially "clean." In addition, the inner 
correlations among the positions of the more Conservative ideologies 
continuum and the inner correlations among those of the more Liberal 
ideologies continuum provided validation for the contention that the 
ideologies do in fact range on a continuum from extreme conservatism .. .  
to extreme1 liberalism .... (O'Neill, 1981, p. 372) 
Even though the Educational Ideologies lnventory has been 
standardized and validated ,however, two questions of valldity remain The f~rst 
IS tlie possibil~ty that the removal of four categor~es and the related questlon in 
the Ell could change the valrdtty of the instrument. The categor~es were 
removed because they did not pertain to the study and because therr ~nc l l~s~on 
would have greatly increased the length of the survey A number of subjects 
commented on the length of the shortened survey, both in the pllot and In the 
actual interv~ews Ut~ltzlng the entire instrument may have led to subject refusal 
to part~c~pate Thus, the removal of the four categories was a trade-off between 
posslble loss of val~dity and the pract~cality of the survey A second questlon of 
vafid~ty ~nvolved the degree to which a subject's L~kert Scale responses 
refleced the actual rat~onale for educat~onal decision-mak~ng and behav~or In 
pract~ce Without some system of soph!stfcated non-interfer-~ng observation cf 
subjects acfual l~ at work, it may be impossible to draw any defensible links 
behveen responses on this inventory and actual practice. But the lack of such 
an 0~Por tun i t~  does not make further attempts to probe the validity useless. 
  here fore, the second instrument used to gather data from the subjects was a 
brief interview designed to elicit past rationales for particular decisions. Each 
subject was asked about a particular decision made within the last year and 
subsequently asked for their reasons for that decision. The subject matter of 
each of these decisions was identical and therefore chosen from tasks that 
every Iowa superintendent must complete during a school year. These 
responses were then checked, for each respondent, against their score on the 
Educational Ideologies Inventory. The level of consistency between 
educational school declared on the inventory and educational school 
manifested in past decisions is noted in Chapter IV. The main questions asked 
in this brief, personal, semi-structured interview can be found in Appendix B. 
In order to ensure that these experience-based questions were not 
biased by a restrictive educational setting, a third set of questions was included 
These questions inquired into the subjects' ability to act consistently with their 
beliefs in their current educational setting. These questions can be found in 
Appendix C. 
One final data collection instrument, however, was needed. These first 
three instruments basically collected the paradigm positions of the 
s~jperintendents in Iowa. They reflected 0rtly indirectly on the potential for 
reform in Iowa and even more indirectly on the potential for reform along the 
IiI-Ies of the three reform initiatives outlined in Chapter 1. (Identifying the 
paradigmatic status of Iowa superintendents is no less important, however, 
because it roughly defines the boundaries of acceptable reform and denotes 
the starting point of the potential reform followers.) Since there is no existing 
instrument for investigating the agreement of superintendents as educational 
practitioners with the three reform initiatives, an instrument had to be created 
specifically for this study. Wagner's study (1986) provides guidance for the 
creation of such an instrument. In order to test for a nursing 'metaparadigm' she 
pulled from the appropriate literature on nursing foundations those concepts 
which seemed relevant to a paradigm. In this case, those concepts are the 
topics of reform in the three initiatives. 
Topics included in at least two of these three initiatives included: 
1. K-12 Curriculum Offerings 
2. School Organizationlungraded Primary Education 
3. Pre-K and Post-Secondary Curriculum Offerings 
4. Educational Technology 
5. Locus of ControlINew State Standards 
6. Assessment of Student Progress 
7, Staff Development 
8. Integration of social service agencies and other community 
resources into the school structure 
9. Instructional Skills of Staff 
10. Additional Instructional Time for Students 
Inasmuch as each of the reform initiatives spoke to these topics in some 
fashion, some implicitly by ignoring the topic altogether, questions put to 
superintendents on the topics led to the superintendents' potential for 
accepting each reform. 
Appendix D contains the questions asked in the personal semi-structured 
interviews which were conducted. The use of semi-structured and personal 
interviews was intentional because both of these characteristics enabled the 
interviewer to ask additional questions whenever the response given was 
unclear, misdirected, or insufficient (Schultz, 1982; Borg & Gall, 1989; Vockell, 
1983). Subject responses were then evaluated against the specific proposals 
found in the three reform proposals 
The proposals on each topic, against which subject responses were 
interpreted, can be found below: 
1. K-12 Curriculum Offerings: 
A. The Hornbeck Report: Since the Hornbeck Report emphasizes 
results, its proposed curricula is not in the form of classes but in the form 
of resulting skills. It proposes curriculum designed at meeting 6 results: 
Res~~ l t  1: Each student will be able to read, write, speak, and listen and 
to use math and foreign language skills in ways similar to what he or she 
will encounter in life. Result 2: Each student will be able to apply core 
concepts and principles from subjects such as mathematics, the 
sciences, the arts, the humanities, social studies, and practical living 
studies to situations and problems similar to what he or she will 
encounter in life. Result 3: Each student w~ll become a self-sufficient 
individual and a responsible member of a family, work group and 
community, Result 4: Each student will be able to think and solve 
problems both in school situations and in a variety of situations similar to 
what he or she will encounter in life. Result 5: Each student wilt be able 
to connect and integrate experiences and new knowledge from all 
subject matter fields with what he or she already has learned. Result 6 :  
Each student will successfully complete a high school education. 
(Business and Education Roundtable, 1990, pp. 8-1 1) 
8. Lepley's Creating the ldeal School (CIS): Lepley's comments on 
curriculum are not nearly so comprehensive as those of the Hornbeck Report. 
"Currrculum in the ldeal school system is integrated across subject matter and 
from pre-Kindergarten through postsecondary education." (Lepley, 1990a, p. 4) 
A few more particulars are added for the secondary level: "Ideal secondary- 
level sludents have an interesting day ahead of them. The 12 students taking 
third-year Japanese are waiting for Ms. Takumaro, an instructor In a school 
district over 75 miles away, to begln class. " (Lepley, 1990a, p. 5) 'Another 
group of students are heading out into the town for a day of community service 
activities, since community service is required of all students before graduation." 
(Lepley, 1990a, p. 6) 
C New Standards for lowa's Schools (NSIS). The standards for Iowa's 
schools are qurte specific as to what classes will be taught and what topics will 
be covered Included In these mandates are. English, social stud~es, mathe- 
matrcs, science, health educat~on, physical education, trafflc safety, music, 
v~sual art, fine arts, foreign language, vocational education, career educatron. 
technology in the curr~culum, global educat~on. gifted and talented education. 
guidance, and media It 1s mandated that these Courses and topics be covered 
at specified grade levels. (New Standards for Iowa Schools. 1988, pp. 45-80) 
2. School OrgarlizationtUngraded Primary Education: 
A.  I-I~mbeck Report: The major organizational change this report 
calls for is ungraded primary schools: "lowa should remove grade-level 
differentiations through the fifth grade and focus on the developmental 
characteristics of children, with the aim that all youngsters be ready to enter 
sixth grade by ages 10-12. If instruction is designed around developmental 
characteristics, the possibility of "failing" in school at an early age will be 
eliminated (Business and Education Roundtable, 1990, p. 16). 
6. lepley's @: Like the Hornbeck Report, Lepley also calls for the 
removal of grade level distinctions: 'The students have moved from grade level 
to grade level based not on years, but on abilities. This means that in the Ideal 
Class of what we now call third graders, children range in age from 7 to 11 ." 
(Lepley, 1990a, pp. 4-5) 
C. NSIS. Wh~le specific grade level structures are not mandated, the 
teacher certifrcatton requirements and the curriculum requirements (New 
Standards for lowa Schools, 1988) clearly ilifluence schools to have 
elementary, middle, and high schools While there IS no d~scussion of schools 
without grade level distinctions in the standards as a positive step. it IS also not 
d~sallowed by the standards. 
3. Pre-K and Post-Secondary Curriculum Offerings: 
A. Hornbeck Report: While this proposal makes no mention of 
offerings past the 12th grade it is quite insistent abo~lt ?re-\< programs 
Research proves that a high-quality prekindegarten program for 
disadvantaged students will positively affect the incidence of teen 
pregnancy, criminal arrest rates, placement in special education, 
employment rates, public assistance and school performance. Within 
two years, a high-quality half-day prekindergarten program should be 
made available for disadvantaged Iowa 4-year-olds whose parents wish 
them to attend (Business and Education Roundtable, 1990). 
B. Lepley's CIS: This initiative calls for both Pre-K and post-secondary 
offerings. "Most ldeal students attended ldeal Preschool from 6:30 a.m. to 6:30 
p.m., where play-oriented activities designed for each developmental stage 
helped prepare them for all-day, every-day kindergarten." (Lepley, 1990a, p. 4) 
Lepleyfs comments on post-secondary offerings are more extensive: 
One group of students is tak~ng a college-level calculus 
course at ldeal school and receiving college credit for ~t Another group 
is taking an outcome-based vocational educat~on course from an 
instructor employed by the nearby area college. Many ldeal 
students will graduate from high school already possess~ng college 
credit. (Lepley, 1990a, p. 6) 
The ldeal district provides a continuum of education that ranges 
from preschool education and child care, to elementary education, to 
secondary education, to adult educat~on Iowans In the year 2010 do not 
think in terms of elementary/secondary versus postsecondary education. 
They think In terms of a continuum of services for l~felong learn~ng. 
(Lepley, 1990a, p. 2) 
C. NSIS: The standards speak to both Pre-K offerings and 
postsecondary offerings. Prekindergallen programs are explicity allowed by the 
standards If a disctrict has such a program it "shall be des~gned to help 
children work and play with others, express themselves, learn to use and 
manage their bodies, and extend their interests in and understanding of the 
world about them." (New Standards for lowa Schools, 1988, p. 42) The 
description is very much like that in the Hornbeck Report. 
Postsecondary offerings are covered only in the Postsecondary 
Enrollment Options Act (1990). This standard requires school districts to pay 
tuition and books, up to $250 per class per student, for any student who wishes 
to take a college level course, not offered at the home school district, at an 
accredited institution during the regular school year. The standard implicitly 
encourages school districts to offer such courses on-site in lieu of paying other 
institutions to educate their students. 
4. Technology: 
A. Hornbeck Report: The proposal for educational technology is 
vehement and specific. 
Technology will be a centerpiece in Iowa's effort for world-class schools. 
Technology can enhance and make efficient the delivery of advanced 
level courses, staff development, assessment, data collection and 
analysis, administration and instructional materials. 
In 1991 , the State Board of Education should establish a 
Commission for Education Technology to develop a vision and a specific 
plan for education technology in lowa. Within a year, the Commission 
should develop a five-year plan for education technology that covers all 
aspects of technology, including instruction and administration, video 
and computer, software and hardware, building needs and staff 
development." (Business and Education Roundtable, 1990, p 16) 
6. Lepley's CIS: Lepley's vision of technology's role in schools is more 
descriptive: 
Each student's desk is an intellectual adventureland. At his or her work 
station, each student has a microcomputer that is linked to other students, 
the teacher, powerful instructional databases worldwide, and other 
c~~ltural ly diverse classrooms around the country. Students and teacher 
are well versed in the use of interactive television and videodiscs. 
(Lepley, 1990a, p. 5) 
C. NSIS: The state standard on educational technology is explicit 
though it fails to reach the heights envisioned by Dr. Lepley: 
The Board shall adopt a plan for the efficient and effective use of 
technology in the instructional program The plan shall provide for the 
understanding and use of current technology by staff and students and 
shall include a procedure to review the district's utilization of technology 
as a teaching and learning tool. (New Standards for Iowa Schools, 
1988, p. 69) 
5 Locus of Control: 
A Hornbeck Report: Unique among the three initiatives, the 
Hornbeck Report calls for little proactrve regulat~on of schools, leaving the locus 
of control with .the local district Instead of serving rn a regulatory role, the State 
Department of Education would be in charge of "(djefining results, build~ng 
assessment strategies, being a prlmary source of research-based instructional 
activ~ties. help~ng to create the supporting cn~tiat~ves and ensuring a strong 
system of family resourcelyouth service centers " (Business and Education 
Roundtable. 1990, p 18) However, with the new freedom from state control 
< gt9 - 1  .r I 
Successful schools, judged on the improvement of student 
achievement, should be rewarded, ~~nsuccessful schools should be 
helped to improve and consistently inferlor schools should be penalized. 
When schools succeed today, rarely are they rewarded. When schools 
fail, rarely are they penalized. A system built on results requires a system 
of rewards and penalties that measures a school's performance, not that 
of individual teachers. Schools in which the proportion of successful 
students grows should be rewarded. Unsuccessful schools should have 
access to technical assistance and support, and schools in which student 
achievement consistently does not improve should be penalized." 
(Business and Education Roundtable, 1990, p. 7) 
B, Lepley's CIS: Lepley does not directly address the issue of the locus 
of control of education. However, in describing how ,the Ideal schools can be 
created, he states: "We can do this through state and district report cards, 
standards that emphasize outcomes. ..." (Lepley, 1990a, p. 8) The implication of 
t h ~ s  is that the state Department of Education will stilt be enforcing certain 
standards with which all districts must comply 
C. NSIS. The issue of locus of control is very clear in the standards 
These mandates are state-mandated and the authority for them lies with the 
state. 
These standards govern the accred~tation of all prek~ndergarten, if
offered, or kindergarten through grade twelve school d~strlcts operated by 
public school corporations and the accredrtation, if requested, of 
prekindergarten or kindergarten through grade tweleve schools operated 
under nor~pu blic auspices (New Standards for Iowa Schools, 1988, 
P 2) 
The standards are from the state and apply to all public and some nonpublic 
schools 
6. Assessment of Student Progress: 
A. Hornbeck Report: The key point to the Hornbeck Report seems 
to be reform based on the assessment of student results. 
Iowa's world-class education system should be based on results 
The success of schools in the new system should be judged by how well 
students master a clearly defined, measurable core of learn~ng that 
moves beyond minlmum standards and sets high expectations for all 
students lowa's present system emphas~zes process, not results, by 
setting strlct minimum requirements for the length of the school day and 
school year, staffing, course offerings and other areas. 
Student performance should be measured with a variety of tools 
that reflect the complexity of what students are expected to learn Setting 
high expectations for students who can th~nk, understand ideas, and 
solve problems will require the creatlon and use of equally complex 
assessment strategies Today's assessment seldom measure such 
complex skills, but ~nstead too often test only a student's abil~ty to recall 
or recognize facts " (Busrness and Education Roundtable, 1990, pp. 6-7) 
6. Lepley's CIS: Like the Hornbeck Report, Lepley advocates outcome- 
based learning and the assessment of results. "It (curricutum) is outcome- 
based, so that student are assessed not on the work they complete but on the 
skills they master." (Lepley, 1990a, p. 4) Later, he advocates several measures 
for bringing about Ideal schools: "We can do this through . . .  standards that 
emphasize outcomes, new techniques to assess student progress, and 
managment information systems that can be used to strengthen our 
accountability." (Lepley, 1990a, p. 8) 
C. NSIS: The beginning of consistent assessment of student progress 
has come in the new standard 280.18. This standards mandates that schools 
measure and show student progress in eight different learn~ng areas (New 
Standards for Iowa Schools, 1988, p. 64) As of yet, there have been no 
mandates for what the schools should be doing with the collected information. 
7. Staff Development: 
A. Hornbeck Report: Like tlie proposal on technology, the 
proposal on staff development is quite specific: 
Staff development niust assume a much larger role in a 
restructured lowa education system. A high-expectation, results-based 
system that is evaluated with substantially different assessment 
strategies will req~~ire substantially different capacities and skills from 
lowa educators. Virt~~ally every educator will need some retraining. 
The state Department of Education should be funded to coordinate 
a program of staff development for all districts that provides appropriate 
training in school-based, shared decision making; exposure to the best 
research in rnstructional practices; a strong introductory staff 
development program on performance-based assessment ; and 
continuing discussion of the restructuring effort. 
In addition, each lowa school district should be funded for staff 
development at a rate of $25 per student per year with the requirement 
that the district partic~pate for five years in a regional staff development 
consortrum One way to ensure stabrlity of the program would be for the 
area education agencies to serve as the reg~onal staff development 
consortia. After the fifth year, a district could obtain staff development 
from any source. (Business and Education Roundtable, 1990, p. 14) 
B. Lepley's CIS: Without giving many particulars, Lepley describes staff 
development activities in the Ideal schools: "Flexible schedules allow teachers 
ample time to prepare for classes, to discuss teaching techniques with their 
colleagues and to enhance their own abilities through continued learning." 
(Lepley, 1990a, p. 3) 
C. NSIS: The new standards require staff development programs in 
some form. 
The board shall have a plan for staff development. The plan shall 
provide for the professional development needs of the instructional 
professional staff, the noninstructional professional staff, the support staff, 
and educational aides. The plan shall include general goals for a three- 
year period and specific objectives and activities for the current school 
year. (New Standards for Iowa Schools, 1988, p. 82) 
8. Integration of social service agencies and other community resources 
in the school structure: 
A. Hornbeck Report: 
Children need far more than academic rnstruction to succeed in 
school. If all children are to be successful, we must deal with the whole 
child's needs by connecting education, health, and socral services, and 
the home in unprecedented ways Our goal is a system driven by 
children and families, rather than a senes of fragmented programs in 
which ch~ldren and famrlies rus t  fit 
'The Roundtable recommends that a family resource center be 
created in or near each elementary school that has 20 percent or more 
low-income children, and a youth service center be created in or near 
each middle school or high school with 20 percent or more low-income 
students The centers could be patterned on similar centers in other 
states. 
Each fam~ly resource center would include services such as full- 
time preschool child care for two- and three-year olds, school-age child 
care for children ages 4 to 12, parent and child education, family support 
services, and health services or referral to health services, 
Each youth service center would include servlces such as primary 
and preventwe health services, referrals to health and social services, 
employment counseling and training. drug and alcohol counseling, and 
family crisis counsel~ng (Business and Education Roundtable. 1990, p 
17 
6. Lepley's CIS: Lepley is similarly an advocate of creating community, 
social service and resource centers out of schools: 
The ldeal Community School District buildings are hubs of 
the community, since citizens in the year 201 0 have realized that the 
school is the single institution in society that can truly be an advocate, a 
resource and a catalyst for children, families and learners of all ages. 
The Ideal school district houses not only educational programs but a 
wealth of community resources as well. 
Health services, job services and human services agencies are all 
housed in 'the ldeal school. It is the community's senior citizen volunteer 
center. ... The Superintendent is the significant community leader 
responsible for coordinating children and family services, rather than 
education only. (Lepley, 1990a, pp. f -2.) 
C. NSIS: The standards have no provision for integrating social service 
agencies and other community resources in the school structure. Nevertheless, 
while it is not mandated, such integration would not violate any standards. 
9. Instruction: 
A. Hornbeck Report: Improving the instructional abilities of 
teachers is stressed in this report and becomes one of the heavily emphasized 
roles of the state Department of Education. 
By 1992, a research center sho~~ld be established in the state 
Department of Education to identify and disseminate the best developrng 
rnstructionat practices in Iowa and around the world " 
Examples of areas on which the research could focus are learning 
styles, assessment, parent involvement, curriculum, leadership 
development, elementary school counseling, dropout prevention, special 
education and the education of the gifted and talented. (Busrness and 
Education Roundtable, p. 15) 
B Lepley's CIS: Lepley provides both an outline of how instruction 
should look and pract~cal ways for making the reqc~isite changes 
In general, what can be seen looking around the ldeal 
district on a given day is a curriculum that centers on the use of 
cooperative learning, individualized instruction and an experience-based 
approach to learning." (Lepley, 1990a, p. 6) 
Professional isola.tion faced by teachers and administrators in the 
1980s is a thing of the past, as technology has provided regular and 
instantaneous communication among teachers and administrators 
across lowa and throughout the nation. A science teacher at ldeal High 
can contact counterparts anywhere in the nation to trade teaching 
techniques and obtain statistics and research. That science teacher can 
hook up with any of a number of databases to get up-to-the rninute 
information for use in tomorrow's physics class " (Lepley, 1990a, p. 3) 
C. NSIS: There are no provisions on instruction sirr~ilar to those in the 
Hornbeck Report and Creatinq the ldeal Schools 
10. Additional Instructional Time for Students: 
A. Hornbeck Report: Another outgrowth of the demand that every 
student master a certain number and level of skills is the proposal for more 
instructional time for some students. 
With the acknowledgement that virtually every student can learn at 
a s~gnifrcantly higher level comes the acknowledgement that each learns 
in a different way and at a different speed By the 1991 -92 school year, 
lowa schools should have the capacity to allow at least a third of all 
students to attend school for the equivalent of 240 days per year, 
including trme on weekends, summer and outside the regular school 
day (Business and Education Roundtable, 1990, p 15) 
6. Lepley's CIS: Much like the proposal in the Hornbeck Report, Lepley 
proposes school times set for reasons other than the clock or calendar: 
The school year is not llrnited by artificial restrictions of 180 days 
or prescriptions for 5 112 hour instr~~ctiona days Flexible szhedules 
flexible teacher contracts, enlightened labor management relations and 
year-round learning are emphasized. (Lepley, 1990a, p. 2) 
C. NSIS: The standards require minimum hours and days of instruction 
in schools. In (1 2.21) is found: "A minimum of 180 days of the school calendar 
... shall be used for student instruction." (New Standards for lowa Schools, 
1988, p. 7) In (12.23) is found: "A school day shall consist of a minimum of five 
and one-half hours of instructional time for all grades one through twelve." (New 
State Standards for lowa Schools, 1988, p. 8.) Longer school days and years 
are allowable but not mandated. 
Once the data on superintendent perceptions of each of the categories 
of proposals had been collected, the degree of agreement with each proposal 
from the three initiatives for each of the three groups of superintendents was 
determined. Accompanying the degree of agreement analysis, interpretations 
for each proposal topic and each initiative were developed. 
Procedures Utilized In This Study 
Thts study proceded in the follow~ng steps' 
1. From each of the three tenure groups of superintendents, ten superinten- 
dents were chosen at random. 
2. Each superintendent was invited to participate in the study and agreed to an 
interview with the investigator. Each subject was interviewed using the three 
semi-structured interviews included in Appendices 5, C, and D After the 
interviews were complete, each subject was given the Educational ldeoloaies 
Inventow 
3. Each subject was assigned a score for each of the ideological positions on 
the Educational Ideologies Inventory. These scores were compared to their 
responses to the semi-structured interview questions in Appendix B. Levels of 
consistency were reported Responses to the structured ~nterview questions 
(Append~x 6) were verlfied by responses to questions on actual decisions of the 
superintendents (Appendix C). 
4. For the entire group of superintendents, a four cell Chi Square with Yate's 
Correction for Continuity was performed with the expected frequency being 
equal for each cell, on the reasoned assumption that random choice would 
produce this and since each of the schools is accepted in educational practice 
Each of the thirty superintendents was assigned to a specific educational 
school, or split in the case of a tie score on the Ell. If a statistically signficant 
difference existed between the observed frequenc~es and the expected 
frequencies, this would Indicate that one paradigm is emerging or that the 
paradigm debate IS occurring between two dom~nant paradigm candrdates. 
This process established the paradigmatic status for the entire group of thirty 
superintendents 
5 A twelve cell Chi Square with Yate's Correction for Contrn~~~ty was then 
condl~cted on the ent~re sample of th~rty superintendents but wlth consideration 
for both the~r paradigmat~c status and therr amount of tenure In t h ~ s  case, 
because the analysis was performed to test for poss~ble differences in 
superintendent's paradigm commitment according to tenure, expected 
frequencies were calculated from the results of the four cell Chi Square in step 
four. Additional interpretation is similar to that in step four. 
6. Steps four and five had the potential, however, for hiding certain information. 
Because they assigned each superintendent to a philosophical school based 
on the highest score only, the scores for the other three schools go unused. In 
order to utilize the scores on the other three schools, a twelve cell Chi Square 
with Yate's Correction for Continuity was next conducted within each of the 
three groups for each of the four classical schools. The possible score for any 
subject on the Educational Ideologies Inventory ranged from -28 to +28. 
Subjects were then assigned to one of the four categories according to the 
intervals -28 to -1 5, -1 4--1, 0-1 4, and 1 5-28. Expected frequencies were 
1)twenty-eight for each of the most negative stances for perennialism, 
essentialism, and social reconstructionism, 2)twenty-eight for the most positive 
stance for progressivism and 3)one for all other cells because of the nature of a 
paradigm. The existence of a paradigm requires unanimous commitment to one 
school of thought and simultaneous, unanimous rejection of all other schools of 
thought. Less than this indicates that the field lacks a paradigm. Progressivism 
has the expected frequency of twenty-eight positive results because it IS the 
only possible paradigm candidate suggested by the results of Null Hypothesis 
1, Each cell inconsistent with a paradigm is still allowed an expected frequency 
of one to allow for minor aberrations in the instrument used and to allow the 
Chi Square test to be used appropriately. The observed expectancies were 
then adjusted according to the requirements of Yates' Correction for Continuity, 
Thust observed frequencies for the Chi Square were increased or decreased 
by 0.5 accordingly. 
BY conducting this additional Chi Square analysis, it was possible to look at 
educational practitioner views of each of the schoots, apart from the competition 
between them. This is a critical point because, as was made clear from the 
summary of Kuhn's points in Chapter II, both acceptance of a school of thought 
and rejection of competing schools of thought are necessary for a paradigm to 
exist. If, then, one of the educational schools is widely favored and the others 
are widely rejected, one more indicator of the existence of a paradigm can be 
said to exist. Any other assortment of acceptances and rejections would speak 
against the existence of an educational paradigm. 
7. Finally, an analysis of variance (ANOVA) was performed on the Ell scores for 
each of the tenure groups (low, medium, high) for each of the educational 
schools. Unlike step six, which analyzed the entire group's commitment to each 
of the educational schools, these four ANOVA's compared commitment 
according to the tenure of the groups. The null hypothesis for each ANOVA was 
that the variances for each of the three groups would be equal. A failure to 
reject the null hypothesisis was interpreted as their being no difference in 
commitment to that educational school between the three groups. 
8. The paradigmatic status, as revealed by steps four, five, six, and seven, of 
each of the three groups was compared. These comparisons were interpreted 
in Kuhnian terms. For example, if groups 1 and 2 had established paradigms 
and they are the same but group 3 had a dtfferent, probably more conservative 
paradigm. it could have been assumed that a new paradigm was gaining 
preeminence and would eventually overtake the thrid group through conversion 
or professional or real mortality. The actual results discussed in Chapters IV 
and V demonstrate that though progressivism is most widely held by the 
superintendents, no paradigm exists. 
9. Having answered the question of paradigmatic status, the question of reform 
potential was addressed. Degree of agreement with proposals for each topic for 
each group was established. Interpretive comparisons of thrs agreement were 
made for each of the three groups. Finally, degree of agreement with proposals 
for each topic for the entire group were established. Conclusions on what this 
means for each of the three initiatives were made. 
Data Analysis: 
Two methods of data analysis were used, statistical and descriptive. 
Statistical analysis included the computation of means, the use ot tour and 
twelve cell Chi Squares, and the use of the analysis of variance. A .05 
significance level was used for all statistical tests. For the Chi Squares, 
because cell size was below five in at least one cell for each test, Yate's 
Correction for Continuity was employed. Since the only assumption that must 
be met in order to use a Chi Square is the independence of scores, and 
because the superintendents in this study were selected at random, a Chi 
Square was a valid statistical tool in this study The ANOVA used because of 
its greater ability to find differences where they exist, required three additional 
assumptions: equal interval data, normality of distributions, and homogeneity of 
variances. Each of these assumptions was met or dealt with in a manner such 
that the ANOVA test could be used in a valid manner. The testing of these 
assumptions is described in Chapter IV, immediately preceding the testing of 
Null Hypothesis 4. 
As opposed to statistical analysis, descriptive anlaysis was done on the 
reform potential from the semi-structured interviews. Degrees of agreement 
were reviewed for this question. 
Once the results had been collected, they required interpretation 
consistent with the model of paradigm shift or reform as described by Kuhn. 
Therefore, a discussion of that interpretation is in order. Kuhn (1970) described 
a process of change in a field of study which occurred through the argument, 
rational and nonrational, of its members. If a new or initial paradigm was to gain 
success, it first won over those newest members of the profession, then those of 
moderate and high tenure, and finally those of most senior tenure. Some of this 
last group might never be swayed and then only mortality would finally end the 
debate. As a change model, Kuhn's is quite simple, though supported 
evidentially in his essay (1 970). Other steps exist in the process of change, of 
course, but are either less certain or of less relevance to Kuhn and this study. 
Nevertheless, from this model, an interpretation of the potential results of this 
survey was made. 
Interpretation of the statistical analysis of the Ell results: A number of possible 
alternatives exist for the Chi Square and ANOVA statistical analyses of the Ell 
scores. Each alternative leads to different conclusions based on the Kuhnian 
change model. Five alternative interpretations of findings from the data analysis 
were identified and taken to their logical conclusions. This was accomplished 
by the investigator asking, if the data described condition X ,  what would this 
mean in the context of the Kuhnian model of change? These five are described 
here though this is not intended to be an exhaustive list. 
The frrst alternative, and that suggested by the null hypotheses, is that 
there exists no statistically signficant difference between the philosophical 
schools chosen by the any of the groups of administrators and those that would 
be expected if chosen at random. In thts case, it can srmply be concluded that, 
in lowa, there is currently no educational paradigm and none emerging. This 
must be prefaced, of course, with the qualificatioiis that a paradigm may be 
existing or emerging that is not determinable with the methods and alternatives 
used in this study 
A second alternative is that all three of the groups surveyed select one 
specific school as consistent with their beliefs. In this case, it can be concluded 
that, within the limitations of th~s tudy, that educational school is currently the 
educational paradigm among superintendents in lowa. in add~tlon, paradigm 
shift is not occurring because the group of superintendents with the least 
seniority are showing no predilection toward Some other school To affirm this 
" 
superintendents within every group would have to choose that school, 
This leads to the third ahnative, agreement of the second and third 
groups of superintendents with one school and the agreement of the first group 
with a different school. This would point to the existence of a paradigm in Iowa 
education wliich is currently under scrutiny by the newer members of the 
profession, indicating the potential for paradigm shift It is not possible to say 
that paradigm shift is occurring because the new school of thought may still fall 
in its debate w~th  the old paradrgm. A similar conclusion could be derived from 
similar circumstances among the second and third groups and a lack of any 
agreement within the first group. Paradigm colifusion among the less tenured 
members of a profession can also signal a possible paradigm shift (Kuhn, 
1 970). 
But, again, the paradigm sh~ft is only potential because a new parad~gm 
may either fail to emerge or fall to surmount the presurnpt~on of the exlsting 
paradigm. The fourth alternat~ve po~nts more defrnltely, though certainly not 
infallibly, to real paradigm shift. If it was found that both the f~rst and second 
groLlps had adopted a specific school while the third had not, thls would 
rndicate the real posstbility that a paradigm was being adopted If the third 
group had a d~fferent paradigm, a paradigm sh~ft would be rndlcated If the third 
group had no parad~gm at all, an ~ n ~ t ~ a l  paradlgm would be indicated ~ g a l n ,  
none of these conclusions would be certain, but the condltlons would match 
those descrbed or presumed under Kuhn's model 
general paradigm agreement within each of the three groups but no agreement 
between the groups. An example of this would be if the third group held 
perennialist views, the second group held essentialist views, and the first group 
held progressivist views. Such conditions would indicate tenure cohort 
paradigm agreement. A probable interpretation of this would be that education 
succumbs, as some authors have said, to the pendulum effect, a longitudinal 
tendency for the field of study to 'swingVrom one ideological position to another 
over time with none of the positions maintaining permanence over a period of 
time (May & Aldridge, 1990). In this case, paradigms either exist for brief 
periods or, more likely, schools of thought are embraced by a majority of the 
profession for periods of time, soon to be replaced by others but that a true 
paradigm, a viewpoint held by all members of the profession, never exists. 
These five interpretations and data alternatives, while not exhal~stive, 
should clarify the possibilities arising from the analysis of the results of the Ell. 
What remains, then, is the possible analysis of the final semi-structured 
interview of the potential for reform in lowa. 
Interpretation ot the responses to the semi-structured interview questions on 
reform potential: No statistical analysis was conducted on the responses to 
these questions beyond simple degree of agreement. Basically, the responses 
were used to indicate the willingness of lowa superintendents to support 
specific reforms in each of the ten educational areas discussed. The results of 
this could have indicated that the component parts of one or more of the three 
Iowa reform proposals has the support of Iowa superintendents or one tenure 
group of those superintendents. Varying interpretations are poss~ble 
depending on the agreement with different components, the agreement with 
any one or triore of the general reform proposals, and the agreement of one or 
more of the super~ntendent groups different from the agreement of one or more 
of the other superintendent groups. Each of the resulting alternatives are 
descriptively explored in Chapter 5 along with any reasonable ties to paradigm 
affiliations from the Ell. 
Desiqn 
The design of this study is desrlptive, survey research. One previously 
validated (O'Neill, 1981) inventory was used which utilized a Likert Scale In 
addition, three semi-structured personal ~ntervlews, two to further validate the 
Ell inventory and the other to explore reform potential of Iowa superintendents, 
were used. All four instruments were condl~cted in person with one 
researcher and one subject. 
Controllinq for Threats to Internal Validitv 
The threats discussed below are taken from those discussed in Vockell 
(1983) and Borg and Gall (1989). 
Selection 
The selection method used in this study was stratified random sampling. 
Subjects were selected at random, using a table of random numbers, from the 
three target groups, The three groups were chosen as a result of the premise, 
from Kuhn that member's of a particular field of study would differ in their 
willingness and thus speed of new paradigm acceptance dependent upon their 
tenure. Because the groups were selected for a purpose relevant to the study 
and the subjects were selected at random within those groups, no selection 
problems existed. Every effort was made by the researcher to persuade those 
selected to participate. Only one subject, discussed below, excused himself 
from the study. 
Experimental Mortality 
The only possible mortality threat to the study is the removal from the 
population of some of the potential subjects by death, some other form of 
inaccessibility, or a refusal to participate. One subject, a member of the high 
tenure group, did, indeed, refuse to part~clpate and was replaced by the next 
subject on the list, which was ordered by years of tenure The replacement had 
an equal number of years as the originally selected superintendent No other 
measures were taken to somehow find an 'equal' replacment This method of 
replacement was decided upon before any subjects were contacted 
Statist~cal Regression 
Due to the lack of any sort of pretest or treatment, stat~stical regression 
was not a viable threat to .the internal valldlty of this study 
Instrumentation 
TWO issues of instrumentation were possrble for this study The first was 
a change in the instrument or a change in the administration of the instrument 
from pretest to posttest ~ h l s  was not a threat to the stl~dk'. however. because 
issue was the overall reliability and validity of the data produced by the Ell and 
personal interviews. The Ell had been previously validated by the author 
(OrNeill, 1981) of the instrument, as described earlier in this chapter. The 
personal inteview questions were created based on a content analysis of the 
reform initiatives, described earlier in this chapter. These have face validity. In 
order to maintain consistency of the administration of the Ell and the personal 
interviews, two precautions were taken. first, only one interviewer was used. 
This elirni nated the potential problem of inter-observer differences. Second, the 
administration of the Ell and personal interview were conducted from a written 
script. The Ell was actually handed to the subjects and completed by them. The 
personal interviews were conducted by the investigator with each subject being 
asked the identical rnitial questions, as written on the ~nterview scr~pt. Some 
secondary questions were used, which varied from subject to subject, to solicrt 
additional information from the subjects. While these precautions did not 
eliminate all instrumentation threats, they minimized them within the constraints 
of the purposes of the study 
Testing 
The threat of testing requires that a pre-test influence scores on a later 
test. Since, again, these instruments were given only once to any one subject. 
testing could not have been a threat. 
Maturation 
The threat of maturation requires that some change occur in the subject 
instruments. Since these instruments were given only once and over a period 
of time of approximately 50-60 minutes, maturation was not a threat to internal 
validity. 
History 
History as a threat in the sense of different experiences of subjects 
between testings is impotent. However, history as a threat involving .the 
changing mind set, dependent on experiences immediately preceding testing, 
of a subject could have been a threat. Like anyone, a superintendent will be 
subject to 'good' and 'bad' days and these may have influenced the answers 
given in all four of the instruments. There was no reason to believe, however, 
that any par1:icular group of superintendents was having experiences of one sort 
or another different than another group of superintendents. 
The threats to internal validity of this study, then, were mild. Because it 
was a descriptive study, threats to validity were more likely to enter ~nto the type 
of ~nstrument used. This quest~on was addressed above in the sectlon on 
instrumentation 
Hvpotheses 
Nine null hypotheses were tested in this study. These were 
Null Hypothesis 1 EF=OF; No stat~st~cally s~gn~f~cant 
difference w~l l  exist between expected frequenc~es and the 
observed frequenc~es of paradigm cornm~tmenl in the ent~re group of 
Null Hypothesis 2: EF=OF, No statistically significant 
difference will exist between expected frequencies of the entire group 
and the observed frequencies within each tenure cohort of paradigm 
commitment in the three tenure cohott groups. 
Null Hypothesis 3' EF=OF; No statistically signficant 
difference will exist between expected frequencies for a paradigm to exist 
and the observed frequencies of agreement intervals for the four 
educational schools in the entire group of thirty superintendents. 
Null Hypothes~s 4: No differences in the mean scores on the Ell 
Perennialism subscale w~l l  exist between the high, moderate, and low 
tenure groups of superintendents 
Null Hypothesis 5 No differences in the mean scores on the €11 
Essentialrsm subscale will exist between the h~gh, moderate, and low 
tenure groups of superintendents 
Null Hypothesis 6 No differences in the mean scores on the Ell 
Progress~visrn subscale will exlst between the htgh, moderate. and Low 
tenure groups of super~ntendents 
Null Hypothesis 7 No differences in the mean scores on the Ell 
Social Reconstructionism subscale will exlst between the high, 
moderate, and low tenure groups of superintendents 
~ ~ 1 1  Hypothesis 8 (Descrlptkve only.) The agreement of sub~ects 
with the three reform tnitlatlves will be equivalent among each of the 
Null Hypothesis 9: (Descriptive only.) The agreement of all the 
sampled subjects wrll be equivalent for all three reform initiatives. 
Chapter IV 
ANALYSIS OF THE DATA 
In this study, four separate but related sets of data were actually 
collected These included data set 1, the responses to the Educational 
ideologies Inventory (Ell) found in Appendix A. This was used to determine the 
respondent's consistency with each of the four philosophical schools descr~bed 
in Chapter II. In order to check to see kf the beliefs expressed in the Ell were 
consistent with the actual behavior of the respondent, the subjects were asked 
a set of experiential questions so that these responses, data set 2, could be 
compared to the results of the Ell. These questions are included In Appendix B 
Because the second set of questions asked about their actual behaviors in their 
current educational setting, it was also necessary to ensure that their behaviors 
were not 'unnatural', 1.e. constrained by an educational settlng which did not 
atlow them to act acord~ng to their own educational bet~efs. Thus, each subject 
was asked about their perceived ability to act in ways consistent with their own 
beliefs Subjects who have acted in ways consistent wlth the~r own beliefs w~ll 
allow congruent comparison between the f~rst and second data sets. The four 
questions, data set 3, whlch determined whether such a comparison could be 
made are found in Appendix C Finally, each subject was asked a set of 
questions, data set 4, which pertained, specifically, to the three Iowa 
educational reform proposals outlined in Chapter 4 Hav~ng determined the~r 
general phllosphlcal viewpoint. th~s final set of questions, included in Appendix 
D pornls to the dlrect~~n of a new educat~onal paradigm at least Iowa 
Findings these sets of data are presented in this chapter. The 
data are presented in the following order, First, the information designed to 
verify the subjects' ability to act Consistently with his own beliefs (data set 3) will 
be presented. Second. the experiential responses (data set 2). designed to 
verify the accuracy of the responses to the Ell, are presented. Third, data set I ,  
showing subjects' consistency with each of the four philosophical schools, are 
presented. The hypothesis testing of Null Hypotheses 1-7, as described in the 
final pages of Chapter Ill,is accornpl~shed in the presentation of data set 1. 
Finally, knowing the subjects' attachments to these schools, data set 4, their 
reactions to each of the 3 reform proposals, are presented to show the apparent 
extensions or paradigm shifts presented in lowa education today. 
Results of Data Set 3: Ability of the Subiects to Act in a Manner Conqruent with 
their Educational Philosophical Viewpoint in their School District 
The four questions, included in Appendix C, were put to each of the 30 
subjects in the personal interviews. Each of these questions was designed to 
investigate the possibility that the actions or experiences of the subjects related 
in data set 2 were not an accurate reflection of their educational beliefs 
because their current environment was not permitting them to act consistently 
with those beliefs. Of the 30 subjects interviewed, only one communicated the 
idea that their educational setting was impinging On their ability to act 
consistently with their beliefs. This single subject, nevertheless, managed to 
communicate his actual beliefs very clearly. Therefore, the responses in Data 
Set 2 are assumed to be accurate reflections of their belief systems The 
subjects viewed their actions as being reflections of their belief systems. A 
further explanation of the subject responses in Data Set 3 can be found in 
Appendix E. 
Results of Data Set 2: Conqruence of Subiect Action with Stated Educational 
Philosophical Viewpoint 
As the purpose of data set 3 was to ensure that the results represented 
by data set 2 were valid by investigating the degree to which the subjects could 
act in accordance with their beliefs in their particular districts, the purpose of 
data set 2 was to ensure that the results represented by data set I ,  'the Ell, were 
valid by investigating the degree to which subjects did, in fact, act in 
accordance with their beliefs. Data set 2 is included in Appendix 5 and is made 
up of twelve questtons which are a mixture of open-ended and close-ended 
questions Four major concerns undergird the twelve questions. Each triad of 
questions (1,2, and 3; 4,5, and 6; 7,8, and 9; and 10,11, and 12) represent one 
of these major areas of concern or improvement in a school district These 
concerns are curriculum, Phase Ill (a state-funded but district-designed program 
which pays teachers for excellent performance in the classroom, supplementary 
actlv~ties or jobs beyond their normal duties, pursuit of school restructuring, or 
some cornbinat~on of all three), staff development, and teacher hlrlng, 
respectively Each triad of questions includes a question wh~ch asks about the 
subject's spectfic behavior rn their current setting As a back-up to th~s,  each 
or reasons for specific actions. Finally, every triad of questions, besides 4,5, 
and 6 (Phase Ill is such a general program around the state of Iowa that it was 
difficult to design a question which would 'get at' the differences between the 
four philsophical schools in question), includes one hypothetical multjpie 
choice question. Each set included each type of question for a specific reason. 
The closed, hypothetical questions were included because they represented 
the most direct route to generating a subject response which could be coded to 
exactly one of the ph~losopt-~ical schools. At the end of each choice in 'the 
hypotheticals in Appendix B is listed, in parentheses, the philosophical school 
whlch it represents. The questions which ask about the subject's actual 
behavior in regard to that area was designed to check for consistency between 
their selection and their behavior. In case the behavior was not particularly 
telling, in regard to a particular school, the final question, which asked for 
purposes or reasons for the actual behavior, represented one of the schools for 
comparison purposes Additional questions were asked when prob~ng was 
necessary to finally arrive at some sort of conclusions This abllrty to probe is 
one of the major advantages (Borg & Gall, 1989) of the personal interview and 
it was used repeatedly in th~s tudy 
The resulting Information provided seven indicators of attachment to 
ph~losophrcal school as~de from the Ell results These seven ~ncluded 3 
responses to hypothettcal questions and 4 responses to experiential questions 
along w ~ t h  the nroblng quest~ons of Pilrpose or iqtent 4s show En Figure 2 

educational school. For twenty-eight of the subjects, these responses were 
consistent w~th their Ell results which also indicated that they favored the 
Progressive School. Twenty three of these twenty-eight scored highest on the 
Progressive scale while five had two high scores, one of which was 
progressive. Of the two subjects that remained, both scored highest on the 
Essentialist scale and scored second highest on the Progressive scale. In fact, 
on a range of 56 points, the Progressive scale fell only 1 and 2 points behind 
the Essentialrst scale for those two subjects. In addition, both subjects 
expressed Progressive preferences in their responses to the hypothetical 
questions and the behavkor questions. 
Thus, data set 2 indicates that the responses to the Educational 
Ideologies Inventory were not divorced from subject behavior Subject multiple- 
choice selectron responses to hypothet~cal quest~ons and subject reported 
behavior was consistent wtth subject responses on the EEI 
Results of Data Set 1 : Sub~ect Responses on the Educational ldeolorlies 
Inventor\/ 
Hav~ng substant~ated subject responses on the Educatronal ldeoiogies 
lnventory (Appendix A) with the information In data set 2, the results of the EEI 
can be reported Their report~ng w~ll differ from the report~ng of data sets 2 and 
3 In two ways First, these data are more easily and validly quantifiable Thus, 
the appropr~ate statistical tests were performed on the data Second, the results 
of the EEI have been reported and stat~st~cally analyzed but not ~nterpreted 
until they were reported and interpreted, the information in data set 1 could not 
be validly considered. Thus, both sets of data were interpreted. The 
interpretations of this data set follows in Chapter 5. 
The El1 data were collected by asking each subject to comptete the 
Educational Ideologies Inventory immediately prior to the personal interview by 
the researcher. Each subject consented to complete the survey. Upon 
completion of the interview, the survey was scored using the coding sheet at the 
end of Appendix A. This provided a score for each subject for each educational 
philosophical school. W~th this information, the f~rst seven null hypotheses were 
tested. 
Null Hypothesis 1 : EF=OF; No statis1:ically signficant difference will exist 
between expected frequencies and the observed frequencies of paradigm 
commitment in the entire group of of thirty superintendents. The Chi Square 
Table (Table 1) including Yate's Correction for Continuity is found below: 
Table 1 
Frequencv of Educational School of Thouaht Choice bv Subjects 
Educational Sc hools of Thought 
Social 
Perenniatism Essent~alism Progressivism Reconstructionism 
- 
Observed 
Frequency (OF): 1.5 3.5 25.0 1 .O 
Expected 
Frequency (EF): (7.5) (7.5) (7.5) (7.5) 
__________________l__ 
Critical Value = 7.82 pc.05 Reject Null Hypothesis 
Since the Chi Square value was 53.4 and the critical value was 7.82. it was 
possible to relect the null hypothesis. The vast majority of the subjects 
preferred the Progressive educational school. 
Null Hy~othesis 2: EF=OF; IVo statistically significant difference will exist 
between expected frequencies of the entire group and observed frequencies 
within each tenure cohort group of paradigm commitment in the three tenure 
cohort groups. The Chi Square Table (Table 2) including Yate's Correction for 
Continuity is found below: 
Table 2 
Freauenc~ of Educational School of Thouq ht Choice by Tenure Cohort Group 
Educational Schools of Thought 
Social 
Perennialism Esser~tialism Progressivism Reconstructionism 
-- - 
Low 
Tenure (OF) 0.5 1 .O 9.0 0.5 
Cohort: (EF) (0.33) (1 .o) (8.5) (0.17) 
Moderate 
Tenure (OF) 0.5 0.5 9.5 0.5 
Cohort: (EFJ (0.33) (1 (8.5) (0.1 7) 
_.___I__________ _ - - -  
High 
Tenure (OF) 0.5 1 .O 7,5 0.0 
Cohort: (EF) (0.33) (1 .o) (8.5) (0.1 7) 
_-________-_______-__ ____ 
Cr~tical Value = 12 59 p< 05 Fall to Reject Null Hypothesis 
Since the Chi Square value was 2.23 and the critical value was 12.59, it was 
not possible in this case to reject the null hypothesis. The primary educational 
philosophical orientation of the subjects is not associated with the degree of 
tenure as a superintendent. 
Null Hvpothesis 3: EF=OF; No statistically significant difference will exist 
between expected frequencies and the observed frequencies of agreement 
intervals for the four educational scliools in the entire group of thirty 
superintendents The Chi Square Table (Table 3) including Yate's Correctkon 
for Continuity is found below. 
Table 3 
Frequencv of Interval of Aareement Choice for Educational Schools of Thouqht 
bv Subiects 
Educational Schools of Thought 
Social 
Perennialism Essentialism Progressivism Reconstructionism 
-- - - -- -----  
Interval 
-28 - -1 0: (OF) 0.5 
(EF) (28.0) (28.0) (1 .o) (28.0) 
- - - -  ---__l_-__p 
Interval 
-9 - +9: (OF) 28.5 
- -  _ -l_____-- -- 
Interval 
+I 0 - +28: (OF) 1.5 4.5 17.5 2.5 
(EF) (1.0) (1 .O) (1 SO) (1.0) 
Critical Value = 12.59 w.05 Reject Null Hypothesis 
S~nce the Chi Square value was 2224.93 and the critical value was 12.59, it 
was possible to reject the null hypothesis. While the superintendents did tend 
to group together in their opinions on the philosophical schools, they did not do 
so in a fashion consistent wlth a Progressrvist, or any other, paradigm. Instead, 
the clear majority had a middle opinton toward Perennialism, Essentialism, and 
Social Reconstruct~onism and a solid majority had a more favorable opinion of 
P ~ o ~ ~ ~ s s ~ v I s ~ ,  consistent with the findings from Null Hypothesis 1 
Before Null Hypotheses 4-7 can be tested, it had to first be demonstrated 
that the remaining assumptions of equal ~nterval data, normality of distribtutions, 
and homogeneity of variance for the ANOVA test were met Each IS 
demonstrated below. 
Assumption of Equal Interval Data. While Likert Scale scores, used in the Ell, 
are not truly equal interval, they may be considered quasi-equal interval and 
used for this purpose (Ferguson & Takane, 1989). 
Assum~tion of Normality of Distributions: Normal~ty of distr~butions of the 
scores on the Ell for each of the educatronal schools was tested in two ways 
First, the mean, median, and mode scores for each school were caiculated and 
compared In each case, the mean and the med~an differed by less than one 
po~nt in a potentla1 range of 57 The mode was not a particularly useful statrstic 
In this case lnasmuch as the distributions frequently had more than one mode 
The second test was the calculation of the statrstrcs for skewedness of the 
drstr~but~ons, g j  , and for the kurtosrs of the distrrbuttons, g2 (Ferguson & Takane, 
1989). Generally, the closer the two statist~cs are to zero, the more the 
d~str~butlons can be sad to approach normality A slCIhtly posltlve or negative 
g l  means a sl~ghlly positively or negatively skewed distr~but~on, respect~vely 
The statistic, g i ,  was catcuiated to be the following for each school: 
Perennialism gl= -0 23. 
Essentialism gt= -0.14 
Progressivism gl- 0.01 
Social Reconstructior~ism gl= -0.88 
Thus, the distrubutions of scores on the perenniallsm and essentialism 
swbscales were slightly negatively skewed. On the progressivism subscale, the 
distribution was slightly positively skewed. On the social reconstr~~ctionism 
subscale, the distrubution was most highly negatively skewed, but still within the 
limits of a normal distrubtion 
The g2 statistic, on the other hand, measures the kurtosis of the 
distribution, its topography. A g2 of 0 wol~ld indicate a bell curve of normal 
height. Negative scores would indicate a platykurtic distribution, or one flatter 
than the normal bell curve. A more positive score would indicate a leptokurt~c 
d~stribut~on, or one taller 'than the normal bell curve.The statistic, g2, was 
calculated to be the following for each school- 
The distrubution of scores on the perennialism subscale was slightly leptokurtic. 
On the essentialism and progressivism subscales, the distributions were 
somewhat platykurtic. On the social reconstructionism subscale, the 
distrubution was most extremely leptokurtkc, indicating that, in terms of kurtosis, 
these scores were not normally distributed. How that lack of a normal 
distrubution for social reconstructionism scores was handled IS discussed at the 
end of the discussion of the next assumption. 
Assumption of Homoqeneit~ of Variance: The assumption of homogeneity of 
variance was tested through the F ~ a x  statistical test. For the scores on each 
educational school, the following null hypothesis was tested: Ho: SI =S2 =S3 . 
'The calculated fMax  statistics needed to be less than the critical value of 5.34 for 
three varrances and nine degrees of freedom. The actual FtvIax statistics were 
Perenn~alisrn Subscale 1 78 
Essent~alism Subscale 1 87 
Progresslvrsm Su bscale 3 36 
Soclal Reconstruct~on~sm Subscale 5 58 
For the fkrst three schools, the F ~ a x  statist~c demonstrated an acceptable 
homogenelty of varlance For social reconstruct~on~sm, the F ~ a x  demonstrated 
an inability to reject the null hypothesis, meanlng that the assumpt~on of 
homogenetty of varrance was not met 
The assumpt~on of homogenelty of variance, then, was unmet for the 
scores sn t h e  Socral Reconslruct~onlsrn subscale Oqe poss~ble remedy for th i s  
problem is simply to presume that the fact that the ANOVA statistic is robust for 
viotation of this assumpt~on will solve the problem. However, a more effective 
manner of handling the problem is to review the purpose of using the ANOVA 
rather than a test with fewer assumptions. The ANOVA is used because it is 
more able to detect actual differences when they exist, In this case the 
differences between mean scores on subscales of different tenured cohorts 
Thus, if the ANOVA did indicate that a difference in commitment to social 
reconstructionism existed between members of differing tenure levels, this 
result could not be substantiated because the stattstical tool used was more 
refined than could have been reasonably used since its assumptions were not 
met. However, since the ANOVA used on the social reconstruction~sm 
subscale demonstrated that it was impossible to state that real differences 
existed, the ANOVA may be used in this case In other words, the use of the 
ANOVA over a less reflned statistical tool, increased the chance of a Type I 
error. When it was applted, no statistically significant difference was found and 
so no Type I error could have poss~bly occurred 
The data for three of the Ell subscales met the assumpt~ons for the 
ANOVA stat~stic and was used to determ~ne d~fferences in attachment to each 
educational school of thought according to degree of tenl-lre On 'the fourth 
subscale, soc~al reconstructionism, the ANOVA was still used In a valid manner, 
though all the assumpt~ons were not met Aga~n. it should be noted that the 
ANOVA statlstlc 1s fairly robust for violation of the assumptions of equal Interval 
Takane, 1989). 
Null Hv~othesis 4: No differences in the mean scores on the Ell Perennialism 
subscale will exist between the high, moderate, and low tenure groups of 
superintendents. The ANOVA Table (Table 4) testing null hypothesis 4 can be 
found below: 
Table 4 
Analvsis of Variance for Ell Perennialism SIJ bscale by Tenure Cohorts 
Sources of Sum of Degrees of 
Variation Squares Freedom 
Mean 
Square 
Amount of Tenure 14.6 
Error (Within) 502.6 
Total 51 7.2 
Critical Value = 3.35 w.05 
Fail to Reject Null Hypothesis 
Since the F ratio value was 0.392 and the critrcal value was 3.35, it was not 
possible to reject the null hypothesrs. IVo association between degree of tenure 
and the level of commitment to the Perennlalkst school was evident. 
Null Hvpothesis 5: No differences in the mean scores on the Ell Essentialism 
subscale will exist between the high, moderate, and low tenure groups of 
superintendents. The ANOVA Table (Table 5) testing null hypothesis 5 can be 
found below: 
Table 5 
Analysis of Variance for Ell Essentialism Subscale by Tenure Cohorts 
Sources of Sum of Degrees of 
Variation Squares Freedom 
Mean 
Square 
Amount of Tenure 1.867 2 
Error (Within) 891.1 27 
Total 892.967 29 
Critical Value = 3.35 w.05 
Fail to Reject Null Hypothesis 
Since the f ratio value was 0.028 and the cntical value was 3.35, it was not 
possible to reject the null hypothesis. No association between degree of tenure 
and the level of commitment to the Essentialist school was evident. 
Null Hvpothesis 6 :  No differences in the mean scores on the Ell Progressivim 
subscale will exist between the high. moderate, and low tenure groups of 
superintendents. The ANOVA Table (Table 6)  testing null hypothesis 6 can be 
found below: 
Table 6 
Analvsis of Variance for El Proqressivism S~~bscale bv Tenure Cohorts 
Sources of Sum of Degrees of 
- - 
Mean 
Variation Squares Freedom Square 
Amount of Tenure 94.867 2 
Error (Within) 605 8 27 
Total 700.667 29 
-- -- - - - - - - 
Critical Value = 3.35 pc.05 
Fail to Reject Null Hypothesis 
Since the F ratio value was 2.1 14 and the critical value was 3 35, it was not 
possible to reject the null hypothes~s. No association between degree of tenure 
and the level of commitment to the Progressrvist school was evldent. 
Null Hvaothesis 7: No differences in the mean scores on the Ell Social 
Reconstructionism subscale will exist between the high, moderate, and low 
tenure groups of superintendents. The ANOVA Table (Table 7) testing null 
hypothesis 7 can be found below: 
Table 7 
Analysis of Variance for Ell  Social Reconstructionism Subscale bv Tenure 
Cohorts 
Sources of Sum of Degrees of Mean 
Variat~on Squares Freedom Square 
---- - 
Amount of Tenure 12.8 2 6.4 
Error (Within) 783.9 27 29- 033 
Total 796 7 29 F = 0.22 
Critical Value = 3.35 
Fail to Reject Null Hypothesis 
Since the F ratio value was 0.22 and the critical value was 3.35, it was not 
possible to reject the null hypothesis No association between degree of tenure 
and the level of commitment to the Social Reconstruction~sm school was 
evident. 
The interpretation of the statistical tests of these seven null hypotheses 
will follow in Chapter five. The final two null hypotheses, both of which were 
tested desciptively only, will be considered in the next section. 
Results of Data Set 4: Responses to the Semi-Structured lnterview Question 
Regarding Three Current Reform Proposals in Iowa 
The testing of the final two null hypotheses, eight and nine, required a 
more systematic analysis of the subjects' responses to the questions from the 
semi-structured interv~ew In Appendix C than any sort of quantitative analysis. 
That analysis should produce two results First, it should descrrbe the entire 
group's overall view of each question or specific reform and po~nt out any 
dlfferences between the three tenure cohorts To accomplish th~s, each 
response to each questton is reviewed and grouped in some meaningful 
manner Second, it should describe the entire group's apparent level of 
agreement with each of the three major reform proposals and po~nt out any 
d~fferences between the three tenure cohorts To accomplish thrs, summaries of 
group responses are reported along with the stances toward the topics of each 
of the three reform proposals Thrs second task is reported br~efly In Table 8 
The flrst task w~l l  require much more elaboration For the sake of clarlty each of 
the ~ntervlew questions or toplcs (K-12 Curriculum Offerings. Skhool 
Organization. Pre-K and Post-Secondary Curriculum Offerings. Technology. 
Integration of Social Service Agencies into the School Structure, Instruction, 
and Additional instructional Time for Students) will be dealt with in a separate 
paragraph. Appendix G will include the analysis along with greater detail and 
representative quotes from subject responses. A brief description of how each 
tenure cohort tended to respond to each question will be lncluded here. 
K-12 Curriculum Offerinqs: One of the hazards of open-ended interview 
- 
questions is that responses will be varied and thus defy easy categorization. 
The K-12 curriculum question was: "...how wotlld you describe the appropriate 
curriculum for a K-12 school?" In some cases, additional probing questions 
were asked of the subjects and in other cases, the subjects themselves asked 
ciar~fying questions. Rather than attempt to solicit responses in simple groups, 
this question was deliberately open-ended so that it would represent their views 
and not a simple selection between extant alternatives. 
Nevertheless, some grouping of responses was possible. Including a 
miscellaneous category, the responses fell into six groups: 
1.  Basic Curriculum with inclusion of critical thinking skills, self esteem 
concerns, and new trends--$ subjects 
2. Curriculum that will allow graduate to pursue any o ~ ~ o r t u n i t ~ - - 6  
subjects 
3. Curriculum that meets the needs of all students--4 subjects 
4 Comprehensive EducationlWelI-rounded Curriculum--3 subjects 
5 Outcomes Based Education Curriculum--2 subjects 
6. Miscellaneous (Curriculum that: Includes vocational. academic. co- 
curricularl and community invohement; Is in flux; Teaches skills 
at and concepts at secondary level; Emphasizes life 
survival skills and a work eth~c, Includes the basic, core subjects, 
Matches its objectives to the objectives of standaridzed tests such 
as the ACT; Emphasizes the correct processes such as staff 
involvement, Proper attention to scope and sequence, etc.)--7 
subjects 
On this question, the low tenure group responded most heavily to the 
Idea that the curriculum should meet the needs of all students The high tenure 
group was most concerned with the inclusion of some basic studies, first, and 
other curriculum areas following in importance. 
School Orqan~zation: This particular quest~on solicited more definite 
responses than the one on curriculum The school organ~zation quest~on was: 
"Some educators today are suggesting that schools, espec~al\y elementary 
schools, stop organizing ~nstructron by grade level and instead organize by 
student educat~onal needs What do you think of such an idea7" The results of 
t h ~ s  narrower question were more definite responses. They fell into the 
follow~ng groups 
1. Agree with ungraded primary education--7 subjects 
2 Agree but with certaln condltlons--9 sub~ects 
3. Ambivalent about the rdea--7 sublects 
4, Disagree with ungraded primary educatlon--6 sublects 
5 No response--1 sllblect 
On this question, the fow and high tenure groups responded fairly evenly in all 
of the first four response categories. They seemed equally iike to agree, agree 
with conditions, be ambivalent, or disagree. The moderate tenure group, 
however, either agreed or agreed with certain conditions. As such, this group 
seemed most open to this fairly radical educational reform. 
Pre-Kindewarten Education: Like the question above, this topic was put to the 
subject in order to solicit fairly narrow response alternatives. The question 
was: "Should the school be involved in educating children younger than 
Kindergarten age?" The responses fell into the following groups: 
1. Agree with Pre-Kindergarten education--9 subjects 
2. Agree but only under certain conditions--14 subjects 
3, Ambivalent about Pre-Kindergarten education--1 subject 
4. Disagree with Pre-Kindergarten education--6 subjects 
On this question, each of the tenure cohort groups differed substantially. 
The low tenure group was fairly evenly split between the four response 
categories. The moderate tenure group tended to be split between agreement 
and disagreement. The high tenure group, somewhat anti-intuitively, was 
almost unanimous in their agreement with and without conditions. 
Post-Secondarv Curriculum Offerinqs: This question also solicited fairly narrow 
response alternatives. The question was: "What about offering courses for 
college credit to upper classmen in the high school?" The responses fell into 
the following groups: 
1. Agree with post-secondary curricutum offerings--1 8 subjects 
2 Agree but only under certain conditions--7 subjects 
3. Ambrvalent about post-secondary curriculum offerings--3 subjects 
4 Disagree with post-secondary curriculum offerings--2 subjects 
On this curricutum change, as was apparent from the numbers above, 
the subjects were basically favorable. Twenty-five of the subjects were in favor 
of the courses, at least under some cond~tions Most favorable, however, were 
the subjects in the moderate tenure group. The low tenure group was more 
split between agreement, ambivalence, and disagreement The h~gh tenure 
group was w~lling to accept the reform but was most likely to ~nsrst upon certain 
conditions 
Educational Technoloqv: This question was included because many reformers 
are pointing towards the major impact of new technologies on the changing 
face of education. The question was: " Will educational technology radically 
change the nature of education in schools?" The responses fell into categories 
similar to those in the last few questions: 
1. Agree, it will radically change the nature of education in schools--1 2 
subjects. 
2. Agree, it will radically change the nature of education in schools but 
only if certain conditions are met--3 subjects. 
3. Ambivalent about its effect--6 subjects. 
4. Disagree, it will not radically change the nature of education in 
schools--9 subjects. 
The majority of the moderate tenure group was in agreement that 
educational technology would radically affect education.The low and high 
tenure groups were more skeptical with roughly half agreeing if certain 
conditions were met and the other half simply ambivalent or disagreeing with 
the notion. 
Locus of Control: This question, which dealt primarily with the new state 
standards but peripherally with the Hornbeck proposals on a removal of those 
standards, brought out some spirited responses from the superintendents. But, 
similarly, the responses grouped into four categories' 
I .  Agree with the new standards--8 subjects. 
2. Agree with the standards but only under certain conditions--5 
subjects. 
3. Ambivalent about the new standards--5 subjects. 
4. Disagree with new state standards--1 2 subjects 
Even though almost half of the subjects disagreed wrth tlie standards, 
only two of these agreed w~th the Hornbeck proposal of having no standards 
but only outcome objectives. Disagreement with this idea came primarily from 
s~~spicion towards the state's ability to compensate for district conditions when 
applying the outcome standards, the fear of punishment for fa~lure to meet the 
outcomes, and a frustration with the idea of dropping the standards so soon 
after the new standards were implemented. 
Among the three tenure cohorts only the hlah tenure group was stronglv 
observable trends among the three groups existed in the perceptions 
of the Hornbeck proposals. 
Assessment of Student Prosress: Since all three reform proposals had 
additional or different assessment systems as major parts of their content, a 
question on assessment of student progress was included: This question was 
"Do you feet that we are sufficiently assessing or measuring student progress rn 
school today?" Anti-intuit~vety, responses wh~ch proposed that new or 
additional assessment was needed, were counted as 'agree.' T h ~ s  would keep 
positive responses In line with former positive responses' consistency with the 
reform proposals The responses fell into only three categories' 
1 Agree that new or different assessment IS needed In schools--24 
subjects 
2 Ambivalent about the need for new and add~tional assessment of 
student progress--2 subjects 
3. Disagrees that new or different assessment is needed in schools--4 
subjects. . 
Since twenty-four of the thirty subjects agreed with the need for new or 
additional assessments, the majority of each tenure group was also in 
agreement. However, the entire moderate tenure cohort was in agreement 
while fewer in the low and high tenure cohorts were in agreement. The high 
tenure cohort had the most in disagreement with all but one of the disagreeing 
subjects being in the high tenure cohort. 
Staff Development: The staff development question was divided inlo two pads. 
The first Part simply asked the imporlance of staff development and the second 
asked for specific, valuable staff development programs. The questions were: 
'"re staff development programs important for the teaching staff of schools? 
and "What kind of staff development programs do you think schools need?" 
None of the sublects disagreed with the idea that staff development programs 
were important. Thus, subjects agreed, agreed with certain conditions, or were 
am bivalent. 
1. Agreed that staff development programs are important for the teaching 
staff of schools--21 subjects. 
2. Agree that Staff Development is Important but under certain 
conditions--8 subjects. 
3. Ambivalent about the importance of staff development programs-- 
1 subject. 
There was little noticeable bias by any one or more of the tenure cohorts 
towards any of the three response categories, except that the moderate tenure 
cohort tended to have more conditions for staff development. To the second 
question, eighteen separate programs or program selection methods were 
mentioned. Because some subjects offered more than one program and others 
offered none, the totals will not add up to thirty. The response categories are 
listed below: 
Cooperative Learning-- 
Madeline Hunter Training-- 
Assessment/Authentic Assessment-- 4 
Program based on Needs Assessment-- 4 
TESA/Effective Schools Research-- 3 
Curriculum-- 2 
Higher Order or Critical Thinking Skills-- 2 
Program based on District Goals-- 2 
Writing Objectives-- 1 
Learning Styles-- 1 
Outcomes-Based Education-- 1 
Iowa Writ~ng Project-- 1 
Peer Coaching-- 1 
Educational Technology-- 1 
Peer Helpers-- 1 
Whole Language-- 1 
Quest-- 1 
Mastery Teaching-- 1 
Thus, though there was a strong consensus on the rmportance of staff 
development, there was little consensus on any particular program or means of 
selecting a program. 
lnteqration of Social Services Aqencies rnto the Schools: On th~s question, the 
subjects could find less consensus than on ?he ones ~mmed~atley above. The 
community resources be given operating space in the school. Assuming that 
yo11 had enough room to allow this, would you support it? Why or why not?" 
The ass~~mption f enough space in the school was included because most 
schools would not have such space and this would have given the subjects a 
way of answering the question without consideration of the real content ot the 
question, that of allowing these agencies to have influence in the schools. The 
responses fell into the following categories: 
1. Agree with allowing social service agencies in the schools--14 
subjects. 
2. Agree with a.llowing social service agencies in the schools but only 
under certain conditons--3 subjects. 
3. Ambivalent about allowing social service agencies in the schools--5 
subjects. 
4. Disagree with allowing social service agencies in the schools-8 
subjects. 
The only tenure cohort group to differ greatly from the entire group of 
subjects was the high tenure cohort. Fully half of that group disagreed with the 
integration of social service agencies rn the schools 
Instructional Skills of the Teachinq Staff: Thts question inquired into the 
perception of the instructional abilities of teachers, generally. The question 
was. "Do you think most teachers have the instructionai skills to meet the 
needs of stljtlenls who can bp reactled e i d c l ~ ~ : ~ t i ~ ~ F ~ ! i ~ ? ' '  T b ~ s  LR<a:: ~OIIPLZ'P? $ ~ l t h  
following ways: 
Agree that most teachers have the instructional skills to meet the 
needs of students--1 5 subjects. 
2. Ambivalent about whether most teachers have the instructional skills 
to meet the needs of students--4 subjects. 
3. Disagrees that most teachers have the instruct~onal skills to meet the 
needs of students--1 1 subjects. 
Generally, there seemed to be no bias toward any of these three 
positions according to tenure cohorts. A number of solutions were offered far 
the problem of lack of lnstructronal skills. The number of solutions, again, will 
not sum to thirty because some respondents did not respond or did not feet any 
need to respond These responses included: 
1. Staff Development--9 subjects 
2 Better pre-teacher training--2 subjects 
3 More money for more staff and lower student teacher ratios--1 subject 
4. Pre-testrng to eltmlnate students who have mastered subject matter so 
that remaining students can be educated more appropriatel~--l 
subject 
5. Teacher association removal of incompetent teachers--1 subject 
6. Better enforcement of curriculum guides--1 subject 
7. Increase in teacher pay to bring in better, brighter people--1 subject 
8. Remediation by administration--1 subject 
The moderate tenure cohort group was the most enthusiastic about staff 
development as a solution for inadequate instructional skills. 
Add~tional nstruct~onal Time for Students The issue of whether schools are 
s~mply in need of more instructional time to better teach students was raised in 
three questions. These were: "Would you support a longer school year?" 
"Would you support a longer school day?" and "Would you support a six day 
week?" The strongest support was for the longer school year. Very little 
support existed for the longer school day and I~terally no support exlsted for the 
SIX day school week. 
Responses to the questlon on the longer schoot year fell into the 
follow~ng categories 
1 Agree with a longer school year--15 subjects 
2 Amb~valent about a longer school year--3 subjects 
3 D~sagree with a longer school year--1 2 subjects 
Responses to the quest~on on the longer school day fell ~nto the follow~ng 
categor~es 
1 Agree w~th a longer school day--5 subjects 
2 Agree with a longer school day but only under certain cond~t~ons--2 
subjects 
3 D~sagree w~th a longer school day--23 subjects 
There was only one response to the question On the SIX day ~chool  week 
abject look of revulsion 
There did appear to be some trends in how the subjects answered these 
questions according to their tenure cohorts. On the question of the longer 
school year, nine of the ten subjects in the low tenure cohort accepted the idea. 
In the other two cohort groups, only three in each group accepted the idea. On 
the question of a longer school day, no tenure cohort-based trends were 
apparent On the final question, that of a six day week, obviously each cohort 
group was the same since all subjects disagreed with the idea. 
Summarv of Results of Testma lVull H~potheses 8 and 9 
Having presented the responses to the quest~on In Append~x B, Table 8 
sumrnarlzes them according to general responses to each quest~on and topic 
by tenure cohort, whole group, and relat~onsh~p to the three reform proposals 
analyzed In Chapter Ill Thls Table w~ll be referred to at length In Chapter V as 
subject responses are ~nterpreted 
Generally, Table 8 shows agreement In the following areas (Agreement 
was lnd~cated by at least 70% of the subjects In agreement rn some fash~on) 
I K-12 Currlculum Offerings--Agreement between the High Tenure 
group and the New State Standards 
2 School Organlzat~on (Ungraded Pnmary Education)--Agreemeent 
between the Moderate Tenure group and the Hornbeck Report 
and Lepley 
l iable 8: Subl(jt R e s ~ n s e  Surnrrar~es to Refurn, Topics I I Reform, Toprs~Ouest~ons: Low Tenure M~ddle Tenure &qh Tenure Wlwle G r o u ~  Hornbeck Rpt. L e ~ l e v ' s  Views .New Standards 1 
* .  
K- 12 durr~culum~ Offerrrgs ' ~ e e t  s t . -~eeds  No Consensus Basic Subj 
, " . .  . 
I Ungraded Prrmary Educat~on No Consensus Agree No Comen 
IPre-K Currruium~ . .  . 0lf.ringr No Co mensus . Agree . .  
State .... .. Stndards on Educarron 
Assessment of student 
. .  . ' . . .  
, . . . . .... .. . 
3. Pre-K C~rriCl~lum Offerings--Agreement between the High Tenure 
group and and the Hornbeck Report, Lepley, and the New 
State Standards. Agreement between the entire group and 
the brnbeck Report, Lepley, and the New State Standards. 
4, Post-Secondary Curriculum Offerings--Agreement between the 
Moderate Tenure group and Lepley and the New State 
Standards. Agreement between the High Tenure group and 
Lepley and the New State Standards Agreement between 
the ent~re group and Lepley and the New State Standards. 
5 Educational Technology--Agreement between the Moderate Tenure 
group and Lepley and the Hornbeck Report 
6. State Standards of EducationlLocus of Control of Education-- 
Agreement between the Hlgh Tenl~re group and the Hornbeck 
Report. 
7 Assessment of Student Progress--Agreement of every tenure group 
and the ent~re group with the Hornbeck Report, L e ~ l e ~ ,  and
the New State Standards 
8 Staff Development--Agreement of all three tenure groups and the 
entire group with the Hornbeck Report and the New State 
Standards. 
9 integration of Social Service Agencies into the School Structure-- 
No agreement of any group with any of the three proposals 
10. lnstruct~onal Skills of Staff--No agreement of any group wtth any of 
the three proposals. 
11. Additional Instructional Time for Students--Agreement only of Low 
Tenure group with the Hornbeck Report and Lepley on 
extendrng the school year only. 
The tests of these null hypotheses are interpreted at greater length in Chapter 
v. 
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of the subjects in that this inventory produces scores for each of the four 
traditional 'schools' of education, perennialism, essentialism, progressivism, 
and social reconstructionism. An educational paradigm can be said to exist 
when there is general agreement on one of the educational schools or some 
core of concepts from the schools. This conceptualization of paradigm is taken 
from Thomas Kuhn's seminal work, The Structure of Scientific Revolutions 
(1 970). The results of these response summaries were included in Chapter IV, 
through the testing of the first seven null hypotheses, and have been 
interpreted according to Kuhn's work and the section entitled 'Interpretation of 
the statistical analysis of the Ell results' in Chapter 1 1 1 .  
The responses to the series of interview questions were used to 
investigate the reform potential sf the superintendents. A review of the 
subjects' responses by tenure group and a campaxison of these responses 
with the stances in the three reform proposafs was irrcludd In Chapter 1V. Thrs 
included the descriptive testing of NuII Hypotheses 8 and 9. The interpretation 
of this review and comparison is included rn Chapter V. 
Each of these nuli hypotheses is re-stated and interprefeef rn fhe wed 
section. 
Conctcrsions 
Null Hypothesis 1 : No statrstrcafly significarrt difference wilt exist 
between expected frequencies and the observed frequencies of paradigm 
commitment in the entire group of thrrty superrntendents. 
In Table 1 , thrs null hypothesrs was shown to be rejected Twenty-f~ve 
and one-half of the thirty subjects (a tie score between two drfferent 'schools' 
was counted as a half vote for each school) , through their responses on the Ell, 
chose the progresstvist educational school (Note that this d~ffers slightly from 
Table 1 ,  as it does for the other tables also, because of Yate's Correction for 
Continuity whtch adjusts observed frequencres for the statistrcal test when the 
number In any one cell IS less than frve.) While these results are not sufficrent to 
allow the tnferences of the exrstence of a paradigm, the progressivist paradrgm, 
rt is necessary ~f that conclusron IS to be made. What can be said, however, is 
that a complete paradigm does not exrst In a Kuhnran paradigm, all members 
of the community agree on the paradigm if they do not, they are simply not part 
of the community. It is posslbie, however, that the four and one-half members 
who do not agree with the paradigm are localized in the tenure cohorts in such 
a way as to demonstrate the ~ormal  process of paradigm shift. For example, if 
all of them were part of the high tenure cohort, this would support the conclusion 
that a paradigm did exist but the older members of the profession were not 
letting go of an old paradigm. Mortality would eventually create complete 
consensus for the new paradigm. If, on the other hand, all of the dissenters from 
the majority paradigm view were part of the low tenure cohort, this would 
support the idea that a new paradigm was challenging the old. The actual 
status of these dissenters was investigated in Null Hypothesis two. 
Null Hypothesis 2: EF=OF; No statistically significant 
d~fference will exist between expected frequencies of the entire group 
and the observed frequencies wltliin each tenure cohort of paradigm 
commitment in the three tenure cohort groups. 
Thls null hypothesis was a test of whether any one cohort group's cho~ce 
of educational school differed, statistically slgnrllcantly, from the e ~ i t ~ r e  group's 
cho~ce of educat~onal school Table 2 demonstrated a fa~lure to reject Null 
Hypothesis 2 Thus, no one of the tenure cohorts is stat~stlcally slgnlf~cantly 
d~fferent than any other in the~r educat~onal school cho~ce Th~s would ~nd~cate. 
paradigm shift seems to be occurring. in the low tenure cohort, for example. 
one and one-half subjects differed from progressivism, choosing essentialism 
instead. In the moderate group, all chose progressivism. These two, absent 
other information, could support the contention that essentialism is challenging 
progressivism as the paradigm. The high tenure cohort dispels this conclusion, 
however, because fully three subjects differ from progressivism, one choosing 
perennialism, one and one-half choosing essentialism, and one-half choosing 
social reconstructionism. This situation does not match any of Kuhn's 
descriptions of fields with a paradigm or fields undergoing paradigm shift. 
Instead, this situation is consistent only with a pre-paradigmatic field, a field of 
study in which schools of thought are competing to become the paradigm. 
Substantiating data for the conclusion that education is currently pre- 
paradigmatic is presented in the testing of Null Hypotheses 3 and 4-7. 
Replace on pages 174 and 175 the existing text with this text: 
Null Hypothesis 3 : EF=OF; No statistically significant difference 
will exist between expected frequencies for a paradigm to exist and the 
observed frequencies of agreement intervals for the four educational 
schools in the entire group of thirty superintendents. 
The data testing Null Hypothesis 3 substantiate the interpretat~on of the 
results of Nult Hypothesis 2 by investigating the frequencies with which the 
subjects agreed or disagreed with each school corn pared to expected 
frequencies for a paradigm. To substantiate the general direction of Null 
Hypothesis 1, consensus on Progressivism, the data should show all or nearly 
all of the subjects in the agreement interval, 10-28, for progressivism and all or 
nearly all of the subjects in the disagreement interval, -10- -28, for the other 
three S C ~ O O ~ S .  Such a d~stribufjon would not allow Null Hypothesis 3 to be 
rejected. Table 3, however, demonstrates that Null Hypothesis was, indeed, 
rejected. It was rejected because of a two-way split for progressivism, between 
the agreement interval and the middle or ambivalent interval, -9- +9, and large 
majorities in the ambivalent interval for the other three schools. 
The split between the ambivalent and agreement intervals for 
progressivism is the first difficutty for the claim that an educational paradigm 
exists in education. Full agreement on all critical points is required. These 
responses seem to indicate agreement on many points but less consensus on 
others. More damaging, however, were the generally ambivalent responses to 
the other schools. Perennialism had 29 subjects in the ambivalent interval with 
a mean score of +2.6. Essentialism had 26 subjects in the ambialent interval 
with a mean score of +3.63. Social Reconstructionism had 27 subjects in the 
ambivalent ~nterval with a mean score of Q.9. Overall, each of the three 
schools had a positive score, meaning that they agreed with the school more 
than they disagreed with it. 
Kuhnian paradigms do not allow for this sort of simultaneous agreement 
with several paradigms. Acceptance of one paradigm requires the rejection of 
all competing paradigms. The acceptance of parts of perennialism, 
essentialism, and social reconstructionism points to, again, a pre-paradigmatic 
situation. Null Hypotheses 4-7 further analyze this phenomenon, probing again 
into the possibility that some transition is occurrtng in which either the low 
tenured subjects are moving in a new direction or the old tenured subjects are 
making a last stand on a pos~tion which has been abandoned by the rest of the 
field. These null hypotheses check this by comparing the mean scores on each 
subscale of each tenure cohort. 
Null Hypothesis 4: No differences in the mean scores on the Ell 
Perennialism subscale will exist between the high, moderate, and low 
tenure groups of superintendents. 
Null Hypothesis 5. No differences in the mean scores on the Ell 
Essentialrsm subscale will exist between the high, moderate, and low 
tenure groups of superintendents. 
Table 
Null Hypothesis 6: No differences in the mean scores on the Ell 
Progress!visrn subscale will exist between the high, moderate. and low 
tenure groups of superintendents 
~ u l l  Hypothesis 7 No differences in the mean scores on the Ell 
Soctal Reconstructionism subscale will exist between the high. 
moderate, and low tenure groups of superintendents. 
hypotheses. Table 4 tested Null Hypothesis 4, table 5 tested Null Hypothesis 
5, table 6 tested Null Hypothesis 6, and table 7 tested Null Hypothesis 7. Thus, 
in each case, the mean score differences for each cohort group, in each of the 
four schools, were not statistically significant. The cornmittment to each school 
cannot be said to be different according to tenure group. Therefore, no pattern 
is identifiable, at least within the realm of statistical significance. 
Several conclusions can be drawn from Null Hypotheses 1-7. First, the 
progressivist school is definitely the most popular educational school among 
lowa superintendents today. It has not, however, attained the s t a t ~ ~ s  of 
paradigm. It cannot attain this status until it has accomplished three things. 
First, it must eliminate all con-~mitment to the other educational schools, in this 
study four and one-half respondents of a sample of thirty or fifteen percent of the 
subjects. Second, it must move more of its proponents from the ambivalent 
interval in NIJII Hypothesis 3 to the agreement interval. Finally, it must remove 
those points of agreement with the other schools evidenced, though not 
described, by the positive mean scores on the other three schools in Null 
Hypotheses 3 and 4-7. Without these three changes, progressivism, the only 
school held by the majority of these subjects, cannot be the educational 
paradigm in lowa. 
Null Hypothesis 8: (Descriptive only ) The agreement of subjects 
with the three reform ~nitiatives w~ll be equ~valent among each of the 
three groups. 
This null hypothesis, it must first be noted, differs significantly from the 
next because it does not investigate general agreement with one or more of the 
reform initiatives but instead investigates potential differences in agreement by 
tenure cohort. To accomplish this and derive from subject responses the largest 
amount of pertinent information possible, four descriptive analyses will be 
performed. First, areas of agreement between the three cohorts will be 
enumerated. Second, areas of disagreement will be described. Third, a more 
detailed review of the reaction of each tenure group to each proposal will be 
included. Finally, a summation of responses will be made to give a general 
picture of each cohort's reaction to each of the three reform initiatives. 
Areas of Aqreement: On four of the proposals, all of the tenure cohorts 
answered similarly. They all agreed that more assessment of student progress 
was needed in schools. They all agreed that staff development was a critical 
part of an effective school. On the other side, they all came to no agreement on 
the questions of bringing social service agencies into the schools and of the 
skills level of instructors. Besides having similar responses to these four 
proposals, the three cohorts also had similar responses to two parts of the 
eleventh reform proposal, additional instructional time. All three disagreed with 
a longer school day and a longer school week. 
Areas of Disaqreema: On the remaining seven proposals, the three 
groups differed. On the question of curriculum, the plurality of the low tenure 
group expressed a preference for a curriculum which met all student needs. 
The high tenure cohort ernphastzed ceriain bas~c subjects The moderate 
tenure cohort came to no consensus. Just the reverse occurred w~th the 
~ r o ~ o s a l  for ungraded Primary education There. neither the low tenure group 
nor the high tenure group came to any consensus but the moderate tenure 
group was rn agreement wrth the proposal 
The hbgh tenure cohort was the only group that came to a consensus on 
pre-Kindergarten offer~ngs. Whlle they were In agreement wrth such programs, 
the low and moderate cohorts came to neither agreement nor d~sagreement 
Both the moderate and h~gh tenure cohorts were In agreement w~th the post- 
secondary offer~ngs Only the low tenure group came to no consensus on that 
Issue 
On educatronal technology, only the moderate tenure cohort was In 
agreement that rt would radrcally change educatron The other two groups 
came to no consensus on the Issue On the state standards on educat~on, only 
the h ~ g h  tenure group came to a consensus and that was with d~sagreement 
w~ th  them The other two cohorts were spl~t on the Issue Flnally, the groups 
sptrt on the questlon of a longer school year The low tenure cohort agreed w~th 
the Idea but the moderate and hrgh tenure groups came to no consensus 
React~ons to each Proposal by Tenure Cohort In thrs sectlon, each of 
the eleven proposals IS d~scussed In terms of major objectrons or reasons for 
agreement w~thln each tenure cohort 
1 K-12 Curriculum Offer~ngs What was probably most ev~dent In all 
three cohorts was an unwlll~ngness to become rnvolved in curr~culurn The 
subjects did not see it as their area of concern. Therefore, probably any of the 
reform curricula would be acceptable to the superintendents. This was 
definitely not a leadership area for them. 
2. Ungraded Primary Education: While the moderate tenure cohort was 
in general agreement with 'this idea, the other two groups could come to no 
consensus. Bringing the other subjects into agreement would require three 
things: clear evidence that such a program benefits students, plans for 
educating parents and other publics on the benefits of such a program, and 
provisions for the social development of students along with their academic 
development. Were these three conditions met, the consensus of all the groups 
would have been agreement with the ungraded primary education. 
3. Pre-Kindergarten Curriculum Offerings: The low and moderate tenure 
cohorts were just sliort of group agreement with pre-Kindergarten offerings. 
The high tenure group was in agreement. If such programs were voluntary, 
properly f~nanced by the state, and developmentally appropriate (not 
traditionally academic), all three groups could move into agreement with pre- 
Kindergarten programs. 
4. Post-Secondary Curriculum Offerings: Only the low tenure group 
lacked a consensus on this issue. Both of the other groups were in agreement 
with these offerings. Agreement from the low tenure cohort would require 
proper financing and a demonstration of the need for such courses and of the 
ability of high school students to handle such courses. 
5. Educational Technology: Though the moderate tenure group was in 
agreement with the idea that educational technology would radically change 
the nature of education, both the low and high tenure groups reached no 
consensus. For them to back technology as a radical change agent in 
education, they would have to see increased financing to actualize technology's 
potential and demonstrations of how technology will act as more than a tool in 
instruction. 
6. State Standards on Education: Those who disagreed with the state 
standards did not do so primarily because they were imposed by the state. 
They objected to specific standards such as the vocational education standards 
and to the increased paperwork and committee time that was being devoted to 
their implementation. Many subjects, in fact, expressed agreement with many 
new standards and criticized other local administrators by saying that only state 
standards would make them do what is in the best interest of students. 
Consistent with Kuhn, the greatest reluctance to the new standards came from 
the most senior group. Though there was a lack of consensus in the other two 
groups, the trend seemed to be in the direction of the new standards. Even 
those who expressed a preference for local control completely balked at 
Hornbeck's notion of assessment of schools with accompanying rewards and 
punishments. With little or no change, besides the passage of time, it would 
seem that the new state standards will gain acceptance by the superintendents. 
7. Assessment of Student Progress: The need for increased student 
assessment was agreed to by all three groups. Increased support for this 
proposal could be produced by better clarification of their use in the overall 
educational program. 
8. Staff Development: This proposal was also agreed to by all three 
groups. The only concerns were for additional time and money for the provision 
of staff development. Since teacher time is a function of money, better financing 
would seem to be the linchpin to full agreement with this idea. 
9. Social Agencies in Schools: While none of the three groups could 
come to consensus on this issue, it was also clear that the high tenure group 
was the most adamantly opposed to it. The other two cohorts were fairly evenly 
split. One way to increase the acceptability of this proposal would be to give the 
superintendent full control over the social agencies involved. Many of the 
subjects, especially in the high tenure group but not limited to that group, 
however, simply felt that this was not a proper role of the school. That 
perception may change as that group leaves education. 
10. Instructional Skills of Staff: Again, there was little consensus on the 
instructional sk~lls of staff. Among those who disagreed with the idea that most 
teachers have the ability to meet the needs of their students, however, a 
majority were convinced that improved teacher training and staff development 
programs were the best solutions to increasing that skill level. 
1 1 . Additional l nstructional Time: On the longer day and week, a 
consensus emerged among all three groups. This consensus was for 
disagreement. On the longer school year. the moderate and high tenure groups 
reached no consensus but the low tenure group was in agreement. Bringjng 
agreement on all three of these proposals would require primarily the 
demonstration that students and teachers could effecttvely use the additlonaf 
tme.  For the longer school Year, add~tional finances for alr condltion~ng of 
facilft~es was also discussed 
General Cohort React~ons to the Three Reform lnltratives 
Because the low tenure cohort had so many areas at wh~ch no 
consensus was arrived, it rs difficult to make summary statements about 
agreement with any of the three in~t~atives On the proposai for increased 
student assessment, the group agreed w~th all three lnrtratlves On the proposal 
for more staff development, the group agreed wttht the Hornbeck Report and the 
New Standards On the longer school year, they agreed with the Hornbeck 
Report and Lepley But they were rn disagreement w~th the Hornbeck Report on 
the longer day and week Thus, class~fying them in greater agreement with any 
of the three tnttratlves over the other two IS dtff~cult 
The Moderate Tenure Cohort, on the other hand, had several more areas 
of consensus They agreed w~th the Hornbeck Report and Lepley on ungraded 
prlrnary education and on the effect of educat~onal technology On post- 
secondary curric~~lum offerrngs, they agreed w~th Lepley and the New 
Standards They agreed w~th all three reports on student assessment and w~th 
Hornbeck and the New Standards on staff development On the longer school 
day and week, they drsagreed with the Hornbeck Report But agaln, no clear 
preference for any of the three reform rnltlatlves IS evldent 
The H~gh  Tenure Cohort also had a number of areas of agreement , 
srm~lar to the Moderate Tenure Cohort On curriculum, they were f ~ ~ o s t  
comfortable with the New Standards' requirements of basic subjects. Unlike the 
other two groups, they were in agreement with all three of the initiatives of the 
subject of pre-Kindergarten programs. They were also in agreement with post- 
secondary offerings, consistent with Lepley and the New Standards. By 
opposing the state standards, this cohort was both consistent with the Hornbeck 
Report and inconsistent with the new standards. They agreed with all three 
reports on student assessment and with Hornbeck and the New Standards on 
staff development. Finally, they were inconsistent with the Hornbeck Report by 
opposing the longer school day and week. Again, then, there IS no consistent 
preference for any of the three ~nrtlatives over the other two. 
Null Hypothesis 9: (Descriptive only.) The agreement of all the 
sampled subjects will be eq~~ivalent for ali three reform initiatives. 
This null hypothesis investigates general agreement with one or more of 
the reform inltlattves by the entire group of sl~perlntendents To accompl~sh this, 
three analyses are tncluded F~rst, the whole group response to each tndiv~dual 
reform proposal was rev~ewed. Second, the whole group reaction to each of 
the three reform ln~t~atrves was rev~ewed F~nally, the relat~onshtp of the whole 
group react~on to the reform tn~tlatives w~th the educat~onal schools was 
described 
Whole G r o u ~  Reactrons to each Proposal: 
1 K-12 Curriculum Offerings: The entire group came to no consensus 
on the appropriate curriculum. 
2. Ungraded Primary Education: The entire group came to no 
consensus on the idea of ungraded education at the traditional grades of K-3. 
3. Pre-K Curriculum Offerings: Even though two of the tenure cohorts 
could not reach consensus, the entire group did, in the maln, agree with pre- 
Kindergarten programs -This was consistent with all three reform initiatives 
4 Post-Secondary Curr~culum Offerings: As with the pre-Kindergarten 
programs, the entire group also agreed with post-h~gh school offerings This 
was consistent wlth Lepley and the New State Standards 
5. Educational Techonology: The entire group came to no consensus on 
the Impact of edl~cational technology. 
6 State Standards on Education: The entrre group came to no 
consensus on the new state standards on education. 
7. Assessment of Student Progress: The entire group of subjects agreed 
that r ncreased assessment of student progress IS needed Thls was consistent 
wtth ail three of the reform initiatives. 
8 Staff Development: f he entire group of subjects agreed on the 
importance of staff development This was consistent with the Hornbeck Report 
and the New State Standards 
9 Social Service Agencles in Schools The entire group came to no 
consensus on having these agencaes tn the schoois 
10 lnstructronat Skrlts of Staff The entire group came to no consensus 
on t h e  instruct~onal sktlls of the instructional staff 
11. Additional Instructional Time: While there was no consensus on the 
longer school year, the entire group did disagree with the longer day and week. 
This disagreement was inconsistent with the Hornbeck Report. In addition, 
although there was no consensus on the longer school year, fully half of the 
subjects did agree with the idea. 
General Whole Group Reactions to the Three Reform Initiatives: 
The entire group agreed with the Hornbeck Report on three proposals 
and disagreed with it on one proposal. It also agreed with Lepley's views on 
three proposals. The group agreed with the New State Standards on four 
proposals. But the difference in the degree of agreement between the three 
initiatives seems less than significant. 
Relationship of the whole qroup reaction to the reform initiatives with the 
educational schools: One final analysis of group reactions is relevant to this 
study. It was demonstrated above that, while Progressivism is clearly the 
educational philosophical perspective of the majority, it could not be called a 
paradigm in the Kuhnian sense. Knowing this, it is possible that the group's 
agreement or disagreement with certain of these proposals might provide an 
insight into edl~cators' changing philosophical commitment. 
The agreement with pre-Kindergarten programming, for example, does 
not seem to be a proposal which favors any of the educational schools more 
than any other. It is possible to imagine a social reconstructionist preschool in 
which children are taught specific social reforms or the party line. Or a 
preschool program might emphasize perennialist training, such as that 
advocated by Engelmann and Engelmann (1981) in their book. Give Your Child 
a Superior Mind. The Engelmann's main point is that children need intensive 
early training in highly academic content and point to the early academic 
training of many famous 'geniuses' as proof. It is easy enough to also imagine 
preschools constructed around progessivist and essentialist formats. 
However, in their responses, especially among those who agreed with 
the idea under certain conditions, the subjects seemed to definitely favor a 
progressivist preschool program, one which deals with the students at their 
developmental level, rather than any sort of traditional academic program. In 
fact, some of the subjects feared that preschool programs would quickly 
become, under parental pressure, classes in early reading and math and 
resisted this idea. 
Thus, it seemed that the agreement with preschool programming was 
consistent with the progressivist educational school. The meaning of 
agreement with post-secondary curriculum offerings was less clear Inasmuch 
as SIJ bjects felt that such courses were necessary to all students to advance in 
their education rather than be constrained by artlfic~al, organizational restraints, 
~t woi~ld be possrble to make the argument that this, too, was a progresslvist 
reform Many of the subjects did, in fact, speak to the proposal in terms of 
meetlng student needs. Thus, it IS probably more a progresslvist reform than 
anv other t ~ p p  hl jt tt (q ;~,!c,p D ~ C , \ J  tr C P ~  h i \ ~  41 rnl &Id f 7 \ 1 p v  cnmo 1 7 t h ~ ~  pr11 fn?t -r 
progress, conversely, looks to be an essentialist proposal ~t the heart of the 
essenttalist program are certain skills which all students are expected to master 
Checking for their mastery becomes a critical part of the educational program. 
The only non-essentialist language that came from the subjects on this proposal 
was, in fact, based on the idea that assessment cannot get at all the qualitative 
parts of being a student. Even this speaks less to the desire for assessment of 
skills than to the need for more effective testing instruments and technology. 
The proposal for add~tional staff development is neutral as to an 
educational school The key to preference for any one eduational school is not 
staff development itself but rather the content of the training in the staff 
development. In Chapter IV are listed the spec~f~c staff development programs 
that the subjects described as potentially effective Thus, four subjects who 
menttoned assessment might be said to be consistent wtth the essentralist 
school as did the one who po~nted to outcomes-based education. The two 
subjects who mentioned higher order thinking skllls spoke consrstently with the 
perenrrialist philosophy But, though ~t is possible to interpret each response In 
some fash~on, it IS also the case that no trend toward any of the educational 
schools emerges from the choices presented. 
The final area of agreement, that of disagreement with the longer school 
day and week, is also amb~valent oward commitment to any of the four 
edtlcatlonal schoc,ls School can be extendad to ftlrt%er g n a l ~  c @ P s ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~  
described what sort of goals these should be. 
In summary. it seems that two of the proposals agreed to by the subjects 
were consistent with the progressivist school, two were not necessarily 
consistent with any of the schools, and one was consistent with the essentialist 
school. This breakdown was similar to that found in the paradigm commitment 
results of the Ell. The trend is definitely toward progressivism but not in the 
exclusive manner necessary for a true Kuhnian paradigm. 
Recommendations 
Fourteen recommendations were made as a result of this study. The first 
two recommendations are for further research In the area. The rernalnlng 
twelve are practical recommendations for the handling of the reform proposals 
Included In the three reform in~tiatives Much of the data and commentary 
leadlng up to these twelve recommendations is found in Appendrx G. 
1 Addit~onal research needs to be conducted to analyze the educational 
schools rnto the~r corr~ponent parts and sample agreement wtth those parts 
rather than with 'the school as a whole While this study was able to point to the 
Progress~v~st chool as having rnajor~ty status, areas of d~sagreement w~th 
Progesslvlsm and areas of agreement w~th the other schools 0bvl01Jsly existed 
~ I ~ I C  cornporlerlts wh~ch prevented full paradlgrn agreement Identlfvlncl the We- 
in some meaningful way into a paradigm apart from the four traditional schools. 
Perhaps educators are close to Wme paradigm which includes a majority of the 
components of progresdvsim and some smattering of components usually 
assigned to some of the other schoofs. If these could be identified, some new 
paradigm might emerge. This would eliminate the current possibility that an 
actual paradigm commitment is being confused w~th lack of such commitment 
because of an emphasis on traditional schools rather than the components of 
those schools. Research investigating components rather than whole schools 
would require detailed enatysis of each school into its parts and the 
development of an instrument to test for agreement on these components. Both 
tasks would be, of necessity, difficult but they also seem to represent the next 
logical step in research of educational paradigm commitment. 
2. The second research recommendation IS for on-going sampling of 
educational leaders' perceptions on educat~onal school and reform proposals 
over t ~ m e  This research ident~fied Progressivism as the educat~onal school held 
by the majority of the subjects Nevertheless, certain subjects preferred other 
schools and most subjects accepted other schools in Part These two facts 
eliminate Progressivism as a paradigm among educators at the current t~rne. 
But these responses were just a snapshot of subject views Does the current 
level of acceptance of Progressiv~sm represent a trend toward Progresslvisrn or 
a trend fr0112 P r ~ q r e s ~ l ~ ~ m ?  If ed~~cators  are more Droaresslve ?@da '~  
today, then it would seem that the paradigm debate is simply continuing with 
little hope of re~olution Without longitudinal sampling, no trends of this sort can 
be described. 
Longitudinal sampling of subject responses to the specific reform 
proposals would also be helpful. The proposal for pre-Kindergarten progams is 
instructive. Even though some subjects were still opposed to this idea, general 
agreement among the subjects did exist for pre-K offerings. How does this differ 
,from a decade ago? How does this agreement level compare with 
superintendent's feelings when Kindergartens were first being implemented 
across the country? Each of these questions speaks to the readiness of the 
educational establishment to begin implementing new programs. If readiness, 
represented by agreement of changes in agreement over time, can be 
demonstrated through research, reformers and practitioners will have a more 
productive database on which to base their decisions 
3 Changes in curriculum should be addressed to administrators other 
than superintendents since superintendents do not tend to see curr~culum as a 
d~rect part of the~r espons~blllty. Thus, In the process of reforrrling curriculum, 
the stakeholders that need to be addressed are curriculum directors, principals, 
and teachers 
4 Reformers advocating ungraded primary education need to ~rovrde 
educators with emp~rlcal data suoportlna tbelr Program plans for Its 
5. Reformers advocatin 
proceed by building programs 
experiential versus academic c 
convince the state to financial11 
f~~nding of education, rather th: 
6. The selling of post-sc 
schools is almost complete. A 
super~ntendents through rese: 
upperclassmen can actually bi 
providing these courses with01 
schools. If the financial burde~ 
example, most remaining opp 
7. Major infusions of el 
addit~onal financing and additi 
difference in student achieverr 
technologies wrlt flow into the 
8. Only lime IS require( 
of the new educational standa 
gaining acceptance, though g 
seen as positive by some sub 
performance by many school$ 
district- and building-specific d 
accepted, the state would havt 
differences. Even then, the su 
of the Hornbeck Report. 
9. To bring about addit 
would require little more than 
system of assessment to scho 
more effective assessment bu 
criticized the state for not prov 
and systems to schools. 
10. Since the only factr 
development was finances, th 
ways. First, it can provide ad( 
staff development. Second, it 
percentage of their current bu 
Third, it can change the requk 
(Phaselll) by mandating that : 
development Current provisl 
programming but apparently I 
11. Moving social sen 
acceptable reform a number r 
conditions that could make it more palatable. The other method of increasing its 
acceptance was to put their services under the control of the superintendent but 
that seems unlikely. 
12. Proposals for reforming teacher training programs and staff 
development programs for irr~proving the instructional sk~lls of teacher will be 
likely accepted by lowa superintendents Which reforms to make, possibly the 
more critical questron, was not a part of th~s tudy. 
13. Extending the school year may be an idea whose time is arriving. 
The low tenure group was accepting of the idea and, if the trend continues for 
newer educators being more open to longer school years, soon the field will be 
fllled w~ th  a majority in favor of the idea. Obviously, addlt~onal financing would 
be required for such a proposal, however. Longer school days and weeks w~ll 
be met with very significant resistance among superintendents. 
14. The final recommendation is for the state Department of Education to 
synthesize these three reform initiatives, along with any other initiatives of 
significance in lowa, so that little time is spent advocating overall plans and 
more time is spent advocating individual proposals in a general framework. On 
several occasions, subjects identified themselves with Lepley or Hornbeck or 
the state standards and argued against one of the other initiatives. They did so 
apparently from a premise that the initiatives were mutually exclusive. But, as 
was evident from the discussion of the plans in Chapter 111 ,  many of the 
< 
some agency or group could synthesize these plans, without thereby creating 
yet another plan which was perceived to be in competition with the others, focus 
could be brought onto the actual educational reforms proposed rather than on 
conflicts over general plans. This synthesis is consistent with results of this 
study in that, among all three cohort groups and the group as a whole, there 
was no clear preference for any one of the initiatives over the other two. 
Agreement came on specific reform porposals not on entire initiatives. 
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Educational Ideologies Inventory 
Direct ions 
This test is designed to determine your basic educational philosophy. You are 
aked to respond to each of the 56 statements by making an appropriate mark in 
one of the five response-categories which appear to the right of the statements. 
These indicate the nature of your response (whether it is positive, negative or 
undecided) and the degree (strongly agree, agreed, undecided, disagree, 
strongly disagree). 
If you strongty agree with the statement, make an appropriate mark in space 
If you disagree with the statement, make an appropriate mark in space 
1. t h e  teacher should be more concerned with motivat~ng, with stimulating an 
interest in learning, than with conveying knowledge. 
2 The most valuable type of knowledge is that which involves symbolism and 
abstract thinking. 
3. Open and nonauthoritartan schools give rkse to open and nonauthoritarian 
people. 
4. In the final analysis, human happiness derives from adapting oneself to 
prevailing standards of belief and behavior. 
5. Behavior problems in the classroom generally indicate that the students are 
insufficiently motivated. 
6. Students should be expected to adhere to absolute and enduring moral 
standards which are based on absolute and enduring intellectuai convictions. 
7. The school should encourage an appreciation for time-tested cultural 
institutions, traditions and processes. 
8. The schoo\ should focus on individual and group problem-solving 
procedures. 
9, Seconcjary education should provide the student with an orientation to life in 
general, emphasizing his role as a human being rather than training him for 
any particular social role or position. 
10. Public school teachers should be free to criticize whatever social 
conditions block the fullest realization of rndividual potentialities 
11. The best society is a democratic socialism which seeks the maximum 
degree of social justice for ail. 
12. A deep respect for law and order is the fundamental basis for constructive 
social change. 
13. The schools should place their basic emphasis on man as man; that is on 
the sort of abiding human nature which all individuals share. 
14. Education is essentially its own end; it is life, and is only incidentally a 
preparation for some future course of action. 
15. The schools should emphasize those changes in the present social system 
that are required in order to bring about a more humanistrc and humanizing 
society. 
16. Thinking and learning are basically collective undertakings which 
ordinarily occur in various sorts of group interactions. 
17. Education shou Id be conducted with a full awareness of the fact that 
virtually ail personal beli J is ultimately determined by the sort of 
socioeconomic conditions that prevail within a given culture. 
18. The school should exist primarily to transmit the information and skills that 
children will find necessary in order to survive and succeed within the existing 
social order. 
19. The democratic (majority rule) method is the best means of resolving 
interpersonal differences which do not tend themselves to clear-cut intellectual 
resolution on rat~onal-scientific grounds. 
20. Under present conditions, control over education should be invested in an 
enlightened minority of responsible intellectuals who are capable of 
implementing required social changes through the schools. 
21. The study of philosophy is a very important aspect of proper education. 
22. The school should be commi~nity-centered; it should relfect the needs and 
interests of the locality in which it resides. 
23. The overriding goal of education should be to help students identify. 
preserve, and transmit Truth, the objective meaning of life. 
24. Learning how to think is generally more important than what to think 
25. The basic value of knowledge is its contemporary social utility; knowledge 
is primarily a means of adapting successfully within the existing social order, 
26. The school should restrict itself, insofar as possible, to cultivating the 
intellect, leaving other important aspects of individual development to other 
social institutions, such as the church and the family. 
27. The best way for a person to satisfy his future needs is to learn how to 
resolve his present needs satisfactorily. 
28. Psychotherapy conducted under the auspices of the school is generally a 
disgl-~ised form of social control and conformity training. 
29. Knowledge is ultimately a tool, a means to be used in solving the problems 
of everyday living. 
30. The school should emphasize the present rather than the historical past or 
the anticipated future. 
31 The schools should emphasize the unique personality of each ch~ld. 
adaptlng themselves to the spec~flc nature of each lndiv~dual 
32. The teacher should be a model of intellectual excellence 
33. The secondary schools should stress controversial social problems and 
issues. emphasizing the identification and analysis of underlying values and 
assumptions. 
34. Since truth, value, and human nature are relatively unchanging, the 
curriculum should not ordinarily vary to any signficant extent. 
35. Decisions about the nature and conduct of schooling should be arrived at 
primarily by means of reflective reason (logical analysis) rather than by popular 
opinion or professional expertise. 
36. Intelligent action in pursuit of social justice is the most important 
characteristic of an educated person. 
37. In formal eduation, the cognitive properly takes priority over the affective 
38. We should seize upon the ch~ld's own needs and interests as they occur, 
using them as the basis for modifying instructional programs and practices. 
39. Control over education shc 
educators who have a deep res 
prudent to avoid sudden chang 
40. The teacher sho~lld be a rr 
involvement. 
41. Students should be trainec 
cultural views about the nature 
42. Education should be base 
certainties and on the sort of c 
certainties. 
43. At all ievels, the school sf 
ability to solve his own persor 
44. The secondary school sh 
training which makes them ad 
45. The teacher should be bi 
activities and experiences. 
46. Children should be encouraged to apply relevant classroom learnings to 
the solution of real out-of-school problems by involving themselves in 
community improvement projects, social action movements, and so on. 
47. Education sho~~ ld  stress prudent and responsible action directed toward 
the preservation of existing social institutions. 
48. Schools should be run in a manner consistent with the conventional 
wisdom (the common sense beliefs) of society at large. 
49. The schools should stress the critical analysis and evaluation of prevailing 
social beliefs and behaviors. 
50. Time-tested ideas and practices are a more reliable guide to educational 
activities than those which are grounded in intellectuai speculation. 
51 The best government is a representative democracy founded upon a 
system of free and unhampered economic enterprise. 
52. Education should concentrate on the "generat~ve" subjects. like 
mathematics and language, which create the sort of intellectual potential which 
allows the student to deal more effectively w~th Increasingly more difficult 
realms of experience. 
53. The fullest realization of human happi 
new and more person-centered social ins1 
54. The schools should encourage studer 
need for particular kinds of liberalizing soc 
55 At the secondary level, general evalu 
essay-type examinations) are ordinarily bf 
content (as in objective-type exammation: 
56. The schools should emphasize cultul 
they should encourage only changes whi 
established social order. 
Scoring Key (Educational ldec 
Perennialism 
Essentialism 
Progressivism 
Social Reconstructionisr 
Scoring Key (Numerical Score 
Strongly Agree 
Agree 
Undecided 
Disagree 
Strongly Disagree 
Total Score: 
for purposes of this study, the paradigni with the highest score, will be 
considered the paradigm of this subject. Therefore, this subject is a 
These scores will then be charted for each subject. 
Semi-structured Inventory: Verific 
Educational Ideologies Inventory 
Thank you, 
today. For the first part of this me 
your school district. (The questior 
questions exploring the rationale , 
1. Tell me about the last curriculi 
involved in. 
2. Why did you make that par tic^ 
3. Let me give you, then, a hypo1 
four different social studies currjc 
school district. Which would you 
A) The first is student-cen 
which will be of intri 
in the future. (Prog~ 
B) The second emphasizc 
they can become in 
Reconstructionism) 
C )  The third attempts to rt 
heritage of Westerr 
D) The final curriculum p: 
conservative objecl 
(Essentialism) 
4. When you agreed to the 1991 
components of that plan led you 
5. What is it about those cor~po 
6. Could you describe for me a I 
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development? 
9. Back to another hypothetical situation This time I'd like you to select one 
staff development program out of four possibilities. 
A) A program training teachers to lead Great Books discussions. 
(Perennialism) 
B) A program training teachers to teach students how to challenge the 
beliefs. norms. and institutions of their society and heritage. 
(Social Reconstructionism) 
C) A program training teachers to break instruction down into very 
specific parts, each definable and sometimes dependent upon 
rote memorization. (Essentialism) 
D) A program training teachers to better teach to the ind~vidual learning 
styles and needs of students. (Progressivism) 
10. What was it about the last teacher you h~red that most convinced you to 
err~ploy that particular person for the position? 
11. Why is that so important in a teacher? 
12. Of these four characteristics of a teacher, then, which is most important? 
A. Positive ability to work with kids. (Progressivism) 
B. Thorough mastery of content. (Essentialism) 
C. Personal belief in radicalism or at least far-left liberal~sm. 
(Social Reconstructionism) 
D. Personal belief that certain unde~i~able truths must be taught in 
schools. (Perennialism) 
Semi-structured Inventory: Verification of Ability to Act in Manner Consistent 
with Beliefs in Current Educational Setting 
With that , 1 have just three more questions. Each of these deal 
with your experience with the district your are currently serving. 
1. What educational changes have you made at your current district? 
2. Do you feel you have had support for these changes7 
3. What changes haven't you made because you feel you couldn't get support? 
4. Finally, what changes have you been asked to make that you disagreed 
with? 
Semi-structured Interview Questions 
Now what I would like to do is simply ask you some questions so that I can get 
your views on some educational issues. (Some questions are followed by a 
parapharase of the question in case the subject asks for a restatment of the 
questions.) 
1. To begin with, how would you describe the appropriate curriculum for a K-12 
school? (What should students be taught in school?) 
2. Some educators today are suggesting today that schools. especially 
elementary schools, stop organizing instruction by grade level and instead 
organize by student educational needs. What do you think of such an idea? 
3. Should the school be involved in educating children younger than 
Kindergarten age? 
4. What about offering courses for college credit to upper classmen in the high 
~ ~ h 0 0 l ?  
5. Will educational technology radically change the nature of education in 
schools? 
6. How do you feel about state mandates on education In general? (Do state 
mandates help improve education or do they take away from proper local 
control of education? Can you explain what you mean?) 
7.  Do you feel that we are sufficiently assessing or measuring student progress 
in school today? 
Should we be doing more or something different than the Iowa Tests of Basic 
Skills? 
8 Are staff development programs ~mportant for the teaching staff of schools? 
What klnd of staff development program do you think schools need? 
9. Due to the many social problems that are affect~ng chrldren today, some 
people are suggesting that social service agencies and other community 
~ E W U ~ C ~ C  b~ ~ ! \ ~ P I - I  ~ ~ ~ r ; t t t p f l  qnare 1r-1 the ?rho01 Ac~(r.rrri-!  th2+ 1 1 7 ~  b-? 
9. Do you think most teachers have the instructional skills to meet the needs of 
students who can be reached educationally? If not, how can this situation be 
improved? 
10. Would you support a longer school year? 
Would you support a longer school day? 
Would you support a six day week? 
Appendix E 
Responses to Data Set 3 
Data set 3 was intended to investigate the degree to which the 
superintendents in this Study perceived that they could act consistently 
their beliefs in their current educations setting. This appendix communicates 
their responses in detail. 
Questions 1 and 2 asked: "What educational changes have you made at 
this district?" and "Have you had support for those changes?" To the first 
question, the responses varied from the highly concrete changes such as hiring 
new administrators, establishing curriculum review cycles, altering teacher 
evaluation systems, moving towards new educational programming such as 
whole language, outcomes-based education, etc., adding college courses on 
site, purchasing technology systems for classrooms, putting d~str~ct finances on 
a line item budget, sharing services with a community college, restructuring the 
school calendar to include a May Term, redrawing attendance boundaries for 
an elementary school, establishing a middle school, combining a 1st and 2nd 
grade classroom, moving back to a graded system f r ~ m  an ungraded system, 
com bining two elementary schools. passlng bond Issues, adding a preschool 
program and changng the social studies curriculum. to rtore PervasJve but 
less tangible changes such as establishing hjgher expectations for students. 
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administators and board members, being more positive, and instilling ideas of 
accountability in teachers. Three subjects offered no answer. With secondary 
questioning, made possible and necessary from obvious changes to their 
district during their tenure made manifest in earlier questioning from data set 2, 
however, it became clear that these three were simply attaching the crsdit for 
these changes to their organizational subordinates. Stated one high tenure 
superintendent from a district in excess of 3000 students, "The answer to that is 
none. I have really done nothing in that regard. It has come from the people in 
the system. I have never gone out and said this is what we're going to change 
I think I have given people the opportunity to be what they could be, the ability 
to make mistakes. And hopefully support them.'"ll, through one method or 
another, had felt they had made changes to their systems. 
The second question: "'Have you had support for those changes?" was 
srmilarly aff~rmatively answered. Each subject felt that they had support, varying 
in strength only, for those changes they had already made and wo~lld be 
making in their dtstrict 
Unattempted change was the subject of the third question: "Are there 
changes you would make at your d~strict but feel YOU could not get the Su~Pofl 
for those changes?" For 16 subjects, the answer Was simply a negative ,411 the 
changes they wished to pursue were being pursued, with support the 
rPma,rrlnn +,-,, ,ytDnt, cl l b lpp t~  tbplr ~r ippt l f l rat~nra ~f dpqlr~C"j hi 
they had pursued things without success. Ten indicated that the change would 
still be pursued, i.e. that the conditions were not yet right for the change but that 
eventually the goal would be obtained. Stated one low tenure superintendent 
in a district of 900, in regard to desired changes in Phase III, "But we're getting 
there. I'm not getting there as fast as I want to get there. That would be the only 
one." Three of the remaining subjects told of changes they would like which 
were more pie-in-the-sky changes that they desired but for which massive 
educational change would have to occur. These included year-round 
schooling, a 5Qoh cut in student to teacher ratios, and a complete exemption 
from state standards. The fact that these changes were not being made in their 
districts had llttle or nothing to do with the inability of the s~~perintendent to 
make change consistent with their belief system. The final subject, a low tenure 
superintendent In a dlstr~ct of 300, stated that her only d~fference w~th the board 
had been the~r decision to put celllng fans In a l~brary when she had 
recommended air cond~t~onlng She added "I guess I was bastcally the leader 
rn educational changes and I was gotng so fast, they had trouble keep~ng up 
wrth rt so rt was more therr reaction to my suggestions than anythrng " From 
these responses, ~t seemed qulte clear that the subjects felt enough supporl In 
thelr pos~tion to act in a manner consistent wlth the~r bellefs 
The f~nal qvest~on designed to get at that consistency between bellef and 
unqualified affirmative response would call into question the respondent's 
answer to the experiential questions in data set 2 because it would indicate that 
the subject sometimes acts in ways inconsistent with beliefs. The clear finding 
from this question was that the subjects would not or did not tolerate such 
unpalatable directives. Twenty-eight respondents stated that they had never 
received directives to act in such a manner. The two that had clearly rndicated 
that they had received pressure from board members to act in such a way but 
had not done so. One involved implementing a discipline system which did not 
include student due process and the other involved hiring a teacher primarily 
because of coaching ceritification. The results of this question were especially 
clear, and in agreement with the other three, in demonstrating that the thirty 
subjects did feel that their actions were not ~nconsistent with their educational 
belief system. 
One possib~lity for incongruence between belief and action remains, 
however. Psychologists L. Festinger, in his work, Coqnitive consequences of 
forced compliance (1 959), described the phenomenon of cognitive dissonance, 
which has potential appicat~on here. Cognitive dissonance IS the mental 
tens~on which results when a person realizes he has scted In a way 
inconsistent with a personal belief. Festinger, for example, conducted studies 
In which subjects were asked to do monotonous and manifestly po~ntless tasks 
and t h e n  were rewarded In v;ir?/lna r l ~ a r p e ~  'nr t h p l r  rpr fnrq3qqn '"h2' 
difficulty justifying their behavior in terms 
developed cognitive dissonance. Their s 
about the task. In his study and later stuc 
(1 977), it was f o ~ ~ n d  that cognitive disson 
change when the subject had a choice in 
consequence to others, and when the su 
responsibility for the action 
The concern that this raises for thi 
superintendent could be acting in a man1 
because of forces or individuals acting a! 
cognitive dissonance, be changing his a1 
thusperceiving himself to be acting on hi: 
some of these subjects have been acting 
belrefs but, due to cognitive dissonance, 
study, however, little can be said except 
no way of determining its existence or f r ~  
beyond thepossible threat of cognitive d 
themselves to act cons~stently with their 
Appendix F 
Responses to Data Set 2 
Figure 3 allows the inference that data set 2 confirms the Progressive 
stance expressed by the subjects on the Ell. Even the two subjects with 
technically inconsistent responses were orlly mildly at odds with their beliefs 
inasmuch as the Progressive scale came in a strong second to the Essential 
scale. That being said, it is still necessary to explain the method of scoring the 
responses in data set 2. 
Initialiy, the Ell results were tabulated. This was a simple quantifiable 
task related in Chapter I I I  and Appendix A. These results were then compared 
to the hypothetical questions and the experiential questions. Hypothetical 
responses on curriculum, staff development, and teacher hiring were coded 
according to the 'answer' key included at the end of each hypothetical response 
in Appendix B, These three responses were collected and the modal response 
category was accepted as that subject's educational school according to 
hypothetical question selection. 
The experlentla1 questions were more difficult to code. The four 
responses of the subjects on the areas of curriculum, Phase Ill, staff 
development, and teacher hiring were compared to the four discipl~nary 
matrices of the four educational schools. These discrplknary matrices are found 
In Chapter 2 Aga~n, the four reponses were collected and the modal response 
questions and experience-based questions, every subject responded in a 
fashion consistent with the Progressive school. 
In the coding of the experiential questions, it quickly became evident that 
the strength of the questions, their attachment to actual behavior in educational 
situations, also created two major weaknesses, the subjectivity which entered 
into the coding of the responses and the inability of the interviewer to 
consistently solicit information from the subject which was relevant to the 
educational schools in question. At times, subjects responded in each of the 
four question areas with information irrelevant to educational schools. The 
most productive question area, teacher hiring, produced twenty-two codable 
responses. The least productive question area, Phase I I I, produced only five. 
The question areas of curriculum and staff development produced 18 and 13 
codable responses, respectively. Probably more piloting should have been 
initiated with these questions before the study began to insure that the subjects' 
responses would produce codable results Phase Ill was a part~cularly poor 
choice Because it is a relatively new program in the state of Iowa and 
something every superintendent would have to deal with, it was expected that tt 
W O I J ~ ~  yield plentiful results, In fact, no hypothetical question was poss~ble, as 
explained above, and the experiential question was typically responded to in 
one of the three follow~ng way (quotes are followed by the identifiers of school 
dislrtct ~ 1 7 ~  In t p r ~ c  f i+  ~p11ndpTf ntjtmbpr pf .tr!d~~ltc; . I Q ~  +-P"'.? 7' 
our board over here was receptive to the idea tha' 
majority, underpaid. And so this was a method 01 
(800, Low tenure) 
2. "Weti, I really didn't approve it. The B o a  
The plan that we have arrived at as a result of an 
does not include me in anything other than listeni 
3. "The thing that I find in the plan whtch w 
thought would be a great plan, was the fact that tl 
of hoops that everybody has to jump through anc 
the same. .... The membership (teacher associa 
stipend, period ." (900, High Tenure) 
There is little doubt that these superintend 
actual reactions to Phase I11 but these reactions c 
added compensation, as a process from which tt 
and as a program with high intentions thwarted t 
others, really have little relevance to the educatir 
responses were given, to varying degrees as no' 
areas. Often, the response was so strarghtforwa 
productive because the real and entire amwer h 
Nevertheless, roughly one-half of subject 
Progressive response. 
2. "We initiated a problem-solving class. 
solving class in our industrial technology area wR 
problems and they brainstorm and experiment an 
(1 500, Low Tenure) Progressive Response. 
3. "You know we just aren't, we aren't pro1 
competitive, to meet the competition that's out the 
at the skills required of a graduate ...." (500, Modt 
Response. 
Thus, data set 2 indicates that the respons 
Ideologies Inventory were not divorced from subj 
choice selection responses to hypothetical quest 
behavior was consistent with subject responses c 
A~pendix G 
Data Set 4 Responses 
The material contained in this appendix includes the conclusjons on ~ ~ 1 1  
Hypothesis 8 along with a large amount of the data to support those 
conclusions. 
K-12 Curriculum Offerinqs: One of the hazards of open-ended interview 
questions is that responses w~ll  be varied and thus defy easy categorizat~on. 
The K- 1 2 curriculum question was. "...how would you describe the appropriate 
curriculum for a K-12 school?'ln some cases, additional probing questions 
were asked of the subjects and in other cases, the subjects themselves asked 
clarifying questions. Rather than attempt to solicit responses in simple groups, 
this question was deliberately open-ended so that it would represent their views 
and not a s~mple selection between extant alternatives. 
Nevertheless, some grouping of responses was possible. Including a 
miscellaneous category, the responses fell into six  TOL LIPS: 
1. Basic Curriculum with ~nclusion of critical thinking sk~lls, self esteem 
concerns, and new trends--8 subjects 
...I think the components of a K-12 curric~~lum not only have to 
have the basic ingredients of common learrling .. But I think it 
also should be l~ighly designed to stretch the k ~ d  to their limits as 
Well, of cours 
core requiren 
have to meet 
in robotics, st 
2. Curriculum that i 
subjects 
I guess I feel 
the state reqi 
education tha 
district, either 
words, or an 
to attend a cc 
education at I 
3. Ctrrricul~~m that n 
Just whateve~ 
d~fferent in dil 
4. Comprehensive 
t guess first y 
some of the tl 
education, a 
thrust right nc 
need to have 
6. Miscellaneo~~s (C 
curricular, an1 
at elementar) 
survival ski1 Is 
Matches its o 
as the ACT; E 
involvement, 
subjects 
On this question, tht 
idea that the curriculum shl 
group was most concernec 
other curriculum areas foll~ 
School Orqanization: Thi 
responses than the one or 
"Some educators today arc 
schools, stop organizing in 
student educational needs 
this narrower questron wer 
should be restricted to elementary schools. (500. Moderate Tenure) 
Iqm very in favor of it. I think we've really gone well beyond the 
need for chronological mOV~men1 of students through the system ~ 1 1  
kids learn at different rates. Schools are no longer responsible to 
and select. The bell curve is not as good as it once was to determine 
the high achievers, the middle of the pack, and the people that can go to 
the factory floor. Because we don't need people to go to the factory floor 
it appears. And we need them less and less. The concept of the J curve 
supports the notion of varying time. The variable is the amount of time it 
takes to learn a concept, not that some kids will learn the concept and 
some kids won't. So I'm very strongly in favor of the J curve which would 
require a change in how we structure grade and chronological 
assignment to a content level. (1 400, Moderate Tenure) 
2. Agree but with certain conditions--9 subjects 
f he conditions these nine subjects put forth as prerequisite to their 
agreement with ungraded primary education included. long-term need 
for educating the public before it begins, teacher agreement with the 
concept, provisions for dealing with the social development of the 
in this system, need for a posteriori evidence that the system 
work, and the need for a graded system along side the ungraded 
it was a good idea and went through the process of teaching the 
community why it's good ... (900, Low Tenure) 
I see the disadvantage of that asthe social development.,.. So if we can 
do that and figure out some way to socially bring them along, great..-. 
(500, Moderate Tenure) 
3. Ambivalent about the idea---/ subjects 
I have some ambivalent feelings. I don't have a strong bias either way 
.... I don't think 'the organizational structure is nearly as critical as the 
methodology of instruction and the way we approach teaching and 
learning. (7000, High Tenure) 
I could (agree) if I co~lld see evidence that it was the thing to do, that 
S C ~ O O ~ S ,  pilot schools perhaps were doing it and if we could see the 
results, then I might be interested in it .... I'd probably stay a little bit in 
reluctance to start with un1:il I could see more results, (500, Moderate 
Tenure) 
4. Disagree with ungraded primary education--6 subjects The reasons 
for disagreement with ungraded primary education included a 
preference for mainstreamlng, a concern for the slower achieving 
student, a concern for students who move into or out of the system from 
or into a more traditional system, and a perception that an ungraded 
system 1s jnnprpsqar\, to meet f h ~  1 ~ 4 9  01 1 ~ d 1 \ / f ~ ~ ~ '  c t l d ~ ~ + ~  
there is a good many things that theoretically ought to work well and 
don't. (900, High Tenure) 
Well, we've discussed that here and I guess we have some concerns 
in that the brighter and the more self-motivated students, I think, benefit 
from that and I think you might have a tendency to leave lesser 
motivated, less capable students in the dust in that type of framework. 
(2800, Low Tenure) 
5. No response--1 subject 
On this question, the low and high tenure groups responded fairly evenly in all 
of the first four response categories. They seemed equally like to agree, agree 
with conditions, be ambivalent, or disagree. The moderate tenure group, 
however, either agreed or agreed with certain conditions. As such, this group 
seemed most open to this fairly radical educat~onal reform. 
Pre-Kinderqarten Education: Like the question above, this top~c was put to the 
subject in order to solicit fairly narrow response alternatives. The question 
was. "Should the school be involved in educating children younger than 
Kindergarten age?" The responses fell into the following groups' 
1 Agree with pre-Kindergarten education--9 subjects 
I'm somewhat of an unusual conservative because I feel it's just like 
prenatal care for women I thnk that we have living poor in the United 
par\, - -  .*.d 0 .C,4 ' L .  - 7-J ' - - I- ' 
Low Tenure) 
... if we can attack those (problems) early, during that 3 to 8 year-old 
(interval), to me that is where the biggest learning traits take place. 
(700, High Tenure) 
2. Agree but only under certain conditions--14 subjects Two of the most 
significant of these conditions were proper financing from .the state of 
pre-Kindergarten education and proper approach to student learning, i.e. 
an experiential rather than an acaderr~ic urriculum. Other concerns 
included that society was forcing it on the schools, that the schools had a 
lack of space, that it depended on conimunity need, that it was of dubious 
educational value, and that it not be offered to students below the age of 
four 
I think it's time that our state legislature fund that to the point where it can 
be made available to all kids. Right now, those parents who can afford to 
send them to a private pre-school will do that The handicapped get 
served The general public we should probably be serving at this 
school but the funds are just not there We won't do it . until we get 
index money to do i t  (500. Moderate Tenure) 
The pre-Kindergaflen people want social skills and go that Way. I'm not 
much for the early learnkng class or early read~ng classes and that type of 
reading and that's what I want for my child.' And I don't see that as the 
most important. (400. Low Tenure) 
3. Ambivalent about Pre-Kindergarten education--1 subject 
... basically I tliir~k it could be good but I don't want to ... I don't know when 
you quit. Or when you should start. If the parents are doing nothing 
more than taking them to a babysitter, 1 think the school should have 
them. I think if the parents are spending quality time with the kids, they 
should have them. So I'm hedging on that one depending on the parent 
and the kid and the circumstances. (900, Low Tenure) 
4. Disagree with Pre-Kindergarten education--6 subjects Reasons for 
disagreement included the beliefs that the school should not be asked 
to solve all of society's problems especia.lly those that belong to parents, 
and that children should not be taken from their parents for formal 
learning earlier than age five. 
I don't think the school system can solve all of the social problems. 
(700, Low Tenure) 
Our soc~ety is taking our kids away . too early already (600, Low 
Tenure) 
On this question each of the tenure cohort groups diffeied substantial!v 
and disagreement The high tenure group, somewhat anti-intuitively, was 
almost unanimous in their agreement with and without conditions. 
post-Secondary Curriculum Offerinqs: This question also solicited fairly narrow 
response alternatives. The question was: "What about offering courses for 
college credit to upper classmen in the high school?" The responses fell into 
the following groups: 
1. Agree with post-secondary curriculum offerings-18 subjects 
I think it's an excellent idea. I think ~t allows those kids to go ahead and 
flourish rather than try and maintain them with a proscribed curriculum 
that you have. Or what you have for availability becal~se of teachers. 
I've got kids that graduate with fifteen hours. (400, Moderate Tenure) 
Yes, I'm one administrator that does favor that. I think that many times 
we have students that languish in their junior-senior years of high school 
and sometimes I think actually we lose those kids. Because of the 
boredom and because of the lack of challenge, it seems like they 
become out of touch with education and then some of those kids either 
quit school at the secondary level or never attend higher education. 
(900, Moderate Tenure) 
2. Agree but only under certa~n conditions--7 subjects 
Superintendents would agree to post-secondary curriculum offerings as 
long as they did not financially burden the school, the extant C U ~ ~ I C U ~ U ~  
personnel was available to staff the courses, and it did not lead to a 
system of tracking. 
. I  SuPPod that idea if it does not cause the old concept of tracking to find 
its way back into school which I have some concerns about that 
developing because, in the end, we have that level courses. You could 
eventually ... the whole scheduling becomes more complicated and 
difficult to put together than the subjects where they are not specifically 
tracked in those subjects. ( I  700, High Tenure) 
I think it's fine. I have no problems with it. I do have a little problem, 
philosophically, with the concept of students receiving credit for both 
high school and college for the same course. But I think having access 
to those kinds of programs is fine. (700, Moderate Tenure) 
3 Ambivalent about post-secondary curriculuni offerings--3 subjects 
These superintendents were unsure of the idea because of they were 
concerned what effect it would have on current advanced h~gh school 
courses or because they did not understand what effect it would have 
on Advanced Placement courses. 
If the schools don't offer the advanced C U ~ ~ ~ C U I U ~  necessary for students 
to pursue other areas of interest and expedise good enough in those 
areas, then yes it should be done (1200, Low Tenure) 
These subjects believe that offering such courses would push students 
too far too early. 
I think we're forcing kids 10 go 100 far too quick. We never allow kids to 
be kids. . . . . I'm not really for it. (600, Moderate Tenure) 
We'll be able to do that kind of thing but I think there's very few high 
school kids that are ready for that and who should be subjected to that 
unless it's a watered-down college course. (600, Low Tenure) 
On this curriculurn change, as was apparent from the numbers above, 
the subjects were basically favorable. Twenty-five of the subjects were in favor 
of the courses, at least under some conditions. Most favorable, however, were 
the subjects in the moderate tenure group. The low tenure group was more 
split between agreement, ambivalence, and disagreement The high tenure 
group was willing to accept the reform but was most ltkely to insist upon certain 
conditions. 
Educational Technoloqv: This question was included because many reformers 
are pointing towards the major impact of new technologies on the changing 
face of education, The question was: " Will educational technology radically 
change the nature of education in schools?" The responses fell into categories 
similar to those in the last few questions: 
1 Agree, it will radically change the nature of education in ~~h0o ls - -12  
going to be something bigger and better coming along. I have no idea 
what it is, and I think it all reflects on the world of business, though. 
(700, Low Tenure) 
I think that what schools are starling to do today in the area of 
has only scratched the surface of the tip of iceberg. I think 
what we see will be happening in school in say the year 2050 hasn't 
even been thought up yet. And I think this is one area of education that's 
going to totally change what we're doing now and what we're going to be 
doing in the future. (400, High Tenure) 
2. Agree, it will radically change the nature of education in schools but 
only if certain conditions are met--3 subjects. 
The only condition mentioned by the three subjects was the ability and 
willingness of teachers and administrators to change so that the relevant 
technologies could have an effect. 
I think our biggest hand-up right now is that adrninistratlon and teachers 
not knowing or understand~ng the technology and utllizlng it (600. High 
Tenure) 
~f you're going to have (a) successful technology Program, the teachers 
need to be willing to change the Way she organizes the classl the 
classroom structure . (1 700. High Tenure) 
all mentioned financial constraints as being the primary reason for the 
slowing of the advance of educational technology into the classroom. 
The limitation that I see there is money. And speaking as an 
administrator, I just feel that we are so limited in our resources and our 
ability to acquire 'the needed technology to teach our students that I don't 
think it will have the impact it should. (900, Moderate Tenure) 
We don't have the money for it. We don't have enough computers. We 
don't have any TV dishes. And I don? know whether we will. (900, High 
Tenure) 
4 Disagree, it will not radically change the nature of education in 
schools--9 subjects. 
The feeling of these subjects was that technology would s~mply be 
another tool for educators and/or that educat~on was not the sort of 
endeavor that could be radically changed. 
There's been a lot of talk about it, a lot of hoopla. I don't believe it has 
currently modified education as much as everyone thought it would We 
have in our system right now. probably 100 some computers. Really 
they're only a tool. . (1 200. LOW Tenure) 
No, I don't think it's going to radically affect the way we teach in schools 
eftectively if we choose to. It's another we might use to move closer to 
the J curve and further away from the bell curve. What does 
revolutionize education? I mean this social institution doesn't change 
very rapidly, in all honesty. We're more like we were 50 years ago 
than we're different. You know, the chalk may have become a magic 
marker but it's still exactly the same concept. The same thing we said 
about modern math and moving from phonics to site words and all kinds 
of things that every once in a while we forget that Socrates understood 
to be the key to education and that was the interaction between people. 
And to a certain extent, that is never going to change. That computer 
cannot ... can't do that for a person. I can offer an awful lot of content but 
it can't offer the human dimension that this business is so dependent 
upon. (1 400, Moderate Tenure) 
The majority of the moderate tenure group was in agreement that 
educational technology would radically affect educat~on.The low and high 
tenure groups were more skeptical with roughly half agreeing if certain 
condit~ons were met and the other half simply arnb~valent or drsagree~ng with 
the notion. 
Locus of Control: This question, wh~ch dealt primarily with the new state 
standards but peripherally w~th the Hornbeck proposals on a removal of those 
standards, brought out some sp~r~ted responses from the super~ntendents But, 
" - 4 - 4 ,  z -  
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I think they're good in the fact that they cause us to have a standard to 
by ...to make sure that we are toeing the mark. (500, Moderate Tenure) 
We keep talking about what should students know. What should they be 
able to do? And yet there is no move(ment) that I know of where we 
nationally are trying to set up and to determine and to establish what it is 
that kids ought to know in the classroom. Certainly if we're going to 
prepare kids for a world of work, prepare them so they can go to 
California or Louisiana or Virginia or Alaska or anyplace else, there are 
some certain skills that are identical that are needed in all those states to 
do the same job. .... Until you get educators off their soapbox saying, 'We 
want to determine locally what's best for kids,' we're barking up the 
wrong tree. You know we talk about autonomy and determining our own 
destiny and we completely ignore the fact that it isn't us that's important. 
It's the kids and what they know when they get out because we have no 
idea how to predict where they're going to be in the world And all we're 
doing is preserving our own autonomy to say what we th~nk these kids 
ought to know, here and now. And that's ridiculous. (900, High Tenure) 
My personal feeling is that in any business or profession. and we're in a 
big business, you ought to have certain standards. .. Unfortunately, In 
0 ° F  history, sometimes if you don't require snmPnnn t c  " 0  1' t9pv1re n01 
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I have no problems with North Central Accreditation requiring school 
districts to do certain things because if you don't establish some 
standards or level of competency, some people are not going to even 
attempt to do the best job they can and, as a result, people are going to 
get hurt. And it's kids we're going to be hurting. (400, High Tenure) 
2. Agree with the standards but only under certain conditions. These 
conditions included that the standards cover only the core curr~culum, 
that the standards not include the vocational education standard, that 
the standards are not being enforced, and that the standards are not 
sufficiently funded by the state 
I can agree with the state mandates. . . What is happening is sometimes 
we do not have the dollars to go along with it and we need those dollars 
to go along with it to support that type of program. (600. High Tenure) 
However, I th~nk that outside the core curriculum the local school district 
should know best what their students need. And that is what they should 
be able to offer. (700, Low Tenure) 
3 Ambivalent about the new state standards--5 subjects 
I th~nk there's a lot of things in there that aren't bad. They're pretty 
educational ideas (But) I th~nk in many cases they have created 
additional paperwork for what we're already doing in education 
f f 7' 
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mandating have to be in the schools, then I don't have any problem with 
that.. . . If it's just a professed self-interest because of the legislator 
thinking that this would be good, those types of things, then I don't care 
for them ... I somewhat see it as local control but I also see it that some 
local schools would do nothing different if the state didn't sometimes 
come in and tell them that they had to do some things different. (400, 
Moderate Tenure) 
4, Disagree with new state standards-1 2 subjects 
Reasons for disagreement included a lack of need for the new standards, 
the impotence of the standards to cause real educational improvement, 
the perception that the manifest reason for the standards was to close 
small schools, the excessive number of standards, the inefficiency of 
state mandates applied to local situations, and the attention to meeting 
standards rather than sewing students. 
..I think sometimes that instead of mandating n~~merical standards, we'd 
do better to look at underlying causes, I th~nk, and attack problems 
through programs. I really don't believe that increasing t h e  number of 
required courses will necessarily pos~tlveiy effect the entire student 
body. (1 200, Low Tenure) 
I think o p p  nf t h p  d f imhaq t  f b ~ o n r  fha q + q 4 0  - -1-1- 
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education. I can no longer put up with all of this crap they are coming up 
with. I am really having problems with it. Proliferation of committees. 
We're getting to the place that we're not going to have ... we're going to go 
beyond democracy We're heading to no government. We're getting to 
the place that the control of the schools is in no one's hands. .... Though 
now they come out and say we will have an advisory committee and it 
will include those people. For your multi-categorical, multi-ethnic, non 
-cultural, multi-sexist, or whatever, you are going to have these people 
on that committee and you are going to have that committee. It goes on 
and on Til Finally, we're getting to the place that what we are doing is 
running around meeting with people and don't have a whole lot of time to 
work with kids. We are getting a lot of tired teachers. (3400, High 
Tenure) 
Even though almost half of the subjects disagreed with the standards. 
only two of these agreed with the Hornbeck proposal of having no standards 
but only outcome objectives, Disagreement with this idea came primarily from 
suspicion towards the state's ability to compensate for distr~ct cond~tions when 
applying the outcome standards, the fear of punishment for failure to meet the 
outcomes, and a frustration with the ldea of dropping the standards so soon 
after the new standards were implemented 
percentage of low income, and often times in those low income areas, 
they do not have the motivation toward educalion. .... And you've got to 
take into account the raw product when you talk about outcomes. (1300. 
High Tenure) 
The penalty thing does bother me. I think there are some other things 
that could be done. (400, Low Tenure) 
Well, I think it was kind of unfortunate that they came in right after all 
these standards had been put in place and people have spent 
thousands of dollars and hours and hours doing that and all of a sudden 
they want to throw it all out. (300, Low Tenure) 
Among the three tenure cohorts, only the high tenure group was strongly 
biased and that was towards disagreement with the state standards. No 
observable trends among the three grolJps existed in the perceptions 
of the Hornbeck proposals. 
Assessment of Student Prowess: Since all three reform proposals had 
add~tional or different assessment systems as major parts of the~r content, a 
quest~on on assessment of student progress was included: Th~s question was. 
"Do you feel that we are sufficiently assessing or measuring student progress in 
school today?" Anti-intuitively, responses which proposed that new or 
-, .P ,J I ' r2 3 r) 
1. Agree that new or different assessment is needed in schools--24 
subjects. 
AS I go through our school. I think we could do a better job of assessing 
performance. I think we need to come up with better methods of 
assessing kids' performance. I don't think we've really perfected that yet 
that we really can't assess the performance of each and every kid we 
have in school. (500, Moderate Tenure) 
We're not doing a very good job of assessing student performance 
because it's again a very, very complex undertaking. And the tools that 
we have to analyze student performance, even though they're better than 
they were 20 years ago, are not very precise. And there are a lot of 
things extremely important to student achievement that they simply don't 
mention. It's like saying you can measure the heart of a great athlete. 
No, you can't measure the heart of a great athlete. There's some things 
that are going to defy our best attempts because, agatn, this is a person 
to person business and there's a lot of unquantifiable stuff that goes into 
the whole process of education And I think you've even got to be careful 
about relying only on quantification of student learning outcomes. You 
know we can design all sorts of measures to measure things about 
student achievement, but there's still going to be all kinds of problems 
~ s c i r e  The 
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on. Program improvements on, they're doing a real disservice so you've 
got to be really careful. I like what Pat Dolan says. He's out of Kansas 
City. ... he's involved with the ISEA leadership conferences in Iowa this 
past year. A real good example, I think, of the danger of quantifying lots 
of things in public schools. He reminded us several times of the way we 
quantified war results from the Vietnam War. Up until the day the last 
helicopter flew out of Saigon, the body counts were in our favor. But we 
were tosing the war. In public education, and I think he's right on target, 
we have to be careful about trying to manage public education like we 
manage this country and that's on quarterly reports that are numbers 
crunched by experts, Rather than short term ... short term, quantitative, 
we need to make sure we have a good balance with long term, 
qualitative. And long term qualitative is a measurement challenge. Now 
you're talking about opinion surveys, you're talking about attitude, you're 
talking about satisfaction. Those are a lot more difficult to quantify but it 
can be done. ( I  400, Moderate Tenure) 
2. Ambivalent about the need for new and additional assessment of 
student progress--2 subjects 
In some cases, we are over-assessing In some cases. there is over- 
) -,me an3 it 
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subjeds. The basic reasons for disagreement w~th additional or new 
assessment were the feeling that the calls for assessment are designed 
to solve problems Iowa doesn't have and that additional assessment will 
not be put to any productive use. 
I think we're doing a pretty good job .. . .  I hear all these kinds of things 
and what I feel is all these national things are being picked up by every- 
body including Iowa and we don't have the problems that they have in 
other places. (600, Low Tenure) 
I think we do a lot of measuring of student progress in schools. .... I think 
we should do something with these results. What do you do and the 
same thing applies through that we end up having teachers get more 
quizzes in a class and you end up having all but three krds doing well on 
the quiz. What do you do with those three kids? Do you move on to the 
next page or whatever they're at or do you make sure those kids are 
brought along? (600, High Tenure) 
Since twenty-four of the thirty subjects agreed with the need for new or 
additional assessments, the majority of each tenure group was also in 
agreement. However, the entire moderate tenure cohort was in 
agreement while fewer in the low and high tenure cohorts were in agreement 
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The first Pafl simply asked the importance of staff development and the second 
asked for specific, valuable staff development programs. The questions were 
"Are staff development programs important for the teaching staff of schools? 
and "What kind of staff development programs do you think schools need?" 
None of the subjects disagreed with the idea that staff development programs 
were important. Thus, subjects agreed, agreed with certain conditions, or were 
am bivalent. 
1. Agreed that staff development programs are important for the teaching 
staff of schools--21 subjects. Among these subjects, the point that staff 
development must be an on-going process was made by many of the 
superintendents. 
A district that doesn't have staff development is in the Dark Ages. And 
there is a difference between staff development as I would define, 
between staff development and in-service. Because staff development is 
an on-going process where teachers are really assisted in improving 
.their skills, as differentiated from in-service which is a one-time shot 
at something. ( 1500, Low Tenure) 
I think that a district does need to look at what they're trying to do, look at 
it over several years, develop a long range plan for staff development. 
* ' reeds to 
2. Agree that Staff Development is Important but under certain 
conditions--8 subjects. These eight subjects were adamant that staff 
development was a very important part of the educational program but 
also felt that certain conditions had to exist to make that staff 
development productive. The most prevalent condition was that of 
adequate finances and time. Five of these superintendents did not feel 
that current allowances of money and time made productive staff 
development possible. Of the other three, one felt that staff development 
was an individual responsibility rather than a district responsibility, one 
felt that staff development programs needed the collective support of the 
entire staff and that it was not possible, and one felt that it was important 
but that it was already taking too much time away from instruction of 
students. 
"Oh, incredibly important. And we're doing a lousy job with that right 
now. Well, again, I think the new standards are right on target but we've 
got to have money and time. You know the 20 days for add~tional staff 
development. That's what we need. we need time. We need time to 
work with staff members. We need time for staff members to network with 
each other so that we can get more power out of what people learn. For 
on our system. But without a legitimate staff development program, we 
can't network that knowledge. We can't do a trainer of trainers thing 
without money and time and right now we don't happen to have either 
one. (1 400, Moderate Tenure) 
. . .  how much of the responsibility for professional improvement belongs 
to the employing district and how much belongs to the individual's 
initiative who seeks to be and draw a professional wage. What I see is 
there is a landslide movement of making professisnal improvement the 
responsibility of the employing institution rather than the individual and 
his own initiative. (700, Moderate Tenure) 
It's a very irr~portant function in schools. But it has gotten to the place 
that the instruction of the teacher is becoming so prevelant that the 
teacher is out of the classroom trying to learn something .... .... And the 
time lost is probably getting close to what we lost through sick leave. 
(3400, High Tenure) 
3. Ambivalent about the jmpoltance of staff development programs-- 
1 subject. 
I've had mixed emotions.... (400, Hlgh Tenure) 
There was little noticeable bias by any one or more of the tenure cohorts 
towards any of the three response categories, except that the moderate tenure 
offered none. the totals will not add up to thirty. The response categories are 
listed below: 
Cooperative Learning-- 
Madeline Hunter Training-- 
Assessment/Authentic Assessment-- 
Program based on Needs Assessment-- 
-rESA/Effect~ve Schools Research-- 
Curriculum-- 
Higher Order or Critical Thinking Skills-- 
Program based on District Goals-- 
Writing Objectives-- 
Learning Styles-- 
Outcomes-Based Educat~on-- 
Iowa Writing Project-- 
Peer Coaching-- 
Educational Technology-- 
Peer Helpers-- 
Whole Language-- 
Quest-- 
Mastery Teaching-- 
lnteqration of Social Services Aqencies into the Schools: On this question, the 
subjects could find less consensus than on the ones immediatley above. The 
question was: "Due to the many social problems that are affeding children 
today. some people are suggesting that social service agencies and other 
community resources be given operating space in the school. Assuming that 
you had enough room to allow this, would you support it? Why or why not?" 
The assumption of enough space in the school was included because most 
schools would not have such space and this would have given the subjects a 
way of answering the question without consideration of the real content of the 
question, that of allowing these agencies to have influence in the schools. The 
responses fell into the following categories: 
1 . Agree with allowing social service agencies in the schools--1 4 
subjects. 
Hallelujah! Bring in the human services, police department, everybody. 
I'll just build a wing right on the end of the school. Bring them in a 
minute. I've always felt as districts have closed schools, they should turn 
them into centers for kids such as you're talking about Bring all these 
groups in, give them the office space, absolutely Treat the whole child, 
not just part of hlm. (900. Low Tenure) 
I guess if we're really ~nterested in serving the needs of ktds and we all 
know that k ~ d s  have those needs and we don't know what to do when we 
i LVe're 
every kid to pass and to go on and be the best they can be. Why 
wouldn't we want those people in those agencies in our schools? This 
isn't a grand collusion to control society. We're here to help kids. 
(1 400, Moderate Tenure) 
2. Agree with allowing social service agencies in the schools but only 
under certain conditons-3 subjects. These conditions included a certain 
degree of control over the actions of those agencies and desire to not 
have those agencies interfere with students' instructional time. 
... I'd like to have some control of the situation." (600, Moderate Tenure) 
"I'm hesitant to bring in some of our health clinics that deal with 
providing condoms and stuff like that for kids. (1 900, Low Tenure) 
Theoretically, if all those conditions existed and the function of those 
people and what they were doing did not pre-empt instructional time, 
then probably it would be all right. (700, Moderate Tenure) 
3. An- bivalent about allowing social service agencies in the schools--5 
subjects. 
I'm not whole-heartedly suppodive of that because I think what it's going 
to end up that it's another thing that we will have to do and to keep, not 
that we shouldn't be involved in it. We have a hard time getting done 
now what we're supposed to d o  And if that's another thing that you as 
principal and the superintendent have to oversee. (500. Moderate 
Tenure) 
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subjects. The reasons for disagreement included it not being the 
proper role of the school, it interfering with the educational role of the 
school, it not fulfilling any real need in most schools in Iowa, it leading 
to conflict between the beliefs of the school and the beliefs of the 
agencies, and a suspicion of the employees of the social agencies. 
I could see some of my kids wanting to be gotng down there when they 
don't really need to be going down there. Unless you would have a 
certain way to choose and pick who went down there, if they had a 
certain problem or something. No, even if I would, I don't think I would 
want it. (400, Moderate Tenure) 
I think maybe in your cities this is a possibility. But I think out in the rural 
communities, we are small enough that we can probably refer these 
students to those areas. (500, High Tenure) 
... I'm immediately thinking of the concerns that some people have that 
some high schools have condoms passed out that are readily available 
to students and so forth. (1 700, H~gh Tenure) 
We're trying to cure too many social ills that are not our job. (7000, 
Tenure) 
The only tenure cohort group to differ greatly from the entire group of 
subjects was the high tenure cohort Fully half of that group d~sagreed with the 
integration of social service agencies in the schools 
Instructional Skds of the Teach~na Staff This questlon ~nquired ~nto the 
: TPe  quest~on 
was: "Do you think most teachers have the instructional skills to meet the 
needs of students who can be reached educationally?" This was followed with: 
"If not, how can this situation be improved?" The subjects responded in the 
following ways: 
1. Agree that most teachers have the instructional skills to meet the 
needs of students--15 subjects. 
I'd say the majority do. (400, Moderate Tenure) 
... most teachers do have that capability. (700, Low Tenure) 
2. Ambivalent about whether most teachers have the instructional skills 
to meet the needs of students--4 subjects. 
If we're talking about academic, yes. The trouble is, in our society today, 
with a lot of single parents and latchkey kids, two parents working, the 
needs of students are changing. They've changed dramatically in the 
last ten years. So, that really is a many-sided question. t don't think we 
have the expertise to do some things that need to be done but 
academically, I think, probably for the most part, yes. (1 200, Low 
Tenure) 
I don't know. I'm sorry to answer it that way. I think they have the desire 
to I don't know 11 they all have the training to do that And I don't mean 
that negatlve towards them. (600. Moderate Tenure) 
3. Disagrees that most teachers have the instructional skills to meet the 
needs of students--1 l subjects 
schoolg I see much Of paperwork, SO much of teachers handing kids 
busy work stuff We do a lot of teaching from paper. We don't use the old 
lecture method and the board a lot and I think that's real beneficial time. 
That's VVhere I have a real difficult time with a lot of young staff members, 
anymore, in the fact that they don't take the time for what I would call 
really solid teaching. They do a lot of busy work. (400, Low Tenure) 
One of the things that really distresses me about this business that we're 
in is that I believe that the training of teachers, as they come into the field, 
isn't meant for what we're teaching today and what we know about 
human learning, is woefully, woefully inadequate. .. . I think we have to 
back off and seriously re-think our pre-service training program for kids, 
for prospective teachers. I just don't think ... and I'm not being critical of 
professors and college. I think they're doing the best they can with what 
they have to work w~th. You know they're under a money crunch too. I 
don't think four years of content and methodology is sufficient, this day 
and age, to prepare teachers for the classroom I think we're in the Sane 
point at this point in time when we did away with the normal teacher 
preparation programs years ago Staff development comes into play, 
A new teacher comes out. We can't expect them to know everything 
[here is to know because the i~eld's constantly changing but we've really 
got to do a better job of staff development for our exlstlng people 400. 
Moderate Tenure) 
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positions according to tenure cohorts. A number of solutions were offered for 
the problem of lack of instructional skills. The number of solutions, again, will 
not sum to thirty because some respondents did not respond or did not feel any 
need to respond. These responses included: 
1 . Staff Development--9 subjects 
2. Better pre-teacher training--2 subjects 
3. More money for more staff and lower student:teacher ratios--1 subject 
4, Pre-testing to eliminate students who have mastered subject matter so 
that remaining students can be educated more appropriately--1 
subject 
5. Teacher association removal of incompetent teachers--1 subject 
6. Better enforcement of curriculum guides--1 subject 
7. Increase in teacher pay to bring In better, brighter people--1 subject 
8. Remediation by administration--1 subject 
The moderate tenure cohort group was the most enthusiastic about staff 
development as a solution for inadequate instructional skills. 
Addit~onal instructional Time for Students: The issue of whether schools are 
simply in need of more instruct~onal time to better teach students was ra~sed in 
three questions These were. "Would you support a longer school year?" 
"Would you support a longer school day?" and "Would you support a six day 
week?" The strongest support was for the longer school year Very little 
2 r ~ ~ r ?  ex,sted for the 
six day school week. 
Responses to the question On the longer school year fell into the 
following categories: 
Agree with a longer SChool year--15 subjects. 
I would see a longer EX~~OOI  year as being a school year that would be 
set up in two to three weeks off and attend three months again And the 
reasons I am in favor of that is I think there is less loss of the skills they 
have attained. Right now they have 90 days basically to lose what they 
have attained and I think they lose a lot. (700, Low Tenure) 
Should be year-round. It should have been year-round starting in about 
1950. I'm talking about four quarters You'd have your standard two 
weeks at Christmas and those other areas. But there'd be at least a 
week and a half to two and a half weeks between quarters. For kids, I 
say right now, we waste the first month to six weeks getting kids back in 
the mode of learning and reteaching them what they forgot. To me, 
that's . . you've wasted one-ninth of your budget. (900, Low Tenure) 
I've looked at year-round school for years avd I See tremendous 
opportunities for a school district to do a lot more things in the 
process than we now do, in the structure that we currently 
have. . . one of the things I can see US doing is there are a lot of things 
In the curricuum area that could be done In the Summer time that we 
are not now doing because we're in S C ~ O O I  most of the time when there's 
2. Ambivalent about a longer school year--3 subjects. 
It would depend on what they want to do with it. If it's just days to add 
days, no. If they give good reason why they think the longer school year 
is going to be beneficial to the stl~dents, then yes I might support it. 
(400, Moderate Tenure) 
I have mixed emotions about that Technically, if we're going to 
compete with other countries that send their kids to school for longer 
days, a greater number of days, if we're going to compete, we need a 
longer school year. If we want to eliminate the regression that students 
go through over the summer, so that we don't have to review for six 
weeks to catch them back up, we need a longer school year. If we 
realize that we have left the agrarian age and are civ~lized people and 
that kids no longer have to go home and work on the farm, it doesn't 
make much sense to have summer off. Number one, it means more 
dollars Those dollars are not golng to be ava~lable. Number two, in this 
community and In many others, probably not In the inner-city but in this 
community, ktds are on a whirlwind all summer long They've got little 
league, they've got baseball, they've got muslc. in fact, our music 
program and some of our athletic programs, we have klds that may have 
to be gone a week or two durfng those very impodant actlvlties because 
they have another activity they have to paflicipate in We've got fair. 
family vacation And I'm not so sure that summer isn't a very welcome 
21 cjue on both s~des 
of the issue. (900. High Tenure) 
3. Disagree with a longer school year--12 subjects. The reasons for 
disagreement included the inability of student and teachers to deal with a 
longer year, the initial need to make better use of our current time before 
adding days to the year, the need for a restructuring of the school year 
rather than lengthening it, and the resultant need for air conditioned 
buildings. 
I don't think we can afford a longer school year at the present time 
with the construction of our buildings and such. It would take multi- 
millions of bucks to get these buildings so that they could survive a 
summer. None of them are insulated. None of them are air-conditioned 
And in the fall and spring, we have difficulty keeping the kids involved 
because of the heat process. The concept is good but the cost factor I 
think would be almost prohibitive in preparing our buildings. (600, 
Moderate Tenure) 
By the time the last of May rolls around, these kids are pretty fidgety 
and I think the staff is pretty fidgety (400. Moderate Tenure) 
I think we waste too much time in the school day that we have. The 
time on task in the classroom, the getting k~ds motivated. turning them 
down when the class is over The majority of classes that I vtsit, there are 
always 10-1 5 minutes of down time Until we learn to educate and 
mot~vate kids and get that teacher tuned up so that the minute that door 
-2: ??ey are there to 
do, I can't see extending that. (700, High Tenut-e) 
Responses to the question on the longer school day fell into the following 
categories: 
1. Agree with a longer school day--5 SIJ blects. 
I wol~ldn't have any trouble with the longer school day. I would go 
another hour. (600, Moderate Tenure) 
A little bit longer. We've been stretching our day out every couple years. 
We're studying now, if we can find the money, a mandated elementary 
foreign language program for everybody. And we have a major s t ~ ~ d y  
going this year but we don't want to take anything else out. So we could 
use another hour, hour and a half a week in the elementary for that. So 
most schools could go another half an hour, 45 minutes school day 
without problems as far as I'm concerned. (7000. High Tenure) 
2. Agree with a longer school day but only under certain conditions--2 
subjects. 
Well. I think the length of the school day is dependent locally and is 
dependent on the size of the district, and when I say size of the dlstnct. 
I'm talking about geographic size because here we transport 90% of our 
kids. We're a sparsely populated district over a large area We have 
something like 190 square miles So we have, in transpoding 90% of 
i.-spc?rtat~on r~d~ng  
limits. I think that presents a different situation than u 
more concentrated population and the transpodation 
effect on it. If we could take 30 minutes more riding ti 
of the day and put it in the school day, that would be ! 
would be educationally productive. (700. Moderate 1 
Oh, high school if fine. But elementary is long enoug 
Tenure) 
3. Disagree with a longer school day--23 subjects. F 
disagreement with the longer school day were similar to thc 
school year and included the inability of student and teache 
productively use a longer day, the initial need to make bette 
time before adding time to the day, the potential interfereno 
activities, and the current time problems suffered by district: 
population over a large geographical area. 
Rlght now, our buses go out at 7:30 in the morning 01 
and so many times we have difficulty getting the bus 
order to have time to send it to the extracurricular act 
there's any more time in the day to put in. (600, Mod 
I don't know whether some kids,..lqd have to think abl 
younger kids can stand a longer school day or not. I 
you had or whether there's a place where you no lor 
because they just are tired (400, Moderate Tenure) 
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can only sit so long, and I think kids are the same way too. When they 
are in schoolt they can only sit for so many hours per day and then they 
get antsy and then need to move around, too. (1500, Low Tenure) 
There was only one response to the question on the six day school week 
and that was disagreement. The most prevalent reason given for this 
disagreement was no reason at all, other than a clearly enunciated 'no' and an 
abject look of revulsion. Others offered the inability of students and teachers to 
deal with or productively use a longer week, the initial need to make better use 
of our current time before adding time to the week, its inconsistency with the 
trend in America of moving towards a four day week rather than a six day week, 
and the potential loss of time with family members. 
With the American culture? Our workers don't work six days. They're 
going to four. So, t think we'd be dolng exactly the opposite that our 
culture is doing and you can't go that, that much in two different 
directions. (900, Low Tenure) 
I was just wondering where you let kids be kids a little bit, too Where 
you let them grow up and experience some of the other th~ngs rather 
than, quote. education all the time. . With a Saturday. I thtnk. there are 
also time when they need to be with that family. (400, Moderate Tenure) 
Nab. No, because we'd have all klnds of . again, this IS a people- 
intensive business and I'd have people at each other's throats all the 
time example 1s going to be the end of third quarter The third 
?,Js.;? unless you 
b v e  SOme snow days, you've got nothing but uninterrupted five days a 
week of instruction and I've never ceased in my thirteen years as an 
administrator to observe that 'there are more discipline problems, there 
are more staff relationship problems and, on balance, we're probably 
less effective towards the end of the third quarter just before Easter Break 
,than we are any other time of the school year In a people intensive 
business, there are times when people need a little time away. What's 
the old statement? 'Absence makes the heart grow fonder.' (1400, 
Moderate Tenure) 
There did appear to be some trends in how the subjects answered these 
questions according to their tenure cohorts. On the question of the longer 
school year. nine of the ten subjects in the low tenure cohort accepted the idea. 
In the other two cohort groups, only three in each group accepted the idea. On 
the question of a longer school day, no tenure cohort-based trends were 
apparent On the f~nal question, that of a six day week. obviously each cohort 
group was the .same since all subjects disagreed with the idea. 
